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S U M M A R Y

This is a report of the study of the implantation of
heavy ions at medium keV-energies into electrically conducting mono-elemental solids , at ion doses too small to
cause significant loss of the implanted ions by resputtering.
The study has been undertaken to investigate the possibility
of accurate portioning of matter in submicrogram quantities,
with some specific applications in mind.

The problem is

extensively investigated both on a theoretical level and in
practice.
A mathematical model is developed for calculating the
loss of implanted ions by resputtering as a function of the
implanted ion dose and the sputtering yield.

Numerical data

are produced therefrom which permit a good order-of-magnitude
estimate of the loss for any ion/solid combination in which
the ions are heavier than the solid atoms, and for any ion
energy from 10 to 3OO kev.
The implanted ion dose is measured by integration of
the ion beam current,and equipment and techniques are
described which make possible tha accurate integration of
an ion current in an electromagnetic isotope separator.

The

methods are applied to two sample cases, one being a stable
isotope, the other a radioisotope.

In both cases independent

methods are used to show that the implantation is indeed

11

quantitative, as predicted.

At the same time the sample

cases are used to demonstrate two possible applications for
quantitative ion implantation, viz. firstly

for the manu-

facture of calibration standards for instrumental micro methods of elemental trace analysis in metals, and secondly
for the determination of the half-lives of long-lived radioisotopes by a specific activity method.
It is concluded that the present study has advanced
quantitative ion implantation to the state where it can be
successfully applied to the solution of problems in other
fields.
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INTRODUCTION

Ion implantation takes place when ions, bombarding a
solid, get trapped in the matrix.

It therefore occurs in

many types of gas discharge devices and in ion accelerators.
Of these, the electromagnetic isotope separator in particular,
with its capability of producing a wide variety of pure ion
beams of well defined energy, is a very useful accelerator
for systematic study of the process.
The development of the subject of ion implantation is
therefore closely linked to the development of the electromagnetic isotope separator.

A comprehensive account of this

development up to 1958 has been given by Koch

.

According

to this account,interest at that time centred mainly on the
collection of stable and radioactive isotopes for nuclear
research.

At the same time, however, transistor development

was far enough advanced for some workers to consider ion
implantation as a means to introduce,in a controlled manner,
the required carrier impurities in the semiconductor material.
This led to a greatly increased interest in the effect of
the implanted impurity on the matrix properties, and the
research into all aspects of ion implantation started in
earnest.

2 3 4)
According to different sources '
, the beginning

of this phase can roughly be placed at the mid-fifties.

The development since then has been enormous and ion
implantation has become an industrial technique for the
manufacture of solid state devices

. The better under-

standing of all aspects of ion implantation thus gained

can

and has in fact benefitted other branches of solid state
physics and chemistry, such as

the manufacture of sp.cial

alloys, changing of magnetic properties, the production of
corrosion- and wear-resistant surfaces, and others.

To

these well-publicized applications of ion implantation new
ones can be added by making use of the fact that under
certain conditions all ions entering a solid matrix are
retained,and that these ions can be quantitatively measured
by integration of the ion current.

T is provides an un-

equalled method for accurate portioning of matter in very
small quantities in the clean environment of vacuum, which
opens up completely new possibilities.
As is well-known, the number of ions retained in a matrix
tends to a saturation value after long enough bombardment,
because of sputter-erosion
which are trapped inside.

of both the matrix and the ions
However, the major fraction of

the ions is implanted relatively deep in the matrix, and for
small enough ion doses,erosion by sputtering removes such an
insignificant

fraction

of the implanted ions, that one can

speak of quantitative ion implantation.

Under this condition»

and provided back-scattering (with charge neutralization) is
insignificant, the integrated beam current can be used to
give the quantity of ions in the matrix.

The condition of

negligible back-scattering is compiled with only by ions

heavier than the matrix atoms, however, so that quantitative
measurements are restricted to these cases only.

Still, the

list of possible ion/matrix combinations is formidable.
Rautenbach

suggested in 1968 that quantitative ion ir. -

plantation could be used as part of a nev; specific activity
method for determining the ha.'.f-lives of long-lived radioisotopes.

The writer extended this proposal to include the

quantitative collection of stable isotopes,for the purpose
of using them as calibration standards in instrumental
micro-methods of trace analysis of metals.
The feasibility of these proposals was tested on the
85
implantation of ions of the radioisotope

Kr in a poly-

crystalline Al matrix. The results were promising and were
7)
presented as a paper
at the 6th International Symposium on
Microtechniques at Graz (Austria) in September 1970. Details
8)
of the investigations can be found in the M.Sc.-thesis
of
the writer in the same year.

These investigations revealed

the existence of several problems on the way to a successful
routine application of quantitative ion implantation.
The present thesis gives a comprehensive account both
of the problems and of the solutions to them.

Problems

existed on both the theoretical and practical levels, and
the thesis is subdivided accordingly.

On the theoretical

side the major problem was that of predicting how many ions
of one element can be quantitatively implanted in a given
matrix, when no experimental data on quantitative ion implantation exist on the specific ion/matrix combination in

question.

On the practical side problems arising from beam

contamination and secondary emission had to be overcome.

As

will be shown, the practical problems encountered with radioisotopes differ significantly from those encountered wi;h
stable isotopes, and different techniques had to be developed
for each of the two groups.

These techniques are highlighted

in the description of two examples in which one each of the
two types of isotopes is quantitatively implanted into a
polycrystalline Al matrix, viz.
i)

60 keV 137Cs

for the determination of its half-life

(30 years); and
ii)

205,
2O3
Tl for use as calibration
40 keV
Tl and
standards in a flameless atomic absorption analyser,

P A R T

T H E O R Y

A good theory of a complex system
should be a good 'caricature' of
this system, i.e. it should
exaggerate the most typical
properties and ignore deliberately
all unessential other properties

Yakov Frenkel
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THE GENERAL THEORETICAL APPROACH

The study of ion implantation is largely that of the
interaction of energetic ions with solids, which in the
present work is confined to that of heavy ions with metals.
An energetic ion possesses kinetic energy as well as
potential energy.

On approaching the metal surface the ion

interacts electrostatically with the Fermi electrons of the
metal, transferring energy to them.

This normally leads to

the neutralization of the projectile ion even before it
reaches the surface, and to the liberation of electrons and
photons from the target.
If the velocity of the incoming projectile is lower than
the orbital velocity of the bound electrons in the projectile
and the target atoms, then collisions will predominantly be
of the elastic binary type in which the projectile and the
target atoms participate as whole entities.

These collisions

are traditionally called 'nuclear' collisions, although
'atomic' would a better term.

This type of collision is

dominant at the usual energies of ion implantation (30-300
TceV), as pointed out in Appendix A.

In a succession of

collisions the projectile transfers its kinetic energy to the
target atoms, undergoing changes of direction in each collision.

Depending on the severity of these collisions, on the

magnitude of the free path lengths between the collision,
and on the total deflection, the projectile can penetrate to
a depth of as much as several hundred Angstrom, or in the other
extreme end up near the surface.

The penetration depths are

distributed as a bell-shape-like function of depth.
The energy and momentum

transferred to the target atoms

can cause their displacement, which in the case of a crystalline target produces point defects.

Collision chains of

recoiling atoms transport the energy and momentum through
the target matrix.

Part thereof arrives back at the surface,

and can give rise to 'sputtering' of atoms and ions of whatever elements are present in the topmost layer (Fig. 1 ) .
Electrons and photons are also emitted.

Projectiles which

are deflected back to the surface with sufficient energy to
cross the potential barrier are called back-scattered or
reflected.

These emissions are all shown in Fig. 2.

All the processes resulting from the interaction of
heavy ions with metals are of importance to quantitative ion
implantation.

Sputtering determines the rate of surface

erosion, and the distribution of implanted projectiles below
the surface determines the rate at which projectiles are
removed again together with the eroding surface.

The emission

of charged particles from the surface complicates measurement
of the ion current, and reflection of (neutralized) projectiles causes a discrepancy between implanted dose and integrated ion current.

8
Ion implantation is quantitative as long as the loss of
implanted projectiles from the target matrix is below
acceptable limits.

This loss can be caused only by evapo-

ration (thermal emission) or sputtering (kinetic emiss:. on)
from the target surface.

If diffusion of implanted projec-

tiles is negligible, then loss is possible only if the surface
comes to these projectiles by way of sputter-erosion.

Under

this condition the problem of calculating the fractional loss
of implanted projectiles by re-sputtering can be sketched as
follows (cf. Fig. 6 ) :
For negligible sputtering, the depth distribution of implanted projectiles is given by a 'probability density1 function
f(x), which is bell-shaped and peaks at a depth R below the
surface.

When sputtering takes place, from the upper layer

of the surface, projectiles in the extreme surface-side end
of the distribution are lost.

Removal of a surface layer of

thickness t displaces the surface by a distance t towards
the peak of the distribution and leads to loss of all projectiles in the distribution between the original and the new
positions of the surface, i.e. between O and t.

New projec-

tiles arriving now, distribute themselves with respect to the
new surface, with the distribution peak at R+t.

The probabi-

lity density function of these projectiles is given by §(x-t).
Sub-division of t into infinitesimal displacements dt and integration ovsr all distributions §(x-t) for infinitesimal projectile quantities dp. yields the cumulative distribution for
all implanted projectiles.

This is shown in Fig. 7 where,

for mathematical convenience, the origin has been chosen to

coincide with the peak position of tnc; distribution $(x) of
the very first projectiles to be implanted, and where the
cumulative distribution is seen to be given by the integral
t

Ffc(x) = Jf(x-t)dt.
o
The re-sputtered projectiles are calculated by performing
another integration over this cumulative distribution F. (x)
between the original and the new surface.
-R+t

J

This integral

Ft(x) dx

-R
equals the area shown hatched in Fig. 7, and if divided by
the total area under F fc (x), gives
-R+t

J
-R

»

Ffc(x)dx / J F t (x)dx = f
-R

i.e. the fraction of the implanted projectiles lost by resputtering.
From this model the following important deductions can
be made:
For a given t the fraction f depends very much on the
shape of the cumulative distribution between the original
and the new surface, and therefore on the underlying probability density function (depth distribution).

It is therefore

important that the tail-shape of the distribution on the
surface side be known as accurately as possible.

Further-

more, for this part of the distribution a mathematical representation must be found which can be integrated twice.

10
This mathematical representation should preferably not onlyfit the surface-side tail, but also the central body of the
depth distribution, because parametrization by mean and
variance then becomes possible.

Such representation weald

make it possible to use published tabulcited theoretical
results for the mean and variance of the depth distribution.
It is therefore a major object of the present theoretical
investigation to find such a representation, and to
compare the theoretical parameters with those of actually
measured depth distributions.

This is done in

Chapter 4.
The depth t of surface erosion by sputtering is related
to the implanted dose p i via the sputtering yield S by
t = p ± S/v ,
where \» is the matrix density in atoms/cm , t is measured in
cm, and p. and S are the 'number of projectiles'and the 'number
of sputtered atoms per projectile1 respectively.

Knowledge

of the sputtering yield S is therefore a prerequisite for
numerical predictions of f.

Fortunately, an acceptable

theory and data exist, from which reasonable estimates are
possible (Chapter 5 ) .
Diffusion can be troublesome, because it affects f by
broadening the depth distribution.

Fortunately, diffusion

is known to be negligible for many projectile/tarçet combinations at room temperature, while cooling of the target
offers another possibility for its suppression.

In Chapter 6

11
a simple formula is proposed for estimating the magnitude of
diffusion interference with the above sputtering model of
quantitative ion implantation.
A fourth factor of importance is the back-scattered
fraction of (neutralized) projectiles, which represents a
constant error on the
current integration.

projectile quantity measurement by ion
Not enough data on back—scattering of

projectiles from different targets are presently available,
to allow reliable general predictions on back-scattering in
cases where this is significant.

This fraction is therefore

kept very low by applying quantitative ion implantation only
to projectile/target combinations in which the projectile is
heavier than the target atoms.

Available information on these

cases is surveyed in Appendix G.
Summarizing, it can be said that, for negligible backscattering and diffusion, the re-sputtered fraction f of
implanted projectiles can be calculated if the sputtering
yield and the mathematical form of the depth distribution
on the surface side is known.

If the sputtering yield and

depth distribution were known well enough, then f could even
be used as a correction on the total quantity of implanted
projectiles.

In practice, however, uncertainty over both

the sputtering yield and the depth distribution bring about
that the calculated values of f can for practically all cases
only be used as error margins

on the quantities implanted.

In fact, it is recommended that for hitherto untested projectile/target combinations the projectile dose be chosen so as
to remain at least a factor two below that corresponding to
the highest acceptable f-value for this combination.

12
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3

THE DEPTH DISTRIBUTION OF
IMPLANTED PROJECTILES

3.1

A mathematical representation for the
actual depth distribution
Information on the depth distribution is available from

two sources, viz. from experimental measurements,and from
9)
the range theory of Lindhard et al.
or modifications based
thereon.

Because of the many possible projectile/target

combinations and the difficulty of depth distribution
measurements.it is practically impossible to measure all of
them.

A good theory is therefore indispensable for pre-

dictions in all cases where experimental data are lacking.
The range theory of Lindhard et al., commonly known as
the LSS theory, has been available for more than a decade, and
during this time has proved very useful for the prediction of
mean depths and distribution widths particularly in amorphous
targets.

But, unfortunately, the LSS theory has not yielded

an unambiguous prediction of the form of the depth distribution .
It is usually assumed that the distribution is Gaussian
or nearly so in amorphous targets.

However, this assumption

is often at variance with experimental measurements.

Especially

the tails of the measured distributions (and here are meant

13
in particular the tails on the surface side of the measured
distributions) are as a rule significantly stronger than would
correspond to a Gaussian distribution, so that the use of a
Gaussian representation for the actual distribution would lead
to overoptimistic estimates on quantitative implantation.

It

was necessary therefore, to look for a better mathematical representation of the actual depth distribution of projectiles.
An attempt was made to obtain information about the
probability density function of the depth distribution from
general statistical arguments about the energy loss eij per
collision i and the free path length 1^-j between collisions
of a projectile j in an amorphous target matrix.

The arguments

are (cf. Appendix B) that an average can be defined for each
of the two variables e^j and lj_j, viz.

r
and

1

J

i

J

where N. is the number of collisions which a projectile j of
energy E undergoes.

For large N. both I- and ê. tend to have

a Gaussian probability density distribution.

By transforming

N. a*ay the total range can be expressed as
R. = K l . / - e ,
If I. and e. are statistically independent and Gaussian-distributed, then the probability density distribution of the
range R. will be distributed as the quotient of the two
Gaussian distributions for I. and i..
is known not to be Gaussian itself.

Such a distribution
This deduction, viz.

that the ranges R. of projectiles j in an amorphous target matrix
cannot be Gaussian-distributed, applies also to the projected

14
ranges R.

(i.e. the projection of the ranges R. on the depth

scale), and to polycrystalline target matrices (cf. Appendix B ) .
The actual probability density distribution of the range
R . depends on the scale and location parameters of the Gaussian
representations for 1. and i., and can in theory vary from a
Cauchy distribution to a Gaussian-like distribution (cf. B.I.3
in Appendix B ) . Because the Cauchy and the Gaussian distributions (cf. Fig. 5) are the two limiting extremes of the
family of Student's t-distributions (a t-distribution with one
degree of freedom being Cauchy, and one with infinite degrees
of freedom being Gaussian), it can be concluded that the range
R. might be t-distributed.

This conclusion can be extended

also to the overall (or compound) distribution of all individual range values R. of all projectiles j, as shown in
B.I.3 in Appendix B.

In B.3 in Appendix B arguments are

advanced to show that this conclusion should apply also to
the projected range R.
R

and to the overall projected range

for all projectiles.
It must be emphasized that the above conclusions rest

mainly on the assumptions made about the distributions for
1. and i..

These assumptions are discussed in B.I.2 in

Appendix B, where it is shown that although these two distributions tend to be quasi-Gaussi.an, there exists a slight
statistical dependence between 1.. and e.., as well as between
successive values of e...

This tends to weaken the conclusions

to a certain extent, but is not expected to invalidate them.
In order to verify the usefulness of the conclusions
from the statistical arguments in practice, the measured
depth distributions of different projectile/target combinations
are compared with t-distributions in B.4 in Appendix B.
results confirm the theoretical predictions well, and the
actual depth distributions are found to cover almost the

The
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entire spectrum of t-distributions between the two limiting
extremes of Cauchy and Gaussian.
On the basis of this evidence it is reasonable to conclude
that the Cauchy and Gaussian distributions should be able to
bracket most of the actual depth distributions and should serve
well as basis for predictions on quantitative ion implantation,
particularly in view of the fact that these distributions are
relatively easy to handle in the mathematical expressions of
quantitative ion implantation.
They cannot be used directly though, because their range
extends from minus infinity to plus infinity, while the real
depth distribution starts at the surface and ends where the
projectiles are slowed down to energies of a few electronvolt.
In the case of approximation by a Gaussian distribution this
truncation is not of any great consequence because the tails
of the statistical distribution soon become insignificant
anyway.

In fact, if the Gaussian mean is at a depth of 2.5

times the standard deviation below the surface, then only 0.6 %
of the distribution integral lies outside the surface.

For a

standard Cauchy distribution the corresponding percentage is
8.4.
For M , > M - , t h i s fraction can not be accounted for by
back-scattering from the target, which in the case M, = M„
should involve only about 0.6 % of the incident projectiles
(according to measurements by B^ttiger et al.
involve an even smaller percentage for M ] > M 2

), and must
(because the

maximum scattering angle in a binary collision is given by
sin" (M 2 /M), which for decreasing mass ration M 2 /M, predicts
a decreasing probability of back-scattering). Indeed, B^ttiger
and Davies 36) report back-scattering from Al to be ^ 0.1 % for
bombardment by 60 keV

42

K and

85

Kr.

It is therefore essential to truncate the Cauchy distribution at the surface.

On the deep side the truncation

16
point is not nearly as well defined.

However, for mathemati-

cal reasons, a symmetrical truncation is convenient.
To summarize, the actual depth distribution in amorphous
targets is assumed to be representable by a t-distribution.
Because this distribution can be anything between a Cauchy
and a Gaussian distribution, these two are chosen for further
calculation as extreme limiting approximations.

For both

physical reasons and mathematical convenience the distributions
are assumed to be truncated at the surface and at a symmetrical
point on the deep side.

These approximations are assumed to

hold also for polycrystalline targets.

3.2

Parametrization of the depth distribution
Each distribution can be expressed in terms of a location

parameter (mean) and a scale parameter (half width of the
distribution).

In the case of a Gaussian distribution

a" 1 expC-Mx - M-)2/a2]
these parameters are also known as the mean p, and the standard
deviation o respectively.
1

For a Cauchy distribution
9

1

1

these parameters are the median 9 and the half-width-at-halfmaximum \ respectively.
The parameters are easily obtained from an experimentally
determined depth distribution (for a low projectile dose)
and can be tabulated;

and if re-used in either of the above
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two expressions they will yield the limiting approximations
between which the actual distribution lies.

Because actual

depth distributions are never quite symmetrical ana because
only the surface-side of the depth distribution is of cc ncern
in quantitative ion implantation, it is suggested that the
following rules be used to obtain the parameters from an
experimentally determined depth distribution:

for use in
Cauchy
distribution

for use in
Gaussian
distribution

location parameter
w.r.t. surface

depth of peak

depth of peak

scale parameter

half-width-athaIf-maximum on
surface side

half-width-at0s61 "iiaximum on
surface side

Parameters

By this choice the depth of the peak below the surface is set
equal to the distance R in Fig. 6.
More often than not, however, no experimentally
determined depth distribution is available from which the
parameters can be obtained, and it is necessary to consult
17 18 19)
published tables ' '
of theoretical mean depths and
distribution widths, which are calculated on the basis of the
LSS theory.

Before these tables are used, however, it is

important to compare, where possible, the theoretical data
with experimentally determined parameters.

3.3

Correlation between experimental and
LS"£ parameters
Fortunately, several authors have recently measured various
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depth distributions for M. > M 2 , and have compared their
experimental parameters with the corresponding theoretical
LSS parameters.

This work is surveyed in Appendix C.

From this survey it appears that the theoretical mean
projected range R

consistently underestimates the depth R

of the measured distribution peak (i.e. the measured most
probable depth). Rir amorphous targets the following relationship appears to hold widely

R

1-3 R

According to one reference, the scaling factor 1.3
appears to increase with decreasing energy for energies
e <0.1

(where e denotes the LSS reduced energy defined in

Appendix A ) . Until confirmed in further experiments one is
reluctant, however, to use scaling factors larger than 1.3,
because their use can lead to overoptimistic predictions on
quantitative implantation.
For polycrystalline targets the situation is not clear
at present, and use of a scaling factor of 1.3 may lead to
considerable overestimation in some cases and underestimation
in others.

Use of the generally lower theoretical R -values

is therefore considered safest in predictions on quantitative
implantation.
Scaling factors for the width of a distribution are less
consistent than those for the most probable depth.

One con-

tributory factor for variations of the scaling factor from one
author to the next, is the use of different definitions for the
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distribution width.

These authors use any of the following:

Full-width-at-half-maximum

(FWHM), half-width-at-half-

maximum (HWHM), and the Gaussian standard deviation a which
corresponds to half-width-at-0-61 maximum (HW.61M).
Obviously for an unsymmetrical distribution the FWHM is
generally not equal to twice the HWHM on the surface side,
while HWHM = 1.17 a in a Gaussian distribution. In some targets diffusion of the implanted projectiles between the time
of implantation and the time of the distribution measurement,
or even during the time of implantation

(radiation-enhanced

diffusion) can also contribute to the problem.

The problem

of finding a general correlation between the half-width
(on the surface side) of an actual depth distribution and
the corresponding LSS parameter AR

therefore requires some

more study in future.
More convenient than using the absolute half-width
(HW) of a depth distribution is the use of the 'relative
half-width' HW/R, or its inverse, the 'relative most probable
depth1 R/HW.
R /AR .
t> P

The LSS equivalent of the latter is the ratio

These ratios are tabulated in Appendix H.

The ratio

is independent of the matrix density and comparison of
experimental values of R/HW with theoretical values R /AR
is free of uncertainties over the true matrix density.
Theory predicts the ratio

R /AR

to be largely independent of

energy, but to be dependent on the mass ratio M./M
table in Appendix H, or alternatively ref. 16).

(cf. the

2O
Any comparison between the measured ratio R/HW and the
theoretical R /i\R should reflect to some extent the variations
in scalinq factors between R and R on the one hand, and HW
P
and AR on the other. However, some authors still cla^m that
P
R/HW *• R /AR . The surveyed data (Appendix C) suggest that
0.7 R /AR
P
P

<

R/HW

<

R /AR
F
P

should be more realistic, where HW is used to denote both
HWHM values and HW.61M

values.

However, because more

R/HW values appear to lie on the right-hand side of the inequality, the use of R/HW = 0 . 7 R /AR , though safest, tends
to give an overpessimistic prediction on quantitative implantation in most cases.
For the sample calculations in Chapter 7 the scaling
factors used are
R

=

1.3 R
P

and
R/HW

=

0.7 R /AR .

An extensive table of theoretical values of R and AR
P
P
19)
has been compiled by Smith
for projectiles with atomic
numbers Z, from 5 to 80, and for projectile energies from
10 to 1000 keV, in targets with atomic numbers Z^ from 10
to 80.

From this table values of R

for Z, a Z_ (i.e. of

interest to quantitative ion implantation) have been selected
for the present work and appear, together with the corresponding
R /AR

ratios, in a table in Appendix H.

Values of the reduced

LSS-energy e are also included in the same table.
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C H A P T E R

4

THEORETICAL MODEL

As pointed out in section 3.1 the depth distribution
for an infinitesimally small quantity of projectiles is,
for purposes of this model, assumed to be quasi t-distributed
between the two extremes Cauchy and Gaussian, and in order to
do justice to physical reality the distribution is assumed
to be truncated at the target surface, and for mathematical
convenience also at a depth equal to twice the mean depth.
It is emphasized once again that the mathematical
representation is aimed in the first instance at providing
a reasonable approximation to the true distribution on the surface side, and here in particular (as shall be apparent later)
in the shallow region between the original surface and a
depth about half the most probable depth, i.e.
-R < x < -%R in Fig. 7.

Any asymmetry of the true distribution

on the deep side of the most probable depth can therefore be
of consequence only to the extent to which it causes the most
probable depth (i.e. the depth of the distribution peak) to
deviate from the median depth (i.e. the depth at which 50 %
of all projectiles are stopped), i.e. the extent to which it
is an area asymmetry.

Because for practically all measured

depth distributions each of the two sides has been found to
be t-distributed, it can be assumed that most non-extreme
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asymmetries are covered anyway by the approximation provided
by the two extreme t-distributions Cauchy and Gaussian.
However, for amorphous targets in particular,the data of
Jespergârd and Davies

and of Domeij et al.

show the

difference between the most probable depth and the median
depth to be rather small, so that the area asymmetry is only
a slight one.

The mathematical representation should there-

fore be a good approximation in the depth region of interest.
Analytical expressions are developed for calculation of
the fractional loss f of implanted projectiles through resputtering for either of the two extreme distributions,
Cauchy and Gaussian, which are then interpreted as providing
upper and lower bounds for the true value of f.
Convenient simplifying assumptions have been adopted
for the model as follows.
4.1

Assumptions
(a)

The target surface is atomically flat.

(b)

Sputtering always takes place from the uppermost
atomic layer only.

(c)

The total sputtering yield (i.e. the average number
of atoms sputtered regardless of type for one
incident ion) is constant throughout the implantation-

id)

The atomic density is constant at all depths and
for all projectile concentrations.
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(e)

Diffusion of trapped projectiles is negligible
during ion implantation.

Furthermore, a perpendicular incidence of projectiles
is assumed, and the quantities of projectiles involved are
2
defined per cm of target surface and are designated by the
terms incident dose (i.e. the quantity of projectiles
2
bombarding 1 cm of target surface), implanted dose (i.e.
2
the quantity of projectiles stopped below 1 cm of target
surface) and retained dose (i.e. the quantity of projectiles
2
stopped below 1 cm of target surface and not re-emitted by
sputtering or by any other cause).
The implanted dose is lower than the incident dose by
the quantity of projectiles back-scattered.

As for M, > M„

(i.e. for quantitative ion implantation) the backscattered
fraction is very small, however, incident dose and implanted
dose are for the present assumed to be identical.
The implication and validity of these simplifying
assumptions are now discussed:
(a)

A target surface is never atomically flat, but for low
enough incident doses a homogeneous surface is eroded
so evenly that the original topography is retained and
the surface can be thought-of as composed of a mosaic
of atomically flat sub-units.

For inhomogeneous

surfaces (e.g. polycrystalline targets) the same
statement may be assumed to hold separately for each
crystallite.
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(b)

It is generally accepted that sputtering takes place
from a surface layer of a thickness of the order of the
interatomic spacing, i.e. in first approximation a
surface skin layer of monoatomic

(c)

thickness.

Constancy of the sputtering yield is a weak assumption,
because sputtering yields are known to vary inversely
with the average binding energy of the atom species in
the surface.

The binding energies are determined both

by the number and type of atoms forming the immediate
neighbourhood.

Changes are therefore to be expected

from chemisorbing residual gas components, from
sputtering and radiation damage, and from the increasing projectile concentration in the surface.
Corrections for such changes can, however, be made later
on, as will be shown, and the assumption is permitted
to stand for the present.
(d)

The assumption of constant atomic density implies that
(i)

the original matrix structure does not change
significantly during implantation, and that

(ii)

the implanted projectiles prefer to occupy substitutional positions,

but it should, for densely packed targets, also remain
reasonable for a damaged matrix and for interstitial
projectiles.
(e)

The assumption of negligible diffusion is known not to
be valid in all cases, but to be reasonable in most.
It is therefore preferable to deal with diffusion
separately, after this model is developed.
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4.2

Mathematical treatment
4.2.1

The problem and the general solution
The problem and the approach to it have already-

been sketched in Chapter 2.

In order to avoid having to

refer repeatedly back to Chapter 2, and because more
analytical details must be introduced now, the problem is
restated again as an introduction to the mathematical
treatment:
The total implanted dose p. is divided into a
large number of identical small doses Ap..

The distribution

of each of these small doses Ap. is represented by a truncated
distribution §(x-t).

By causing sputtering, each of these

doses Ap. also gives rise to a shift At of the surface.

The

distribution of each subsequent dose Ap. is therefore displaced by a distance At deeper into the target.

In the

limit of an infinitesimal dose dp., displacement is only
through an infinitesimal distance dt (Pig. 7 ) .
If the origin of the coordinate system is made
to coincide with the mean of the first of these distributions
and the others are displaced along the positive abscissa
(as in Fig. 7 ) , then integration of §(x-t) from O to a value
t ='total surface displacement1 yields the integrated dose
distribution (or concentration profile) of projectiles in
the target.

This is shown in Fig. 7, where the upper part

shows the succession of infinitesimal dose distributions (or
differential concentration profiles) $(x-t), and the lower
part shows the total integrated dose distribution F. (x) , i.e,
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inclusive of the portion already sputtered.
For predictions on quantitative ion implantation,
one wants to know the fraction f of the total implanted dose
which is lost by re-sputtering.
ratio

This fraction equals the

of the hatched area in Fig. 7 to the total area under

the solid curve F.(x).

For calculation of this ratio the

function F.(x) should be known.

While it should be possible

in principle to derive the form of this function from that
t
of $(x-t) by integration, i.e. from J* $ (x-t1 )dt' , it can be
o
expected to be a rather awkward expression for a truncated
distribution i(x-t).

Whether this expression can be integrated

with ease a second time,to provide the required areas under
the curve,is doubtful.
There is an easy way around this problem, however, by making use of the facts that
(i)

the total area under F.(x) equals the total implanted
dose p. and can be related to t via the (known)
sputtering yield, and that

(ii)

between the limits -R and (-R+t) the curve F (x) is
identical to the curve F -(x) for which an expression
can be derived relatively easily, the hatched area
being given by the integral
-R+t
(4.1)

The problem therefore reduces to finding an
expression for F^gix) if the distribution §(x-t) is either
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a truncated Cauchy or a truncated Gaussian distribution.
This problem is treated as follows:
For a non-truncated distribution $ (x-t) the
integral

F o (x) =

yields an expression which is known to statisticians as the
1

cumulative distribution function of the distribution

$ (x)', i.e. of that particular distribution § (x-t) for
co

oo

which t = O.

The interest of the statisticians in the

function F^(x) arises from the fact that it gives the total
integrated area under the curve §B(x) between the limits -»
and x.

This situation is illustrated in Fig. 8 for the case

of a Cauchy form of the distribution ^ ( x ) . F a (x) is known
for both the Cauchy and the Gaussian distribution.
Now the influence on F (x) of the truncation of
oo

$ (x) must be expressed in analytical terms.

The approach

is explained with the aid of Fig. 9:
By truncating the distribution §a(x) at x = -R
the tail area a is removed and F (x) changes to (F (x) - or).
00

00

Further truncation of $„,(30 at x = R leaves this new function
unchanged in the region -R < x < R.

To retain the correct

normalization, however, it is necessary to add the combined
areas of both truncated tails to the truncated distribution.
This is done simply by scaling-up the ordinate values of
$ (x) between the truncation points by an appropriate constant
factor, viz. 1/(1 - 2a).

The new distribution is then given by
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for ix|<R
and
$(x) = 0 for !xi>R
The

cumulative distribution function (F (x) - a) is scaledCO

up by the same factor so that the new

cumulative distribution

function is given by
F(x) = (1-2O)" 1

- a)

F(x) = O

for x < -R,

F(x) = 1

for x > R.

for -R < x < R,
- (4.2)

F(x) is the normalized form of the function
F 2 s(x) shown in Fig. 7.

F__(x) is therefore given by

F 2 g(x) = m F(x), where m is the maximum value of F„^(x).

The

factor m equals the maximum concentration of projectiles in
the surface and can be found from the boundary condition of
target saturation, which states that at target saturation this
concentration must be such that the rate at which projectiles
are sputtered is equal to the rate at which new projectiles
are implanted.

For a sputtering yield of S (i.e. S atoms

being sputtered for each implanted projectile) this implies
that amongst each number S of atoms sputtered there must be
one projectile, i.e. the concentration is 1/S projectiles per
atom, or for a density of v atoms/cm the concentration is
3
v/S projectiles per cm . In the latter dimensions,therefore.
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m = \>/S
and
F 2 £(x) = (N)/S) F ( X ) , -R á X á R.

Finally, therefore, the re-sputtered fraction of
implanted projectiles is (from 4.1) given by
-R+t
f

= J
—".
R

F

/

2R

(x)dx

P
// i

'

where F ~(x) = F(x).v/S ,and where p. is the total implanted
1

ZH

dose which in terms of the sputtering yield S and the depth
t of sputter-erosion can easily be shown to be given by
p. = t. \>/S> for p. in cm

and t in cm.

Therefore
,

f=;

-R+t

J

F(x)dx,

-R
or by substitution from (4.2)
-R+t
f =

f
ÍR

(F (x)-a)dx

(4.3)

where a = F a (-R) (cf. Fig. 8 ) .
To find f for a truncated Cauchy or a Gaussian
distribution it is now necessary merely to substitute the
expression for the

cumulative distribution function F a (x)

into (4.3) and to perform the integration.
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4.2.2

The solution for a truncated Cauchy
distribution
The

cumulative distribution function for the

Cauchy distribution

(x) = (nX)"1 [(x/X)2 + I ] " 1
is given by
F (x) = H +

TT

1

tan -1 (x/X)

where X is the scale parameter of the Cauchy distribution.
The fraction of re-sputtered implanted projectiles is
therefore given by
i

f

=

-R+t

tan"1 f)-a]dx.

t(l-2«)
"IS.

On substituting -x' = -R+t and performing the
integration the expression becomes

"X X - f

f >'" «T-

(4.4)

ln

with a = h + rr~

tan"

(-R/X) .

Fraction f is therefore a function of the two
parameters R/X and x'/L

It is independent of the sputtering

yield S, but is linked to S via x'/X. by the expression for the
total implanted dose p. = (R - x')y/S.
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Fraction f has been plotted in Fig. 1O against
t/X. (i.e. the depth t = R - x 1 of surface erosion expressed
in units of X) for values of R/\ from 1.5 to 4-5 in intervals
of 0.5.

4.2.3

The solution for a truncated
Gaussian distribution
The

cumulative distribution function for the

Gaussian distribution
a" 1 exp[-(x/a)2/2]

* (x) =
is given by

x/a
F j x ) - (2TT)~3S J

exp(-y2/2)dy

where cr is the standard deviation of the Gaussian distribution.
It is also known as the error function, written erf(X/CT)
(because it can not be expressed analytically), and its
numerical values are available from tables.

In the most

concise form therefore

F (x) = erf(x/a).
CD

The fraction of re-sputtered implanted projectiles is therefore given by
,
f

-

-R+t

t(l-2cr) Il>rf(x/a)-*]dx
—
R

On substituting -x' = -R+t and performing the
integration the expression becomes
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_J=
r ierf(-x'/a) - ierf(-R/g)
1-2« [
(ft/a) - (x'/a)
where a = erf(-R/a).

Here

{4

'5)

ierf stands for 'integral cf the

error function1 and is defined by

w

ierf w = J

erf w 1 dw' ;

by integration by parts it can be shown to be given by
ierf w = (2TT)-h
^ exp(-w2 /2) + w erf w.

Fraction f is here a function of the two parameters
R/<7 and x'/cr.

Just as in the Cauchy case, it is independent

of the sputtering yield S, but it linkeò. to S via x'/CT by the
expression for the total implanted dose p. = (R-x')v/S.
Fraction f has been plotted in Fig. 11 against t/o
(i.e. the depth t = R-x' of surface erosion expressed in
units of a) for values of R/a from 1-5 to 4.5 in intervals
of 0.5.

4.2.4

Correction for matrix expansion
In the above model no provision has been made for

target expansion arising from the assumption of a constant
atomic density while projectiles are being incorporated all
the time.

This must invariably lead to a negative shift of

the instantaneous target surface in the coordinate system
used in the model. In fact, for implantation of the first
infinitesimal dose dp. the number of target atoms is
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expanded by ^dp. each to the left and the right of the
abscissa origin.

This leads to a smaller actual sputtering

depth than is given by dt = dp^S/v

(i.e. the relationship

used in the mathematical model in section 4.2.1).
The correct sputtering depth is given by

dt 1 = dp i . (Swhere the half projectile received to the left of the abscissa
origin for each S atoms sputtered is taken into account.
The corrective term ^ in the expression for sputtering yield
does not stay constant, however, as is easily seen from
Fig. 7, where subsequent infinitesimal implanted doses dp i
are shown displaced to the right of the abscissa origin.

In

other words, the corrective term is a function of the
sputtering depth t and decreases continuously from % to
lower values, reaching nought when the instantaneous surface
has reached the abscissa origin.
For the calculation of f, however, one is not
interested in the value of the corrective term for each
differential dose dp., but rather in the overall corrective
term for the total

cumulative dose p..

This overall

corrective term equals the fraction of p. which is situated
to the left of the origin in Fig. 7, i.e. the fraction of
the total area under curve Ffc(x) which lies to the left of
the origin, and is therefore a function of the sputtering
depth t.

While it would be possible to calculate a

numerical value for the overall corrective term (c. ) for
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each sputtering depth t, this appears to be pointless as
long as sputtering yields themselves are not "known to better
accuracy than they are at present (cf. Chapter 5 ) .
In order to provide a rough lower limit, however,
such numerical values of the overall corrective term are
calculated for a sputtering depth t = R. For this case the
overall corrective term is equal to f (i.e. c = f for t = R)
For a truncated Cauchy distribution the overall
corrective term c._- differs for different values of R/X,
t-—JK

and is as follows:
TABLE 4.1
R/X
C

t=R

4.5

4.0

3.5

3.0

2.5

2.0

1.5

0.125

0.134

0.142

O.154

O.166

0.182

0.200

For a truncated Gaussian distribution the overall
corrective term c._~ differs for different values of R/a,
and is as follows:
TABLE 4.2
R/a
C

t=R

4.5

4.0

3.5

3.0

2.5

2.0

1.5

O.O89

O. 100

0.114

0.132

0.155

0.181

O.2O7

It follows therefore that the overall corrective
term varies from c, _, = 0.5 to the tabulated values for
t—u
c._= when the surface is sputtered through a depth t = R.
t—H
This is far deeper than any depth of interest in quantitative
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implantation and it is suggested that the use of c t = O.4±O.l
should provide a good approximation for all calculations of
f from the projectile dose p. via the sputtering depth t.
i.e.

t = pi(S - 0.4)A .

4.2.5

(4.6)

Remark on other mathematical treatments
No mention has yet been made of other existing

mathematical treatments of the problem of ion implantation.
Though some of them are rather elegant general descriptions,
none of them provides a direct solution for the specific
problem of quantitative ion implantation.

However, for the

sake of completeness they are surveyed in Appendix D.
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C H A P T E R

SPUTTERING

Experimental sputtering yields S given in the literature
are measured mostly for targets already saturated with projectiles.

This implies that S represents the sputtering yield

for an alloy or other binary compound rather than for a
pure target element.

In

quantitative ion implantation one

is, however, concerned with the sputtering of surface layers
containing very low to low concentrations of projectiles, so that
S for the pure target is the more appropriate value.
The few values of yield S for pure or nearly pure
P
targets which have been measured, when compared with the
corresponding yields S_ for saturated targets, show that
considerable discrepancies can exist between S

and S
s

especially for some metal ions on metals.

p

It is therefore

fortunate that a widely accepted theory of sputtering exists,
which permits predictions of S at least for monoelemental
amorphous and polycrystalline targets. This is the theory
40)
of Sigmund
The validity of this theory has recently been investigated
45 51 52)
(by an indirect method) by Andersen and Bay ' '
, for 45
kev ions of a number of elements of Z ranging from 7 to 83
on amorphous Si and polycrystalline Cu and Ag.

Their

results were in agreement with theory to within ± 15 %.
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More information on these measurements as well as on
Sigmund's formula for the sputtering yield is given in
Appendix E.
A table of sputtering yields calculated by use of this
formula is provided in Appendix I.

This table is completely

analogous to the distribution parameter table in Appendix H.
The values given are normalized to a surface binding energy
B = 1 eV.

In this table an important feature of the energy-

dependence can be recognized, viz. that S

attains a maximum

as the energy is increased, and declines again thereafter.
Because penetration depths keep on increasing with energy,
this feature can be used to bring about increased quantitative
ion implantation.
When using the theoretical predictions for S

it must

always be remembered that they are good approximations only
for stress-relieved targets of amorphous or truly polycrystalline monoelemental solids without a prominent surface
topography.

The effects on 5

of deviations from these

conditions are also discussed in Appendix E.
Some of the metal targets (including the Al targets used
in experimental work described in this thesis) are covered
by a natural layer of oxides.

As no data exists on

sputtering yields of these layers in the pure state, inferences
must usually be made from experimentally determined relationships under conditions deviating from this state.

More infor-

mation about oxide sputtering is given in Appendix E.
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Little data exists also on the sputtering of other
chemisorbed surface layers.

Because it can be expected that

replenishment of chemisorbed layers during implantation can
lead to a considerable reduction of sputtering from the
target naterial itself, controlled use of such replenishment
can possibly lead to a considerable increase in quantitative
implanted dose.

Again reference is made to Appendix E, as

well as to a relevant specific example in Appendix M.
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C H A P T E R

DIFFUSION

Diffusion during implantation will cause broadening
of the depth distribution of implanted projectiles and
thereby lead to increased losses of these projectiles by
re-sputtering.

The fair agreement between theoretically

predicted and experimentally measured depth distributions
reported for most of the projectile/target combinations
investigated to date, shows diffusion to be a second order
factor in the majority of cases.
As pointed out in Appendix F, there are projectile/
target combinations, however, which are not suitable for
use in quantitative implantation.
be identified directly

In fact, some of these can

on the basis of available data on

normal diffusion, where by 'normal diffusion1

is meant diffusion

in the absence of any radiation-produced lattice damage.
Some of these cases are named in Appendix F, while others
still have to be identified by experiments.
Because normal diffusion by a vacancy mechanism (as is
usual for metal lattices) is bound to be accelerated by the
higher-than-thermal-equilibrium concentration of vacancies
in an implantation-damaged lattice, the extra cases which
are unsuitable for quantitative implantation are likely to
include the present border-line cases of normal diffusion.
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For the purpose of identifying those projectile/target
combinations which are definitely unsuitable and those which
are possibly unsuitable for quantitative implantation, a
si'nple formula has been developed in Appendix F, which permits
an estimate of the distribution broadening during implantation,
The formula relates the relative distribution width a /R for
an infinitesimal quantity of projectiles at the start of
implantation, to the width crT/R for the same quantity after
time T , by the expression

= (aQ/R)

2DT/R2

(6.1)

where D is the coefficient of diffusion, and T is the time of
implantation.

This formula can be used in conjunction with

Fig. 11 to estimate the increased loss of implanted projectiles resulting from diffusion broadening from a /R to
a /ft.

It must be pointed out, however, that this estimate

is on the pessimistic side because it is only the depth
distribution of the first implanted projectiles which
experiences diffusion over the total duration T of implantation.
If the estimate shows diffusion to be a threat to
quantitative implantation for a given D and T , then either
or both, shortening the duration of implantation and reducing
D by lowering the target temperature, may produce the required
slowing-down of diffusion.
Encouraging estimates from data on normal diffusion do
not always guarantee negligible diffusion, however.

In fact,
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S m i t h " ' has reported cases of abnormally fast diffusion in
Zn which he believes to be caused by a mechanism operating
only during implantation.

This phenomenon is under in-

vestigation at present and the results can be expected to be
of interest in quantitative implantation.
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SAMPLE CALCULATIONS

7.1

Quantitative implantation of 60 keV
C s into Al

137

For the determination of the half-life of 137Cs as
explained in Chapter 1O it was decided to implant a number
137,
of different dose densities
of Al targets with
2
(|j,g/cm ) . In this way, it was hoped, it would be possible to
detect any departure from quantitative implantation for the
dose densities used.
2
The highest dose density was chosen to be 0.5 p,g/cm ,
and the present model of quantitative implantation as
developed in Chapter 4 was applied to this case to obtain a
theoretical estimate of the expected loss of implanted 137Cs
through re-sputtering.
Because of the presence of a naturally grown A12O-.
layer on the surface of the Al target it was necessary to
establish first whether, for this dose density, sputtering
would remain restricted to the Al~0 3 layer only, or whether
the underlying Al itself would also become involved.
The air-grown Al^O, layer on an Al surface is known to
be 25-45 8 thick

' and to be non-crystalline

'.

The

density is not known, but for the purpose of the present
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calculations is assumed to be the same as that of the crystalline a-Al2CU, which is 3.96 g/cm .
According to experimental evidence (cf. Appendix E ) , the
sputtering yield of the Al 2 O 3 layer is about half that of Al.
From Appendix I the sputtering yield of Al (Z 2 = 13, B = 3.3
eV/atom) for 60 keV

137
Cs (Z, = 55) incident ions is

S., =" 9.5 atoms/projectile.

The A1 2 O_ layer should therefore

sputter at a rate of SAI2O3

0.5 S

'Al

4.8 atoms/projectile

(where the number of sputtered atoms includes both Al and 0 ) .
2
137
Therefore, a dose density of 0.5 ng/cm of 60 keV
Cs
should give rise to spattering of 4.8 x (20.4/137) x 0.5 =
2
3
0.36 ug/cm

of Al-Oo.

For a density of 4 g/cm

this corre-

sponds to a sputtered layer thickness of t = 9 A, and it can be
2
concluded that for a dose density of 0.5 |j,g/cm sputtering
is definitely restricted to the A 1 2 O 3 layer only.
The implication of this is that for the evaluation of the
fractional loss f of implanted

137
Cs the distribution parameters

for A 1 2 O 3 are to be used rather than those for Al.

These

parameters are obtained from the table in Appendix H, after
application of the compound rule of Schistt (cf. Appendix H) ,
and by further multiplication by the scaling factors of
section 3.3.
According to the compound rule of Schistt the average
atomic number for A1 2 O_ is Z 2 = 10.

Together with Z- = 55

at E = 60 keV, Appendix H provides distribution parameter
values R =- 170 8 and R /AR =*• 3.65. Further multiplication
P
P
P
by the scaling factors of section 3.3 give actual parameters
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R = 1.3 R =~ 22O 8

and R/HW = 0.7 R /AR
2

The sputtering depth for 0.5 u.g/cm

of 60 keV

AlpO_ was calculated above as being t = 9 A.

137
Cs on

For R = 22O A

and taking both R/X and R/a equal to R/HW = 2 . 5 this yields
t/X = 0 . 1 and t/a = 0 . 1 .
Referring these values to Figures 10 and 11 one can
deduce that f = 0.003 for t/X = 0 . 1 and R/X = 2 . 5 , and that
f = 0.001 for t/a = 0 . 1 and R/a = 2.5.

It is therefore

concluded that the retained dose is 99.8 ± 0.1 % of the
2
137
implanted dose for a dose density of 0.5 (ig/cm of 60 keV
Cs.
Quantitative implantation of 4P keV 203 Tl
205 Tl into Al
and

7.2

The present calculation is very similar to the one in
section 7.1, and only the major steps are therefore shown.
2
The highest dose density was 0.1 p,g/cm . According to
Appendix I the sputtering yield of Al (Z~ = 13, B = 3.3 eV/atom)
for 40 keV Tl (2, = 81) incident ions is S_. **• 10.5 atoms/
projectile.
SAl

o

The A1 2 O 3 layer was assumed to sputter at

* 0.5 S . =* 5.3 atoms/projectile.

The sputtered layer

thickness is therefore t = 5.3 x (2O.4/2O4) x 0.1 x 100/D
=^1.3 8, when D = 4 g/cm . Sputtering is therefore definitely
restricted to the A ^ O o layer, and f is again evaluated as if
implantation had taken place into A ^ O , only.
From Appendix H R =- 120 8 and R /AR * 4.3.
P
P
P
cation by the scaling factors of section 3.3 gives
R = 1.3 R

155 8 and R/HW = 0 . 7 R p / A R p " 3.0.

Multipli-
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For t = 1.3 8. R = 155 A, and R/HW = R/X = R/CT = 3.O one
finds t/\ = t/a = O.O25.
Referring these values to Figures 1O and 11 one can
deduce that f = O.OOl for t/X = 0.025 and R/\ = 3.0, and
that f =" O.OOOl for t/a = 0.025 and R/a = 3.O.

It is

therefore concluded that the retained dose is within 0.1 °/
2
of the implanted dose for a dose density of 0.1 p,g/cm of
40 keV Tl.
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C H A P T E R

8

CRITICAL EVALUATION OF THE
THEORETICAL CALCULATIONS

8.1

Summary of results
The family of t-distributions has been proposed as a

mathematical representation for the surface-side of the
actual depth distribution of projectiles in an amorphous or
polycrystalline target.

A general mathematical model has

been developed for calculating the loss of implanted
projectiles through sputtering, as a function of the total
implanted dose and the sputtering yield.

Explicit analytical

expressions for this loss have been derived for two extreme
t-distributions, viz. for a Cauchy distribution and for a
Gaussian distribution, both symmetrically truncated at the
target surface and at a depth equal to twice the most probable
depth (R). These expressions have been used to calculate
numerical values of the loss, which were then plotted in 'loss'
graphs with the relative most probable depth (i.e. the most
probable depth expressed in terms of the scale parameter of
the distribution, R/X and R/a) as parameter.
A table of LSS-predicted values of most probable depths
and relative most probable depths has been set up, and
conversion factors have been proposed to normalize these
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values with respect to the experimental results.

A further

table of theoretical sputtering yields (Sigmund theory) has
been compiled.

These two tables and the graphs mentioned

earlier enable one to obtain, in the space of a few minutes,
a numerical value for the loss of implanted projectiles
through re-sputtering for any projectile/target combination
and for projectile energies from 1O to 300 keV.
A formula has been developed for estimating the effect
of diffusion on the depth distribution of implanted projectiles during implantation.

8.2

Discussion of results and conclusions
The main problem in calculating the loss of implanted

projectiles by re-sputtering is the lack of accurate input
data.

This applies equally to the actual form of the depth

distribution

(especially near the surface), to the distribution

parameters 'most probable depth' (R) and 'relative most
probable depth1 (R/HW, i.e. R. in terms of a suitable halfwidth value), and to the sputtering yield.

The methods used

to obtain numerical values of these quantities either from
theory or in a semi-empirical way does not produce results
which can accurately represent the actual dose/loss relationship.
A measure of the error margin introduced merely by the
uncertainty over which of the family of t-distributions is
representative in a particular case is provided by a comparison
of the f-values (i.e. fractional loss values) in PÍ9ares IO
and 11.

Inspection of these figures shows that

the
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graphs are practically identical for a relative most probable
depth value (R/X and R/CT) of 1.5, but not for any of the
higher values.

For instance, for R/X = 4.5 = R/cr the

sputtered layer (and therefore the total implanted dose) is
for f = O.Ol three times larger for a Gaussian distribution
than for a Cauchy distribution.
The theoretically predicted values of R and R/HW can
be expected to have an error margin of their own of at least
+ 20 %.
Much the same error margin is believed to apply also to
the sputtering yield values provided by theory.
Therefore, although these error margins can be reduced
if direct experimental data are available,it appears at
present to be sound policy to keep the total implanted dose
for a selected permissible loss f below the predicted value
by a rule-of-thumb factor of 2, say.
Diffusion during implantation is the most important
single factor which can significantly interfere with the predictions of the model developed in this work.

Although diffu-

sion during implantation can be expected to be negligible for
the great majority of projectile/target combinations in quantitative implantation, it will be necessary to identify those
combinations for which this assumption does not hold.

The

formula developed in Appendix P can greatly assist in this
identification.
Returning finally to the choice of the family of tdistributions as a mathematical representation for the

depth distribution of implanted projectiles, it must be
emphasized that although the choice is ultimately based on
the available experimental evidence, the statistical
arguments used in Appendix B have been of great help in
recognizing the representation and to establish safe limits
for the actual depth distribution.

As far as the present

author could ascertain, the approach used in Appendix B is a
rather novel one for obtaining an indication of the depth
distribution.

In particular, the approach lends itself very

well to computer simulation, and it is in this direction that
further investigation can be expected to lead to more
definite information for specific boundary conditions.
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P A R T

II

A P P L I C A T I O N S

Es ist nicht genug zu wissen;
man muss auch anwenden.
Es ist nicht genug zu wollen;
man muss auch tun.

Goethe (Sprüche)
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C H A P T E R

9

EQUIPMENT AND TECHNIQUES FOR QUANTITATIVE
ION IMPLANTATION

9.1

Requirements for quantitative ion
implantation
9.1.1

Required ion beam properties
The ion beam properties which are of particular

importance for quantitative ion implantation are energy,
intensity, purity and intensity distribution.
The energy determines both the depth of penetration and the sputtering yield.

It can be seen from the table

in Appendix H that the depth of penetration increases
monotonically with energy, while the table in Appendix I
shows the sputtering yield to pass through a local maximum
with increasing energy.

In general it is therefore true

that the higher the energy is, the higher is also the upper
quantity limit of quantitative ion implantation.
Intensity is of importance because it determines
the time necessary for implanting the required quantity of
projectiles.
While energy and intensity can still be compromised
on for quantitative ion implantation, this is not the case
for ion. beam purity.

In order to make the integrated ion
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current representative of the quantity of implanted projectiles it is essential that the ion beam consists only of
ions of the desired type.

This implies that even in an

isotope separator, where ion beams are separated according
to their mass-to-charge ratio, ions of isobars, ions of
isobaric molecules, and even neutralized projectiles
of the same isotope, must be regarded as
contaminants.
Because isobaric contamination originates in
the ion source the development and proper use of a suitable
ion source is very important.
Cross contamination from neighbouring ion beams
and contamination by neutralized projectiles are caused by
interaction of the ion beam with the residual gas.

Methods

must be available both to measure these contaminations and
to reduce them if necessary.
The intensity distribution across the ion beam
is of importance because the sputtering model of quantitative
ion implantation developed earlier shows the fractional loss
of implanted projectiles to depend on the implantation
density.

The

implication is that the high-intensity

regions of the ion beam can cause excessive localized loss
of implanted projectiles especially when the average dose
density is taken near the upper limit.

Knowledge of the

intensity distribution across the ion beam is also of
importance when it is desired to implant large areas to a
uniform dose density, as is the case in the routine production
of standards.
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9.1.2

Integration of the ion beam current
The interaction of the incident projectile with

the target leads to the ejection of secondary electrons and
ions from the surface which, if not effectively suppressed,
can completely falsify the integrated ion beam current.
In order to find an effective way of suppression, it is
necessary to study secondary emission of electrons and ions.

9.1.3

Independent methods to test the
theoretical predictions
In those cases where serious doubt exists over

ion beam purity, ion current integration, projectile
distribution in the target, sputtering yield, projectile
diffusion in the target, and projectile reflection, an
independent method should be available for measuring the
quantity of projectiles actually retained in the target.
Alternatively, a comparison between the retained
quantities in targets implanted to different dose densities
or to the same dose density in different times, or between
retained quantities in the desired target to those in a
target in which implantation is known to be quantitative
(e.g. Al) should be performed to help identify the problem.
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9.2

Equipment for quantitative ion
implantation
9.2.1

The Pretoria Electromagnetic
Isotope Separator
The accelerator used in all of the experimental

work here was the electromagnetic isotope separator of the
National Physical Research Laboratory in Pretoria.
This machine is of the Scandinavian (low intensity)
type and has been described in detail by Frahn et al.

.

It

is shown schematically in Fig. 12.
The 90 -sector magnet provides a homogeneous
magnetic field which separates the ions by deflection
according to their mass-to-charge ratios.

The average

deflection radius is 1.8 m, and both ion source and beam
collector (target) are symmetrically positioned on opposite
sides of the magnet at an equal distance of i.8 m from the
magnet boundaries.
The separated ion beams are made visible at the
collector by placement of a fluorescent screen across the
beam paths.

Because the magnet acts as a cylindrical lens

the sjeparated beams appear as a spectrum of parallel lines
on the fluorescent screen.

These lines are sometimes

referred to as mass lines.

The distance between neighbouring

mass lines of mass numbers M and M + AM at the collector is
given by D = (R + L) AM/2M = 1800 AM/M millimetre, where R
and L are as indicated in Fig. 12.
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Focussing of the ion beam on the collector is
achieved by using a unipotential lens directly behind the
beam acceleration electrode.

Focussed mass lines are

typically of decimetre length and of a width (FWHW) between
0.5 and several millimetre.
Typical intensity distributions for a focussed
beam are shown in Fig. 13a.

This figure shows the intensity

distribution to be peaked across the width, and to be flat along
the length of the line.

The length of the mass lines can be

reduced to about 1 cm by electrostatic compression (known
as double focussing) between a pair of plates denoted by Y
in Fig. 12.

The intensity distribution over the reduced

length is shown in Fig. 13b.
Because fluctuations and drift of the acceleration
voltage and the magnetic field cause the mass lines to change
their horizontal positions on the collector, it is necessary
to have position stabilization.
is achieved

This position stabilization

by holding one of the mass lines between two

pins acting as ion current sensors.

Any imbalance of the

ion current on these pins is converted into a feed-back
signal which controls the strength of a beam-deflecting
electrostatic field between plates X in Fig. 12.
The maximum acceleration voltage is 80 kv so
that ion beams of 80, 160 and 240 keV can in principle be
obtained with ions of single, double, and triple charge
respectively.

in practice high-voltage sparking and the low

intensity of doubly and triply charged ions make 60 keV
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(singly charged ions) a practical upper limit for stable
routine operation.
Maximum total beam currents can reach several
hundred p,A.
Residual gas pressures in the isotope separator
can be kept to a few utorr by applying differential pumping.
By using liquid-air-cooled vapour traps the pressure can be
lowered further, dropping to 0.9 utorr in the collector
region under favourable conditions.
Differential pumping is of particular importance
in front of the ion source, where (neutral) vapour escaping
from the ion source causes a high pressure region and can
give rise to beam broadening through elastic small angle
scattering of ions on the vapour molecules, and to Aston bands
through the charge-transfer reaction X
doubly charged ion X

9.2.2

+ Y -» X

+ Y

of a

with a neutral vapour molecule Y.

The ion source of the Pretoria
Isotope Separator
The ion source is of prime importance in quan-

titative ion implantation because it must supply an intense
stable ion beam of high isobaric purity and with reasonable
efficiency of any element in demand.
The stringent purity requirements in particular
put high demands not only on the materials of construction,
but also on the purity and composition of the chemical
compound from the vapour of which the ions are to be produced.
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In fact any element or chemical compound which can give rise
to monoatomic or polyatomic ions of the same mass-to-charge
ratio as that of the desired isotope should be absent from
the ion source.

This aspect is discussed more fully i.i

section 9.3.
The ion source of the Pretoria isotope separator
satisfies most of the requirements well, because it has
been developed with quantitative ion implantation in mind.
A comprehensive report by the present author on this ion
66)
source appeared in 1973
and forms a supplementary part
of this thesis.
The most salient features are summarized here:
The ion source is a magnetic ion source.

The

electrode configuration and geometry of the plasma chamber
64)
are similar to a design by Nielsen
. Ionization is by
electron impact on the atoms or molecules of a gas or vapour
of the feed material.

Stable plasma formation, which is

essential for satisfactory operation, sets in at a pressure
-4
-3
of between 10
to 10
torr. The ion source can be
operated at temperatures of up to 1000

C (anode), thus

enabling a wide range of solid feed materials to be used.
A versatile input system permits the simultaneous and independent use of more than one feed material for the purpose
of providing extra mass lines for mass marking or for
position stabilization of the mass spectrum.
made for use of the CCl^-method
involatile oxides.

65)

Provision is also

for in situ chlorination of

The plasma chamber is made of dense

high-purity graphiLo find otherwise contains only parts made
of the heat-resistant and non-volatile materials tungsten,
molybdenum, boron nitride and silica.

The source is capable

of supplying ion currents corresponding to densities of up to
2
8 mA/cm at its circular exit hole, i.e. 250 \iA for a hole
of 2 mm diameter.

The ion yield is of the order of several

percent (7 % A r + from Ar, 3 % Na + from NaCl).

9.2.3

The ion implantation camera and
accessories
9.2.3.1

The basic design
The so-called ion implantation camera

is a piece of equipment designed to satisfy two requirements
of quantitative implantation, viz. accurate integration of
the ion current on the target and a uniform distribution
of the implanted dose over the irradiated surface area of
the target.
Because of the non-uniform intensity
distribution across the width of a focussed mass line a
uniform dose distribution can be achieved most conveniently
in one of two ways, viz. either by sweeping the ion beam
over the stationary surface of the target or by moving the
target surface relative to the stationary ion beam.

The

first method requires the implantation area to be completely
exposed, in order to permit free access for the moving ion
beam.

Under these circumstances accurate current integration

of the ion beam is not possible, because other parts of the
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mass spectrum to either side of the desired mass line are
also incident on the target and are included in the current
measurement.

At the same time emission of secondary electrons,

positive ions, and negative ions from the target surface can
proceed unhindered, thus causing an additional problem to
the ion current measurement.
The first of these problems can be overcome by holding the beam stationary and passing it through
a narrow aperture in a screen, thereby separating it from the
rest of the mass spectrum.

The problem of secondary emission

can then be solved by letting the beam pass into a faraday
collector, the back of which is formed by the movable target.
This arrangement is shown schematically
in Fig. 14a.

By moving the target relative to the beam

a large area of the target surface can be implanted with
minimum interference from other parts of the mass spectrum.
A uniform lateral distribution of the implanted dose is
achieved by maintaining a uniform velocity of target
movement (Fig. 14b). This basic design concept has been
realized in the ion implantation camera shown in Fig. 15 and
to be described presently with the aid of this figure.
Because the experiments to be described
later, required a uniform lateral distribution of the implanted dosetstrictly speaking, in one dimension only, target
movement was also restricted to one dimension only, leading
to a simplification of the camera design.

The one-dimensional

movement was chosen to be at right angles to the length
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dimension of the mass line, as is apparent from Figures 15
and 26.

By using only that portion of the length of the

mass line for implantation which corresponds to the flat top
of the intensity profile in Fig. 13a,a lateral distribition
is obtained which is also nearly uniform in the second
dimension.
In Fig. 15 the unwanted ends and sides
of the mass line are shown to be trimmed-off by the slit
aperture A.

The dimensions of A are typically 10 mm height

x 1 mm width.

The remaining rectangular core of the ion

beam is incident on the moving target T.
The target, which is rigidly mounted on
the back of the target holder H, is moved by moving the
target holder.

A shutter S is rigidly connected to the

target holder, the width of the shutter opening determining
the width of the implantation area on the target.

An

example of such an implanted area is shown in Fig. 26 and
was obtained with a slit (A) of height 6 mm and a shutter
(S) of width 60 mm.
It should be noted that with this type
of shutter the lateral dose distribution in the direction
of target movement can be made completely uniform even at
the edges of the implanted area, if it is ensured that the
shutter/target combination continues its uniform movement
until the beam is completely cut-off from the target by the
shutter.

Fig. 14b illustrates the situation which exists

when no shutter is used.

6O
For optimal use of radioactive feed
materials the requirement of uniform lateral distribution
of the implanted dose is relaxed.

In this case the mass

line is shortened by double-focussing, the width of slit A
is increased, and no shutter S is used.

9.2.3.2

Ion current measurement
The faraday collector consists of two

parts, viz. the target holder H and the secondary emission
collector SEC.

The two parts, though physically separated,

are electrically connected and all secondary charges
intercepted by the SEC are therefore returned to the target.
Because the space over the instantaneous implantation area
is completely enclosed by the two parts H and SEC of the
faraday collector, except for the beam inlet window in the
SEC, the net current received is equal to the incident
current, except for a small fraction of the secondary
emission which escapes through the beam inlet window.
The incident current consists of the
current of incident ions, the current of space-charge
compensating electrons, and the current of charged secondary
particles (electrons and positive end negative ions) emitted
from the slit aperture A.

The charged fraction of the

secondary emission from the implantation area consists of
electrons and positive and negative ions.
For the net current to the faraday collector to represent the current of incident ions only and nothing
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else, it is necessary to block the entry to and the escape
from the faraday collector of all charged secondary particles.
This can be achieved by making use of the fact that all
secondary particles possess very much lower energies than do
the incident ions.

These particles have an energy distribution

which peaks at several eV and extends to a few hundred eV at
2)
the most . Both magnetic deflection and electrostatic
deceleration can therefore be applied to produce the desired
siippression of 'secondary' currents without a significant
effect on the incident ions.
Because electrons are usually the most
plentiful of the charged secondary particles it is essential
to block the transmission to and from the faraday collector
of this species in particular.

In the present design this

is achieved by use of a potential barrier between A and SEC
in the form of a bias voltage of -500 volt which is applied
to the diaphragm D.

In addition a permanent magnetic field

of 5OO gauss is applied inside the SEC (in a direction
parallel to the length of the mass line, as indicated by the
positions of the magnetic pole shoes M ) , which by its deflecting action has the effect of closing the SEC window to all
secondary electrons and low-energy secondary ions emitted
from the implantation area.
Because the potential barrier at D takes
care of all secondary electrons and negative secondary ions
trying to escape from the faraday collector, the magnetic
field is superfluous as far as these emissions are concerned,
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but its use is justified by the attenuating effect it has on
the current of positive secondary ions from the faraday
collector.
Except for this current away from the
faraday collector there is only the current of positive
secondary ions from the slit aperture A to the faraday
collector which requires investigation.

This latter current

is now discussed.
Because 'durchgriff of the electrostatic field through A is bound to be small, only those
positive secondary ions are accelerated towards D and the
faraday collector which are emitted from the inner edges
of A.

For square edges such emission is possible only on

passage of a divergent ion beam.

But even then the total

yield of positive secondary ions remains negligibly small
(< 0.01 %) for the thin (0.1 mm) edges of A used here.
The transmission of secondary electrons
and negative secondary ions being effectively blocked by the
potential barrier at D, and the positive secondary ion
current from A to the faraday collector known to be of
negligible magnitude, it is certain that the incident current
can consist of incident ions only.

This leaves escape of

positive secondary ions from the faraday collector as the only
possible remaining cause for a correction to render the net
current received equal to the current of incident ions.
The current of positive secondary ions
escaping from the faraday collector depends on the solid
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angle which the SEC window subtends at the implantation
area, the yield of positive secondary ions, and the angular
distribution of this particular emission.

In the present

design the SEC window subtends a solid angle of about 1 % of
the total solid angle 2TT sterad above the implantation area.
Therefore 2 % of the positive secondary ion yield can be
lost through the window if the angular distribution is
'cosine1.

Because the yield of positive secondary ions

usually amounts to a few percent of the incident projectiles only, the escaping ions form a small and usually
negligible fraction of the current of incident ions.
For a few target materials, however, the
yield of positive secondary ions is higher than usual and the
escaping fraction can not be regarded as negligible.

Al2°3

is one of these materials and because it is present as a
natural surface layer on the Al targets used in the experiments reported in the later parts of this thesis the positive
secondary ion emission from Al^O., * s discussed in Appendix
M as well as in section 10.3.4.1.

The complete faraday collector is housed
in the camera box B, with plate L forming the lid.

The back

of B consists of wire gauze, thereby ensuring efficient
pumping of the casing interior.

In order to prevent stray

secondary electrons (of which there are many in the collection
chamber) from entering the casing through the wire gauze,
the casing is electrically connected to D and the negative
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potential of -500 volt.
Where physical contact between faraday
collector and casing is unavoidable polyester foil or parts
made from Perspex are used to provide electrical insulation.
In Fig. 15 the insulating materials are all shown in dashed
outline.
The net current received by the faraday
collector is transmitted to the current integrator through a
shielded wire W, which is brought out of the casing via the
Perspex conduit C.

The complete current integration circuit
is shown schematically in Fig. 16 .

The essential components

of the current integrating part are an operational amplifier,
an integrating capacitor, a Schmitt-trigger for discharging
the capacitor on reaching a pre-set voltage, and a counter
for recording the number of Schmitt-trigger activations.

The

instantaneous capacitor voltage is continuously displayed on
a digital voltmeter.

Differentiation of the integrated

current in a parallel circuit permits continuous monitoring
of the ion current.
The instrument has been described by
Vincent and Sapsford

'.
In the so-called current integration mode

of operation (shown in Fig. 16) the operational amplifier
keeps the ion-receiving side of the integrating capacitor
at 'virtual earth 1 , thereby eliminating the problem of earth
leakage.
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The capacitance of target-to-casing,
denoted by C' in Fig. 16, must be taken into consideration
if the voltage E (i.e. the casing voltage) should vary by a
considerable amount during ion implantation.
design C

In the present

is 40 pF, which is equivalent to a charge dis-

placement of 40 pC per volt.

9.2.3.3

The target drive
The demands on the drive for the target

movement are guided by the requirement of uniform dose
distribution.

For constant ion current the only demand is

for uniform target velocity.

However, because the ion

current to the target is likely to drift or otherwise vary
during the time of implantation, it is necessary to divide
the total dose over a large number of passages of the target
across the ion beam,so as to spread these variations evenly
over the whole implantation area.

In order to meet these re-

quirements a drive was designed which provides fast to

and

fro movement of the target while maintaining a uniform target
velocity.
The drive essentially consists of a
continuously running constant-speed motor, the rotation of
which is instantaneously reversed or interrupted by the
gear arrangement shown in Fig. 17.

This gear arrangement con-

sists of 2 differential gears (DG) put in series as shown.

It

is easily seen that application of any one of the three brakes
(B) results in the output rotation being changed either in a
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clockwise or anti-clockwise direction, or being stopped altogether.

The gear box output is passed through a vacuum

seal to a worm-gear inside the collection chamber, where the
rotational movement is transformed into translational
movement.

The translational movement is transmitted to the

target via the Perspex conduit C.
The translational movement of the target
is monitored on the output shaft of the gear box and is displayed on a dial.

The implantation area on the target is

selected by adjusting the positions of two micro-switches
on this dial, which are then activated by the dial pointer
and in turn activate either of brakes 1 and 2.
Brake 3 can only be activated on completion of a movement cycle.
The velocity of the target is of the
order of several centimetres per minute and can be changed
by altering the gear-down ratio of the electric motor.

9.3

Techniques for dealing with ion beam
contaminants
9.3.1

The problem of contaminant ions with the
same mass-to-charcre ratio as the required ions
Atomic and molecular ions with the same mass-to-

charge ratio as the required ions can originate only in the
ion source.

They can arise from elements and compounds

constituting the construction material or from materials
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entering the ion source from outside, such as charge materials
and residual gas diffusing in from the vacuum environment.
Chemical interaction between these materials, followed bythermal and kinetic dissociation,

.1 produce a wide va -iety

of molecular ions with the same mass-to-charge ratio.
Information on contaminant ions originating from
the construction materials and the vacuum environment is
given in the Supplement (Magnetic Ion Source, Section 'Clean'
Mass Spectrum).
The possibility of contamination by ions from the
charge tiaterial cannot be treated generally, but h^s to be
investigated anew for each case.

This is especially true

for radioactive charge materials for which very special
problems exist.

These problems are discussed separately

in section 9.3.1.2.

9.3.1.1

The slide-rule for contaminant
identification
One of the secrets of successful

quantitative ion implantation is to be able to seek out and
exclude from the possible charge materials all those compounds which can give rise to contaminant ions.

To make

this cumbersome task easier a slide-rule has been constructed
which lists in a single setting a large number of molecules
and fragments which are isobaric to the wanted isotope .

The

principle is quite simple, and is explained with the aid of
Fig. 18.
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The chosen mass number is 28, and the
figure shows (inside the dashed frame) only that part of the
slide-rule which contains polyatomic isobars of this mass.
The figure is seen to consist of t ATO
numbered tables of chemical symbols, divided by a vertical
line along which the one table can slide relative to the
other.

The numbers represent mass numbers, and the chemical

symbols represent isotopes and isotope groups corresponding
to the mass number at the end of the half-row.
The sum of the two mass numbers in any
one full row is constant for all rows (being 28 in Fig. 18)
and equals the mass number of any combination of a group of
isotopes in a half-row on the left with a group of isotopes
in the corresponding haIf-row on the right.
Besides elements, the table on the left
contains (electrolytic) cations, and the table on the right
(electrolytic) anions, as well as all their possible fragments.
Each left-right combination group therefore represents either
an atom cluster or inorganic compound or any possible fragment thereof.
All the combination groups of a particular
slide-rule setting possess the same mass number (28 here),
and can therefore contribute to the same mass-spectral line,
provided they exist and carry the same electric charge.
Their existence depends en what entered the ion source, what
the ion source is maie of, and what chemical reactions, fragmentations and ionizations are likely to take place in the ion
source.
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For instance, according to Fig. 18 mass
2ft
number 28 can be contributed to by
dashed frame),
25

Mg3He,

25

27

A l H (second row),

Mg2H1H,

25

Si (upper row inside
Mg H,

Mg H 2 (third row),

M g 1 H 3 (fourth row), etc., and righ

through
all rows till 2 8 S i , 1 2 C l b 0 , 1 3 C 1 5 N , 1 0 B 1 8 0 and
ll 17
B 0 , 1 4 N . (bottom row inside dashed frame). Of these.
all groups can be discounted that contain isotopes of an
element not present in the ion source or in the sample.
Of the few isotope groups listed here,
25 3
3
Mg He can be ruled out because He is of extremely low
abundance. The hydrides of Mg are unlikely to be observed
70)
because of their low dissociation energies
. Of these
the two groups

Mg II and

Mg H H should be extremely rare
2
on account of the involvement of the low-abundance H alone.
Other low-abundance groups are

C

N,

B O

and

B

0.

The complete tables for the slide-rule
are given in Appendix 0.

9.3.1.2

Special processing of radio-active
charge material to reduce the
concentration of isobars
9.3.1.2.1

The problem
For quantitative implantation

of radioisotopes the charge material is generally required to
be carrier-free (i.e. without an excessive presence of stable
isotopes of the same element to which the radioisotope belongs)
Only in this way can a reasonably intense beam of the radio-
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isotope be produced without the total beam-carrying capability
of the Isotope separator being exceeded.

At the same time

cross-contamination from an excessively intense neighbouring
isotope beam is avoided (see also section 9.3. 2 ) .
The requirement of carrierfree purity excludes practically all reactor-produced
isotopes (i.e. radioisotopes produced by neutron capture)
from quantitative ion implantation, because chemical
separation of the parent substance from the radioisotope is
not possible.

Radioisotopes for quantitative implantation

must therefore derive from nuclear reactions on isotopes
of (very pure) elements other than that to which the radioisotope belongs.
While for the reaction a
parent element is preferred which has no isotope which is
isobaric to the daughter radioisotope, this choice may not
be possible if the reaction yield is too small.

In such a

case daughter and parent must be separated to a degree which
makes the parent impurity in the daughter substance low
enough for the isobar to form only an insignificant fraction
of the radioisotope.

This requirement usually far exceeds the

most stringent purity requirements for radiopharmaceuticals ,
and necessitates the development of special techniques for
purification.
In cases where it is possible
to monitor the intensity of f.ie isobaric contaminant by
means of one of its isotopes, this requirement can be relaxed
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somewhat, but, because of a variety of problems associated with
the simultaneous integration of two ion beams, only to the
extent that the quantity of isobar should not exceed that of
the radioisotope.
But even if the parent
element does not contain an isobar (either in the form of
one of its own isotopes or as a foreign impurity) then an
isobar problem may still arise if the radioisotope is betaactive.

Beta-decay is an isobaric transformation and

appreciable decay before implantation will lead to a significant level of isobaric contamination of the radioisotope.
One alternative to separation
of the isobar from the radioisotope is discrimination against
the isobar in the ion source, either by preferential sublimation of the radioisotope from the mixture of the two, or by
preferential ionization.

The latter is possible only for a

few special cases, one of which is that of

Cs which can be

ionized preferentially over its decay-daughter
of surface ionization (cf. section 10.3.1).

137
Ba by means

The other

possibility has not been tried so far.
Instead,the reverse process,
namely that of preferential sublimation of the isobar from a
mixture with the radioisotope has been investigated as a
means of achieving separation before using the radioactive
substance in the ion source.

This possibility has been
207
tested with good success in the case of
Pb-contaminated
2O7
Bi,of which details are given in section 9.3.1,2.2.
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The method of preferential
sublimation appears at present to offer the best solution
to the problem of separation of isobar irom radioisotope
where chemical separation has reached its limit.

9.3.1.2.2

The technique of preferential
sublimation for the separation
of isobars
The vapour pressures of

chemically similar solid compounds (such as halides, sulfates,
nitrates, or oxides) of different elements (cations) can
differ for a given temperature by many orders of magnitude.
If the vapour pressure difference is also maintained in a
binary system, then it must be possible to separate the
components by preferential sublimation.
Solid binary systems can be
divided into completely miscible, partly miscible and
immiscible.

When the classification of binary systems in the

liquid state is applied to the solid state then the completely
miscible group can be further subdivided into zeotropic and
azeotropic mixtures.
In zeotropic mixtures the
vapour composition is different from the solid (surface)
composition for all solid compositions.

To these mixtures

Konowaloff's rule applies, which states that the vapour is
richer in the component which in the pure form possesses the
higher vapour pressure.

On the other hand the partial

pressure of the less volatile component must increase as its
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concentration in the mixture (or rather in the surface thereof)
increases (Raoult's law). Therefore "emoval of the more
volatile component can never become complete without some
loss of the less volatile component.

This loss is the

mailer,

the larger the vapour pressure difference is.
In azeotropic mixtures the
compositions of the vapour and solid phases tend towards each
other until they become equal.

Component separation to any

significant degree for these mictures is therefore possible
only when the azeotropic poi

lies

close

form of one of the components.
In the case of immiscible
solids each component exerts its own vapour pressure independent
of the other, and there is no restriction to the complete
removal by sublimation of the more volatile component (provided
it can maintain access to the surface from which sublimation
takes place).
Partly miscible solids exhibit
characteristics of both cases mentioned above, and removal
of the more volatile compound from the mixture is therefore
possible under the same conditions.
The method of preferential
sublimation should therefore work in all cases in which the
pure forms of the components of a solid binary system differ
widely in vapour pressure, and which do not form azeotropic
mixtures.
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An aqueous solution of the
radioisotope and its isobar contains compounds of the two,
which form such a binary system if the solution is evaporated
to dryness.

By chosing the correct acid medium these < ompounds

can be made to differ widely in vapour pressure and thus
comply with the main condition for application of preferential
sublimation.

the

207

Pb-contaminated

This was tested in the case of
2O 7
2O 7
radioisotope
B i , having a
Bi.

rather uncertain half-life of approximately 40 years, is an
aspirant for half-life determination b y the specific activity
method propagated in Chapter 10.
the

(d,n) reaction

It is produced from Pb b y

206
207
Pb(d,n;
B i and is therefore

'contaminated' b y the stable isobar 207Pb.

The lead concen-

tration in a solution of the radioisotope could be reduced
to the level of

Bi b y chemical separation in a special

'lead-free' laboratory.
monitoring the

Although the possibility exists of

Pb fraction in the

Bi ion beam b y one of

the other lead isotopes, this level of lead contamination w a s
still considered too high for such a measurement.
The

207
Bi/lead mixture was

received in a nitric acid solution from the 'lead-free'
laboratory.

For preferential sublimation of the lead the

chloride was considered more promising, however, and the
following conversion procedure was adopted:
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Bi3+
Pb 2+

in nitric acid

BiCl.

•f excess HC1
evaporation to dryness

+ excess H2O

BiOCl

PbCl,

evaporation to dryness

BiOCl

vacuum evaporation,

L

BiCl

PbCl„

BiOCl remains behind.

400°C, 1 0 ~ 5 torr

2

According to available vapour
pressure data the vapour pressure from the pure substance in
bulk is 2 to 3 orders of magnitude lower for the BiOCl than
for the PbCl 2
separation.

(5 x 1O~

torr at 4OO ° C ) , i.e. sufficient for

Satisfactory separation was indeed achieved

with milligram quantities of Pb and stable B i , but not with
trace quantities at sub-microgram level (aswas proved in
tests with the radioisotopes

Pb and

Bi as tracers).

As these small quantities make up only a few molecular
layers on the surface of the reaction vessel (a tiny platinum
b o a t ) , the failure to separate the small quantities was
blamed on the effect of surface adsorption.
The problem was overcome by
the addition of an excess quantity of CdCl- to the trace
quantities of

Pb and

Bi.

C d C l 2 has practically the

same (bulk) vapour pressure as PbCl- and both compounds
sublimate together, with the CdCl« providing the necessary
bulk conditions.

By this measure the Pb was so efficiently
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removed that the residual level was below the limit of detection of a flameless atomic absorption analyser (i.e. < 0.2 ng).
A more detailed description of this particular separation has
appeared elsewhere 71) . A small fraction of the BiOCl wa
also lost in the process, but the aim of obtaining a 'leadfree' quantity of BiOCl was fully realized.
It was therefore concluded
that preferential sublimation can be used to provide efficient
separation of an isobar from the radioisotope, if due regard
is given to the possible interference of vessel adsorption
on the bulk binding energies.

9.3.2

Cross-contamination from neighbouring
mass lines
Small angle scattering of ions on residual gas

molecules is responsible for the wide wings found on all
mass lines at the collector.

These wings can span several

mass numbers and are especially troublesome when only a
weak ion beam of the desired isotope is available for
quantitative ion implantation.

Because radioisotopes as a

rule are available only in small quantities, from which only
weak ion beams can be produced, this problem is peculiar to
the quantitative implantation of r^dioisotopes.

This is also

the main reason why these radioisotopes should be available
in carrier-free form (as already pointed out in section
9.3.1.2.1).

The magnitude of the effect can be assessed

in a simulated experiment in which the radioisotope is
absent, by measuring the background at and around the
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position where the radioisotope would be incident, were it
present.
While elastic collision with residual gas molecules is known to be the major contributor to mass line
wings, there are also contributions by inelastic collisions.
In the accelerating region these contributions come from
inelastic collisions with neutral atoms of the same element
issuing from the source, which lead to charge exchange
X

+ X -• X + X .

The resulting energy deficiency of the

newly-formed ion causes a spreading of the beam towards the
lower mass-3ide.

In the same region the corresponding

process for doubly-charged ions X
beam spreading to both sides.

+ X -• X

+ X

can cause

Everywhere else the doubly-

charged ions can, through the reaction X

+ Y -» X

+ Y ,

give rise to lines or a band (Aston band), depending on
whether the charge exchange takes place outside or inside
the analyzing magnetic field.
The conclusion is that cross-contamination is
pressure-dependent and that, besides keeping neighbouring
mass lines as weak and far away from the radioisotope line
as possible, efficient pumping is the safest way to minimize
cross-contamination at the radioisotope mass line.

9.3.3

Contamination by neutrals

in the ion beam

Projectile ions involved in inelastic collisions
with residual gas molecules on their way from the magnet to
the target can capture electrons and proceed as neutrals in
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the direction of the ion beam.

If these neutrals are not

removed from the ion beam (e.g. by deflecting the ion beam
away from the neutrals before permitting it to strike the
target) these neutrals are also implanted in the target, but
without registering a charge.

They must then be corrected

for.
At the residual gas pressure at which the Pretoria
isotope separator operates, this correction is usually small
and correction is therefore preferred to the complication
involved in deflecting the ion beam away from the neutrals.
Because cross-sections for ion/atom charge
transfer are normally all of the same order of magnitude, it
is usually sufficient to estimate this correction from the
results of a representative experiment.
The magnitude of the neutrals fraction in the
ion beam is proportional to the residual gas pressure, and
the correction can be kept low, therefore, by efficient
pumping in the region between magnet and target.
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C H A P T E R

10

APPLICATION OF QUANTITATIVE ION IMPLANTATION
TO THE DETERMINATION OF HALF-LIVES
OF RADIOISOTOPES

IO.1

General
The fundamental law of radioactive decay states that

the time rate of disintegration dN/dt (also known as
activity A) of a number N of atoms of a radioisotope is
directly proportional to N, or

|f = -X N(t)

(10.1)

where the constant of proportionality X (known as the disintegration or decay constant) is characteristic of each
radioisotope.

Apart from the decay scheme, the decay constant

is the most important parameter of a radioisotope.
Rather than list the values of X it is customary to
quote the 'half-life' Ti of a radioisotope, which is
defined as the time elapsing for one-half of the originally
present number of atoms to disintegrate.

The relationship

between X and T^ is obtained by integration of eq. (10.1) as
In 2

(1O.2)

The half-life is therefore also a constant, independent of N.
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There are basically two methods by which the half-life
of a radioisotope can be determined, one of the methods making
use of the change of activity with time, and the other
requiring knowledge of the ratio of the instantaneous activity
to the remaining quantity of radioisotope.
known as the specific activity method.

The latter is

The formula by which

the half-life is calculated under the change-of-activity
method is

where A

and A. denote the activities at times o and t.

Evidently only relative activity measurements are required
here, provided they are sufficiently different to keep the
error small.

This is feasible for half-lives shorter than

about one year, when a determination can be completed in a
(for physical experiments) reasonable time of several months.
For half-lives longer than one year this method Becomes increasingly unsatisfactory because of the time scale of the
experiment.

In fact for longer-lived radioisotopes the

specific activity method must eventually take over.
In the specific activity method both N and dN/dt
are measured and Ti is calculated by using equations (10.1)
and (1O.2).

The successful application of the method is

hampered, however, by the difficulty of measuring the small
quantities of radioisotope involved.

Determination of N by

weighing is possible only if the radioisotope is available
in weighable quantities, which is seldom the case.

Therefore
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N is usually determined by indirect methods, such as
(a)

the isotope dilution method
(the unknown quantity of radioisotope is diluted by a
known quantity of another isotope, and the isotope
ratio is determined by masJ-spectrometry);

(b)

the genetic method
(if the radioisotope is the daughter of a short-lived
radioactive parent the half-life of which is known,
then N can be calculated from the time integral of
the parent activity since production); and

(c)

the nuclear reaction cross-section method
(the number of radioisotope atoms produced in a
nuclear reaction is calculated from a knowledge of the
reaction cross-section).

Of these methods the last-named provides estimates rather
than accurate results.

The genetic method can be used only

for relatively few radioisotopes.

Therefore the isotope

dilution method is used mostly.
Quantitative ion implantation is a new method for the
determination of N.

In fact, being a technique which is

eminently suited to both precise dosing and accurate
measurement of very snail quantities of any isotope, quantitative ion implantation is analogous to weighing.

The

activity measurement is performed on the same quantity of
radioisotope for which N has been determined, either directly
in the solid host matrix or after dissolution of the mcitrix.
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This is the major advantage of the new method over the
isotope dilution method.

10.2

The range of half-lives
The range of half-lives for which quantitative, ion

implantation is a recommendable method of determining N is
not very well defined, because of the many parameters which
are involved.

In order to arrive at approximate limits,

assumptions are made on some of these parameters.

These

assumptions are:
(a)

The activity of the implanted radioisotope should be
at least 1 ^Ci (in order to ensure a satisfactory
activity measurement).

(b)

The total mass of the implanted radioisotope should be
of the order of 1 ng or less (in order to keep the
size of the implantation area, which is required for
quantitative implantation of this quantity, within
reasonable limits).

(c)

The intensity of the radioisotope ion beam should not
be less than 10

A (in order to keep the beam

intensity at least 3 orders of magnitude above background) .
(d)

The maximum intensity of the radioisotope ion beam is
unlikely to exceed 10

A.

Assumptions (a) and (b) combined lead to the boundary
condition that the ratio of mass to activity of the implanted
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radioisotope should preferably not exceed 1 ng/p,Ci.

This

boundary condition limits the usefulness of quantitative
implantation to radioisotopes of half-lives smaller than
4
10 years. The duration of implantation for an ion 1 earn
4
of a radioisotope of T^, = 10 years is 40 000 seconds per
—8
U,Ci for a beam intensity of 10
A, and 40 seconds per ixCi
for a beam intensity of 10

A (cf. Table 10.1, overleaf).

Half-lives of the order of 1 year and less are better
determined by the change-of-activity method and a half-life
value of 1 year can therefore be adopted as a lower limit
of the range of half-lives for which quantitative implantation is a recommendable method of determining N.
duration

The

of implantation for an ion beam of a radioisotope

of Ti = 1 year is 4 seconds per y,Ci for a beam intensity of
10

A, and 0.004 seconds per u,Ci for a beam intensity of

IO**5 A (cf. Table 10.1).
A table of those radioisotopes which fall within the
4
range of half-lives 1 to 10 years is compiled in
Appendix J,
Table 10.1 provides numerical values of mass,
coulometric charge and implantation time for radioisotopes
4
of half-lives 1 year and 10 years.

TABLE 1 0 . 1

Half-life

(years)
1
io 4

ng/Vci
(for

M=50)

1.4 x 1O"4

1.4

uC/VCi
(for 3C*"-ions)
0.27

2700

X -beam
intensity
10" 8

Implantation
time per nC

A - 1O~5 A

4 sec - 0.004
sec

- do -

40 000 sec
40 sec

CD
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The aim of the experimental work described in this
chapter is to demonstrate

in an

unambiguous way the

capability of quantitative ion implantation for half-life
determination.

For this purpose a radioisotope was chosen

from Appendix J of which the half-life was well known, and
which could be expected to be subject to a minimum of
secondary interferences both in implantation and in activity
137,
measurement. The choice fell on
Cs for the following
reasons:
(a)

The half-life of
Cs is well known (18 different
72 73)
determinations
'
,, tabulated in Appendix K, yield
a non-weighted average value of 30.08 years with a
coefficient of variation of 1.6 %),

(b)

Because C s is the most favourable element for surface
ionization, this means of ionization can be used to discriminate against any isobaric contaminant, in
particular against the daughter

Ba.
137

(c)

Being a fission product of uranium,

Cs

is available

in carrier-free form,and operating conditions of the
isotope separator are therefore not prescribed by the
presence of excessive amounts of stable Cs.
(d)

The absolute activity of the quantitatively implanted
Cs can be accurately determined by liquid scintillation
counting.
The quantitative implantation of

Cs and the subsequent

determination of its half-life is described in the remainder
of this chapter.
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IO.3

Determination of the half-life of
1 ^7
Cs (30 years)
10.3.1

Some considerations
Cs possesses only one stable isotope (i ass

number 133), but 21 known radioisotopes (mass numbers 121 to
144).

Some of the radioisotopes of mass numbers > 133

(neutron-rich) are favoured products of uranium fission and
decay further by 6 - -emission 74)
Besides

137
Cs, only the long-lived radioisotopes

are of importance here, viz.
(2.6 x 10

years).

Of these,

Cs (2.1 years) and

Cs is not formed directly,

but by neutron-capture (31 barns) of the stable "
is also a fission product.

Cs

C s , which

The fission yields of

Cs and

Cs3 ar<
are among the highest and are of approximately
74)
equal magnitude 1
The final product, which is sold commercially
as 'carrier-free'

Cs (after chemical separation from the

spent reactor fuel elements) should therefore contain
Cs and

Cs in about equal quantities, with

Cs,

Cs present

as a small fraction thereof (some percent at the most).
Cs (13 days half-life) is produced in quantities < 1 % of
those of

137
cs and can be regarded as absent in the final

product.

These predictions were confirmed by experiment

(viz. while masses 133, 135 and 137 were clearly visible on
the fluorescent screen no other masses could be detected).
The only stable isotope which is isobaric with
Cs is

Ba.

Being a daughter of

Cs,this isobar is a
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constant companion of

Cs.

Because

Ba is not a direct

fission product, it can be formed only by the (slow) decay
13fi
1 H7
13fi
of the

Cs,or by neutron activation of

Ba which may be

present as part of a stable Ba impurity of the fission
uranium.

The high purity of fresh reactor fuel elements, and

chemical processing after burn-up should cause the level of
137
Ba impurity to be small, but not necessarily insignificant.
For quantitative ion implantation either the
share of

Ba

in the

Cs

ion beam must be known exactly

(i.e. preferably to within 0.1 % of the

Cs

intensity,

which is impossible), or it must be suppressed to a negligible
level.
In the case of

137
Cs this can be achieved most

easily by means of surface ionization.

In fact the Saha-

Langmuir equation predicts the surface ionization efficiency
a for Cs

on a clean polycrystalline W surface to be a = 0.5

exp(0.7/kT)*, i.e. > 1 for all T < 8000 K, but only a = 2
exp(-0.7/kT), i.e.
surface.

<0.0l for T < 1500 K, for Ba

on the same

Surface ionization therefore offers the prospect

of a high ionization efficiency (theoretically 100 %) for the
Cs,as well as the certainty of strong discrimination against

a = —•
g

exp

;

) , where g«_/g

is the ratio of the

statistical weights of the ionic and atomic states, 0 is the
electronic work function (in eV) of W, I is the first ionization
energy (in eV) of the evaporating element, k is the Boltzmann
constant (in eV/K) and T is the absolute temperature in K.
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the ionization of any Ba that might be present.

Though under

the conditions of the final experiment the ionization efficiency
of Cs (as CsCl) was found to be not better than about 30 %

(a.o.

due to a decrease in electronic work function resulting from a
high degree of surface coverage), this is still far in excess
of the ionization efficiency obtainable with a plasma source.

10.3.2

Experimental
10.3.2.1

Preliminary experiments
These experiments were performed to

investigate surface ionization of Cs in the presence of Ba
with a simple surface ionization source which was operated
as part of the existing plasma ion source (cf. Supplement;.
The essential details of the surface
ionization source are shown in Fig. 19.

The plasma ion source

is used here as a heat source only, and the Cs-loaded surface
ionization source is therefore moved up directly to the ion
extraction hole in the front plate of the plasma source.
The surface ionization source is seen to consist of a tungstenpowder-fillad molybdenum cartridge.

The cartridge contains

0.5 g of fine-grained (3 \im) tungsten powder which is
compressed into the 2 mm bore. The source was heat-cleaned
—4
o
in vacuum (10
torr) at 1500 C. The internal surface area
of the source was measured (at the CSIR Research Group for
2
Chemical Engineering) to be 550 cm , and can therefore
accommodate about 100 y,g Cs in monolayer coverage.
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Tests were carried out with quantities
corresponding to 1/3 of monolayer coverage of a mixture
consisting of equal masses of stable Cs and Ba in the chloride
137
form (i.e. the form in which the
Cs is supplied). The
quantities involved were transferred to the source in a
single drop of aqueous solution of about 10 mg mass.

For

easier absorption of this drop by the porous tungsten 'plug'
a 'breathing' hole was provided down the centre, as shown in
Fig. 19.

The water was evaporated in a drying oven, after

which the. source was ready for use.
Emission of Cs

was initiated by

heating the plasma source, with the surface ionization source
in the position shown in Fig. 19. Emission started at about
+
—7
1000 K, and a quasi-constant Cs current of about 10
A could
be maintained for several hours by increasing the temperature
at regular intervals.
of 1200 K was reached.

The test was terminated when a temperature
Cs -current integration showed the ion

yield to be 25 % at this stage.
Several mass spectrum scans conducted
during the test showed the presence of K
was detected.

The absence of Ba

observations by Walcher

75)

and Na , but no Ba

is in agreement with

on the emission of a BaCl^-loaded

surface ionization source of tungsten.
Because it was intended to use the
stable

cs for providing the ion beam for position
137 +
stabilization of the
Cs ion beam (cf. section 9.2.1) , the
133
cross-contamination of the
Cs at the mass-137 position was
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measured in the same experiment.
(i.e. 55 mm away from the

At the mass-137 position

Cs mass line) this cross-

contamination was measured to amount to about 5 x 10~

A

per millimetre spectrum width
(as part of a smoothly
13 3 +
declining wing of the
Cs mass line). The general background
was about 10 -13 A per millimetre spectrum width.
The conclusion is that
(a)

the presence of a

Cs

ion beam causes each milli-

metre of spectrum width at or near the mass-137
position to receive a background current of scattered
Cs
the
(b)

ions of about 5 x 10

133
Cs

times the intensity of

ion beam; and

the incidence of Ba

ions if present at all, is well

below the general background level.

10.3.2.2

Quantitative ion implantation
of

137

Cs

The surface ionization source described
in section 10.3.2.1 was loaded with approximately 0.5 mCi of
the commercially supplied carrier-free

137
Cs (in 0.5 N

hydrochloric acid) and an equal quantity of

Cs (as CsCl).

Operating the source in the manner described in section
10.3.2.1, a current of 60 kev
a quasi-constant level of 3 x 10

Cs

ions was maintained at
A.

Approximately 2/3 of

this current was passed into the implantation camera (cf.
section 9.2.3) through a slit aperture of 2 mm width x 10 mm
height.
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The total ion beam current from the
source was about 5 x 10

A, of which 4 x 10

A was contributed
135
Cs was of the

by the three Cs-isotopes 133, 135 and 137.
137
leaving 133Cs to account fc : the
same intensity as
Cs
difference of approximately 3 x 10
i.e. about 5 times
133
137
the intensity of the
The
Cs ion beam was used
Cs

for position stabilizacion of the mass spectrum, in the manner
described in section 9.2.1.
The

137
Cs was implanted into a target

of Al, in the form of a foil of 3 mg/cm

thickness.

The foil

was oscillated under the ion beam to achieve a uniform lateral
137
137
Cs. Quantities of
Cs of between 0.O5 \ig
( ="4 IACÍ) and 0.3 g,g were collected in a set of 5 implantations.

spread of the

^riL widths of oscillation of the target these

By using

quantities were made to correspond to dose densities from
2
O.O6 ng/cm to 0.5
The stationary part SEC of the faraday
collector (Fig. 15) was lined with Al-foil for the purpose
137
of collecting any
Cs back-emitted during implantation.
Current integration was performed
as described in section 9,2.3.2.

10.3.2.3

Relative count of the gamma137
activity of implanted

Cs

The short-lived (2. 55 minutes) metastable daughter

Ba of

Cs decays to

Ba by emission

of a 662 kev gamma photon (Fig.22 ) . This gamma activity

10 5
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can be used as a relative measure of the quantity of
implanted

Cs, and, if compared with the gamma activity

of the

Cs collected on the SEC lining, provides a
137
numerical value for the fraction of
Cs lost by backemission from the target (i.e. both by back--scatter ing and
re-sputtering).

Moreover, a comparison of the ratio of

gamma activity to integrated ion current between quantities
of

137
Cs implanted to different dose densities can reveal

whether implantation is quantitative also for the higher
values among these dose densities.
The relative gamma-activities were
determined with

a Ge(Li) detector, with the targets and the

SEC lining always being placed in the same position at a
distance of 70 mm from the detector.

This distance was

reproducible to 0.1 mm at best, and the minimum counting
error on account of position alone was therefore ± 0.3 %.
Counting statistics gave rise to an error margin of ± O.2 %.
Therefore, the total error margin on reproducibility of a
gamma count was at least ± 0.4 % (root sum of squares).
The ratio r of the relative gammacounts to the corresponding integrated ion currents, normalised
to one of their number, are paired with implantation dose
densities d in the followinq table:
TABLE 10.2
d

(tig/cm2)

O.O6

O.ll

0.22

0.23

0.48

r

(± 0.004)

1.008

0.996

0.993

1.006

1.000
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Because precision of the integrated ion currents is within
± 0.1 %, the error margin on r remains ± O.4 % (minimum).
Because it is not possible to d tect
any tendency towards smaller r for higher d, it is concluded
that 137Cs losses due to back-emission are either smaller
than the error margin of the ratio values, or else they are
of constant magnitude over the range of implantation dose
densities.

The latter alternative is possible only if back-

emission is practically all by back-scattering.
Clarification as to which of these
two alternatives applies was provided by gamma activity measurements on the SEC lining.

The gamma activity on the lining

was found to amount to only 0.14 % of the gamma activity of
the targets.

By wiping the lining with a wet filter paper,

1/4 of the gamma activity could be removed.
Because it can be assumed that the
137
majority of back-scattered
Cs projectiles will retain
sufficient energy for penetration into the lining, it was
concluded that only the residual gamma activity is represen137
tative of back-scattered
Cs projectiles, and that therefore
the back-scattered fraction equals approximately 0.1 % of
the implanted dose.
The fraction of

7

Cs wiped off the

surface of the lining must then be interpreted as being due to
re-sputtering from the targets.

Its magnitude is of the orr^r

predicted by the sample calculation in section 7.1.
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10.3.3

Determination of the absolute
137

C s activity
137
The isotope
Cs decays by beta emission as
shown in Fig. 22.

A fraction of 94.7 % of the disint 137
grations lead to a metastable state of the daughter
Ba.
The metastable state has a half-life of 2.55 minutes and
decays by emission of 662 keV gamma photons, 11.2 % c£
which are internally converted to conversion electrons from
the K, L and M shells.

The conversion electrons have

energies ranging from 624 to 660 keV.

The beta spectrum of

Cs therefore consists of proper decay betas as well as
conversion electrons from the decay of the metastable daughter.
The beta spectrum of the 94.7 % low-energy betas (having an
end-point energy of 512 keV) is shown in Fig. 23

together

with the peaks due to the conversion electrons.
Because standardization of the

137
Cs activity

by the highly-accurate beta-gamma-coincidence method is made
impossible by the metastable state

' Ba, either beta or

gamma measurements alone must be used instead.

Beta

measurements were preferred here because they promised to
yield results of higher accuracy.
Of the available methods of absolute beta
counting the method of liquid scintillation counting was
chosen for reasons of convenience (a readily calibrated
measuring set-up was available).

In this method the radio-

isotope is dissolved in a liquid scintillator (cf. Appendix N ) ,
in which the beta energies are converted into light photons
(scintillations).

Because these scintillations can be
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detected (with a photomultiplier tube) from any direction,
the liquid scintillation counter is essentially a 4TT detector.
Standardization of the beta count was achieved
by 'efficiency tracing1
coincident radioisotope

(cf. Appendix N) with the bet^-gammaCo.

Standardization is necessary

because the counting efficiency of a scintillation counter
is lower than unity for betas in the low energy tail of the
spectrum, dropping to zero at very low energies (of the order
of a few keV). The efficiency tracer is intimately mixed
with the radioisotope sample,and acts as an internal standard.
By its use the beta counting rate of the sample can be related
to the total beta counting efficiency of the tracer (which
is known from a simultaneous beta-gamma- coincidence measurement in a suitable scintillation counter/gamma counter set-up).
On the assumption that this relationship holds also for betas
in the non-detectable low-energy tail of the spectrum,
extrapolation

(to unit tracer counting efficiency) is applied

to obtain a numerical value for the standardised beta count
rate of the sample.
The method of liquid scintillation counting
and standardization by efficiency tracing is explained more
fully in Appendix N.
In the present measurements only three of the
five

Cs-implanted Al foils were used, viz. those with

implantation dose densities of 0.11, 0.23 and 0.4S g,g/cm2
(cf. Table 10.2).

Each of these foils (weighing 7.8, 4.5

and 5.2 mg respectively) was dissolved in 5 ml of 1 N hydro-
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chloric acid containing O.I % CsCl as carrier.

These

solutions were accurately weighed and served as stocksolutions for the much smaller quantities required for the
liquid scintillation measurements.

Dr J. Steyn of tfcu.

Radioactivity Division of the National Physical Research
Laboratory

kindly undertook to perform these measurements,

and further details described here are summarized from his
account.
The liquid scintillator (1NSTAGEL, Packarc Instrument Corp., Inc.) was doped with the tracer isotope
Co (0.1 IJLCÍ in 12 g scintillator), and the beta activity
was determined by beta-gamma-coincidence measurements.

For

counting, a detector arrangement was used in which the liquid
scintillator was viewed from opposite sides by two bialkali
photomultipliers in coincidence (for noise elimination),
while a 3 x 3 inch Nal-crystal was placed underneath as
gamma detector. An accurately-weighed fraction of about
137
0.1 g of the
Cs stock solution was then added to the
60
Co-containing liquid scintillator, and simultaneous beta
and beta-ganuna-coincidence measurements were performed for
different values of the total beta counting efficiency of
the tracer, as explained in Appendix N.
different

Altogether 11

Cs samples were measured.
The standardized beta count rates for these

samples (obtained by extrapolation as explained above) are
listed in Table 10.3 (p.98) together with other relevant data.
There are two values for the beta activity of each sample,
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these being obtained by using a first order and a second
order polynomial respectively as extrapolation function.
Generally these two values are in excellent agreement.

The

disintegration rates, given in the same table, were obtained
therefrom by use of the correction factors listed in the
footnote to the table.
shov»n in Appendix N.

How these factors were applied is

TABLE 10.3

Implantation
dose density
(|ig/em2)
0.11

0.23

0.48

Stock solution
weight
(g)
5.1097

4.9684

5.O169

Counting sample
weight
(mg)

Extrapolated B - a c t i v i t y
by fitting p<jlynomial of
2nd order
1st order
(sec-1)
(sec-1)

1O6.42
124.9O
90.37
84.28
91.86

8OO2.7S
9381.OO
6776.80
6335.59
692O.8O

798O.86
9348.12

110.95
109.90
117.3O
57.70
64.18
62.37

Disintegratioi i rate* per
gram of count ing sample
l8t order polyn. 2nd order polyn.
(sec" 1 )
(sec- 1 )

Time discrepancy
between implantation
and counting
(days)

64168
64061
64512
64472
64O86

23

6813.52
6350.42
6880.10

fri" 4
64266
64164
64321
64465

8305.95
82*3.93
8810.29

8314.94
8327.29
8784.7e

64055
64263
64266

64125
64633
64O81

42

8794.51
9784.54
95O6.17

8778.35
9756.99
95O2.35

130415
130447
13O413

130175
130O80
130361

43

* The disintegration rate haB been calculated from the extrapolated B-activity
in the two previous columns by use of the following factors: 0.947 for the
B-branching to
"ßa, O.112 for the yield of internal conversion electrons
in thia branch, and 0.0748 for the y-efficiency o f t h e counter.

29
29
29
37

42
42

43
43

CD
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10.3.4

Evaluation and results
10.3.4.1

Corrections to the integrated
ion current
One requires to know the number of

137,
'Cs atoms present in the target after ion implanta ..ion.
This number is calculated from the following equation
(for which Fig. 2O provides an illustration):
Number of atoms of 137cs retained by the target

=

Total number of unitB of positronic charge incident
on the target ( 137 Cs + + X + in Fig. 20)
-

Number of units of positronic charge received from

+

(X+ in Fig. 20)
137
Number of neutral atoms of
'Cs incident on the
137
target (
Cs° in Fig. 20)
ions other than

137

Number of atoms of

Cs+

Cs (neutral and charged) back107

emitted from the target (

Cs in Fig. 2 0 ) ,

where the first term of this sum is given by
(Total number of units of positronic charge measured) x
(instrument calibration factor)
+

Number of units of secondary charge escaping measurement,
all counted as positronic.
The instrument calibration factor is

1.001 (± 0.001), and multiplication of the reading on the
current integrator leads to the true measured charge.
Charge losses from the faraday
collector of the ion implantation camera can be significant
only when two conditions are simultaneously met, viz. the
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beam inlet window must span a relatively large solid angle
at the point of implantation, and the secondary ion yield
must be high.

In the present design, discussed in section

9.2.3, the beam inlet window spans 1.2 % of the total solid
angle of 2n sterad above the implantation area.

As explained

in section 9.2.3.2, loss of negative charge is effectively
suppressed by a -500 V potential barrier, and only positive
secondary ions can pass through the window.

For a 'cosine'

angular distribution of positive secondary ions, 2.4 % of
their total number can therefore escape.

As pointed out

in section 9.2.3.2, the resulting correction may not be of
negligible magnitude for an A1 2 O 3 ~layered target, for which
the positive secondary ion yield is known to be exceptionally
high

.

The positive secondary ion yield from such a

target can be reduced, however, by ensuring that the surface
remains effectively covered by a residual gas layer throughout the implantation (cf. Appendix M ) . This was the prevailing condition during the present implantation and the
positive secondary ion yxeld for this condition was measured
to be 10(±3)% of the incident ions (cf. Appendix M ) .
Assuming the angular distribution to be 'cosine', it follows
that the loss of positive secondary charge from the faraday
collector must amount to 0.24(±0.07)% of the incident ion
charge, causing the measured positronic charge received by the
target to be too low by the same percentage.

With this

correction one arrives at a numerical value for the first
term of the above equation.
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The numerical value of the second
term, viz. the number of units of positronic charge received
137 +
from ions other than
Cs , is derived from the findings
of the preliminary experiments (section 10.3.2.1) according
to which the wing of the 3 x 10

A strong beam of
Cs
-12
137 +
ions should contribute about 3 x 10
A to the
Cs ion

beam passing through the 2 mm wide slit aperture A of the
ion implantation camera.
ions (predi
(predominantly

This puts the level of contaminant

Cs ) at 0.1 % of the mass-137 ion

intensity.
The third term of the equation
corrects for the fraction of

Cs projectiles arriving at

the target as neutrals, denoted by

Cs .

As pointed out

in section 9.3.3, the fraction of neutrals arriving with
the ion beam can be reduced by lowering the residual gas
pressure.

For the residual gas pressure prevailing during

the present implantation (0.9 p,torr) the neutral fraction
137

C s ° / 1 3 7 C s + was estimated to amount to 0,2 %.

This

estimate is based on measurements reported in Appendix L.
A numerical value for the last term
of the equation, viz. the number of atoms of

Cs back-

emitted, is provided in section 10.3.2.3, the value being
0.1 % of the total dose.
Because the numerical values for the
last three terms in the equation nullify one another, it
follows that in this particular case of quantitative ion
implantation the total number of units of positronic charge
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received by the target equals the number of atoms of
retained by the target.

This number, calculated from the

integrated ion current for each of the three targets (denoted
by their implantation dose densities) which are used in the
present determination of half-life, is listed in Table 10.4
(p. 105).
10.3.4.2

Results
Both the number N of atoms of

Cs

collected in each of the three targets selected for halflife determination, and the corresponding disintegration rate
dN/dt as determined by liquid scintillation counting, are
listed in Table 10.4.

The half-life values were calculated

therefrom, using the formula

=

ln2

(10.4)

Half-life values were calculated for each of the two extrapolation functions used for determining dN/dt (cf. section
10.3.3);

these values appear in the last two columns of

Table 10.4.
Average half-life values have also
been calculated for each target (denoted by its implantation
dose density).

From these average values an overall average

has been calculated for each column (using the unweighted
averages for each implantation dose density).

These overall

averages turn out to be 29.86 ± 0.05 (standard error) years
for the first order polynomial extrapolation, and 29.86 + 0.11
(standard error) years for the second order polynomial extrapolation.

IO 3
Comparing the half-life values in
Table 10.4, one notices three things in particular, viz.:
(a)

The half-life values lie all very close to one another.

(b)

The implantation dose density has an insignificant
effect on the half-life values.

(c)

The differences between the values obtained for the
two extrapolation functions are very small, becoming
insignificant in the averages.

It is concluded, therefore, that it is sufficient to use
a linear extrapolation function in this particular case,
that implantation must have been quantitative, and that the
present method of half-life determination is of excellent
precision.
The overall average for the linear
extrapolation, i.e. 29.86 ± 0.05 (standard error) years,
was chosen as the most probable half-life value of the
present determination.

However, as the standard error quoted

does not include systematic errors, it is necessary to assign
a wider absolute error margin to the value of 29.86 years.
The assignment of such an error margin is difficult in a
complex measurement like the present one, and easily becomes
a subjective rather than an objective choice.

The author's

choice of * 0.5 % overall absolute error is certainly not
free frop subjectivity, but may be considered a reasonable
1st order approximation to the true error margin. With this
choice the half-life of 137C B as measured in this experiment
becomes 29.86 ± 0.15 years.
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This value compares very well with
137
other published half-lives of
Cs (as listed in Appendix K)
and is an indication of the accuracy of the new method of
half-life determination used here.

TABLE 10.4

Disintegration r«»teT of the
retained implant!ition dose
1st order polyn. f i t
2nd order polyn.

Implantation
dose density
(ug/cn>2)

Implantation dose
retained*
(no. of 137C8 atoms)

O.ll

4.470 x 1O14

3.294
3.290
3.285
3.293
3.3O2
3.292 (av.)

3.285
3.278
3.302
3.300
3.282
3.29O (av.)

29.83
29.87
29.92
29.84
29.75
29.85 (av.) ± 0.06°

29.92
29.97
29.75
29.77
29.94
29.87 (av.) ± 0.10 8

O.23

4.337 X 1O14

3.191

3.195

3.202
3.202
3.198 (av.)

3.230
3.193
3.206 (av.)

29.88
29.78
29.78
29.81 (av.) ± 0.05®

29.84
29.52
29.86
29.74 (av.) ± 0.19®

6.561
6.562
6.561
6.561 (av.)

6.549
6.544
6.558
6.550 (av.)

29.91
29.90
29.91
29.91 (av.) ± 0.01®

29.97
29.99
29.92
29.96 (av. ) ± 0.04 6

0.48

8.927 x 10 1 4

(10V»ec)

(loVsee)

fit

Half-3 ife
1st order polyn. f i t
2nd order polyn. f i t
(years)
(years)

* This is the final value after all corrections have been applied as discussed
in section 10.3.4.1
+ These are the disintegration rates from Table 1O.3, normalized to the weight
of the stock solution and corrected for the time discrepancy between implantation and counting (for half-life 30 years)
Q Standard error

(X. - X)2/n-l]'5
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C H A P T E R

11

CALIBRATION STANDARDS FOR INSTRUMENTAL
METHODS OF TRACE ANALYSIS

11.1

General
Modern technology often makes high demands on the

purity of metals, because certain trace impurities have been
found able to alter some gross properties of these metals
quite out of proportion to their concentration.
A trace impurity is usually understood to mean a
constituent present in concentrations < 100 ppm (parts per
million by weight) in the pure metal.

Considering the in-

creasing interest in analyses at even a ppb (part per billion)
level, it follows that trace analytical techniques must
provide for concentrations ranging over 5 orders of magnitude.
Of particular interest also is that techniques, which
are sensitive enough for ppb level analysis, can be used as
micro methods at the ppm level and thereby help provide information on the impurity distribution in the metal.
Of the trace analytical techniques in use at present
the two most sensitive ones are the well-known neutronactivation analysis, and the flameless method of atomic
absorption analysis.

Both analysis methods can be used for

direct analysis of solid samples, including most metals in
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the case of neutron-activation and at least the more volatile
metals in the case of flameless atomic absorption.

The advan-

tage obviously is that there is no possibility of impurity
gain from reagents or impurity loss by adsorption, which are
so common in solutions.
Both being instrumental methods, however, in which
instrument

variables and the sample matrix can influence

the signal, it is necessary to use standards of similar
composition for instrument calibrations.

These standards

are not required, however, to match the sample in the distribution of the trace element, and they can therefore be
provided by quantitative ion implantation.
The practicability of providing such standards at
reasonable cost was demonstrated on a problem which existed
in the Chemical Spectroscopy Division of the National Physical
Research Laboratory.

The problem was that of determining

traces of thallium in the 1-30 ppm range, in a metal matrix
directly in the solid state by the method of flameless
atomic absorption analysis.

In the work reported here the

metal matrix consisted of pure aluminium.

11.2

Calibration standards for flameless atomic
absorption analysis of traces of Tl in pure Al
11.2.1

Requirements
The method of flameless atomic absorption is

described in Appendix P.

From the description one can

derive the requirements for the particular case under investigation (i.e. traces of Tl in Al in the 1 to 30 ppm range).
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These requirements are that standards of 1 mg
mass are required, which must contain quantities of Tl of
between 1 and 30 ng.
Tl isotopes (

These quantities must consist of both

Tl and

proportion (29.5 : 70.5).

Tl) in the correct isotopic
The number of standards must be

sufficient for establishing the relationship between
absorbance and trace concentration.
In addition to these 'primary' standards , a
secondary standard is required in great quantity, which has
the task of providing a normalization factor for the
absorbance measured in a sample-run to the absorbance
measured for the primary standards.

The emphasis of the

secondary standard is therefore on precision and not on
accuracy, and the matrix is therefore relatively unimportant
(as long as it is either ashable or vapourizable).

Aqueous

solutions provide the easiest answer here, but precision at
the low concentrations is not good because of factors such
as adsorption on receptacle surfaces from the diluted
standards, pipetting errors, and others.

The present author

therefore proposed the use of solid solutions with urea as
solvent.

The advantages are the following:

Urea, (NH 2 ) 2 C0,

in the molten state at 133 °C, is an excellent solvent for
many inorganic compounds and can also be readily ashed,
being a simple organic compound.

High-purity urea is cheap*

and therefore suitable for the bulk production of standards
down to very low trace concentrations.
*Urea is synthesized from C 0 2 and NH 3 .

'Urea standards' are
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free from adsorption losses to receptacle walls, are stable
at room temperature, and have an unlimited shelf-life if
protected from excessive air humidity (in excess of 80 % ) .
The fact that the standards are portioned by weighing is an
advantage, especially for small samples of low concentrations.
These properties make urea standards very reliable and
contribute to a high analytical precision.
The preparation and use of both primary and
secondary standards is described in the following sections.
Although the theory provides estimates of the
doses of Tl which can be implanted quantitatively into unit
surface area of an Al matrix, these estimates require to be
confirmed by independent measurements before the primary
standards can be trusted fully.

In the present case this

confirmation was sought from comparison of the implantation
standards with standards prepared by depositing Tl from a
standard solution on the surface of the Al matrix.

Though

these comparison standards are rather delicate and cannot
be prepared as reproducibly as the implantation standards,
they are reliable enough if prepared in the manner described
in section 11.2.2.3 and if handled with care.

11.2.2

Preparation of standards
11.2.2.1

Preparation of implantation standards
Implantation was carried out at 40 keV

in the implantation camera described in section 9.2.3.
free Al-foil of thickness 2 mg/cm

Tl-

was used as target and Tl
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was implanted uniformly over an area of 6 mm x 60 mm (by
using a 6 mm high slit aperture together with a 60 mm wide
shutter window, and by moving the target as described in
section 9.2.3).
the

Tl

Ions of ' Tl

were implanted first, while

ion beam was used for monitoring and stabilizing

the beam position, and then the other way round.

Implantation

was stopped when the integrated current showed that the
20 5„
Tl dose had reached the natural isotopic proportion to
203
Tl.
Altogether three Al-foils were
irradiated in this manner, with doses corresponding to dose
2
densities of about 30, 60 and 90 ng Tl per cm

(i.e. well

inside the predicted quantitative region, cf. section 7.2).
Then the target foil was taken from the implantation camera
and was divided into a number of identical standards proper,
as shown in Fig. 26.
The dividing cuts were made with razor
blades.

A special fixture, holding a number of blades, was

used to ensure that the cuts were both parallel and equidistant.

The cuts were made by resting the blades on the

target foil and exerting hand pressure on the fixture until
the blades had penetrated through the foil.

During cutting,

the foil was held down by means of a slotted template placed
over the foil.

The horizontal incisions (above and below the

implantation area) were made first and the vertical incisions
thereafter.
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The resulting geometrically identical,
rectangular pieces of target were assumed to contain identical
amounts of Tl (on account of the uniform lateral dose
distribution).

These pieces were not always of identical

mass, however, because of local variations in foil thickness.
By clipping of the non-irradiated ends it was possible to
adjust the mass of each piece to 1 mg to within 2 %.

These

were the implantation standards in their final form, containing 9, 18 or 27 ng of total Tl each.

11.2.2.2

Preparation of secondary standards
(urea matrix)
A large amount of a 20 ppm master

standard was prepared by dissolving a known quantity of
thallium sulphate in an appropriate quantity of urea which
had been melted at 140 °C.

The mixture was not stirred

mechanically, but the molten phase was maintained for 3O
minutes, during which time a stirring action was provided by
the slow evolution of ammonia and carbon dioxide (the
gaseous decomposition products of urea).
quickly solidified by rapid cooling.

The solution was

The solid cake was then

weighed (to determine the precise concentration of the Tl
contents), and was then ground to a fine powder.
Standards with lower concentrations
(2, 5 and 1O ppm) were prepared by fusing some of the master
standard with pure urea, following the same procedure as
for the master.
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These standards were stored in dry,
well-sealed glass bottles.

11.2.2.3

Preparation of comparison
standards (dip standards)
These standards were made by a

process in which thallium in the form of thallium sulphate
was deposited on pieces of aluminium foil identical to those
of the implantation standards.

Deposition of the thallium

sulphate was effected by dipping a foil into an aqueous 5 ppm
standard solution of the salt.

By folding the foils into a

variety of cone-shapes it was possible to draw different
volumes of solution into the foils and thereby vary the
quantity of deposition.

The quantity of solution transferred

in a dip varied between 1 and several milligram and was
measured as mass-loss of the solution.
The standard solution was kept in
a narrow Teflon beaker of 1 ml capacity on the weighing pan
of a semimicro balance.

Evaporation losses were minimized

by saturating the weighing compartment with water vapour,
and by keeping the delay between dip and weighing as short
as possible.

The time for a complete dip-and-weighing

sequence was typically about 30 seconds and the evaporation
loss for this period was determined to be only 0.01 mg.
After the weighing, each 'dip
standard' was immediately dried in hot air and directly
loaded into an analysis tube.
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11.2.3

Use of the standards
11.2.3.1

Apparatus
The principal features of the flame-

less atomic absorption analyzer are as follows:

Spectrometer

Zeiss PMQ II

Atomization cell

Analysis tube of vitreous graphite
as shown in Fig. 25, in an argon gas
environment.

Line source

Thallium hollow-cathode lamp.

Background correction

A system similar to that used by
79)
Koirtyohann and Pickett
, with a
hydrogen hollow-cathode lamp as
continuum source.

Signal registration

Signal recorder and signal integrator.

Current source

Variable resistance transformer
capable of supplying currents of up
to 4OO A, current-stabilized to
within 1 %.
Analysis tubes of vitreous graphite

have several advantages over tubes of normal graphite, viz.,
negligible gas permeability, higher specific resistivity,
and lower heat conductivity.

These tubes were made to order

by Société Le Carbone-Lorraine in France and were found to be
very similar as far as rate of temperature rise and temperature
ceiling under identical current source settings were concerned.
This was of particular importance in the present study because
each sample was loaded into a different tube .

The
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temperature ceiling was measured to be 1900
of 230 A.

c for a current

This ceiling was reached within 10 seconds.

For

cleaning, a current of 25O A was passed through the tube.

11.2.3.2

Analyses and results
Most of the analyses in this study

were performed by Miss E. Norval of the Chemical Spectroscopy
Division of the National Physical Research Laboratory and the
results are evaluated from her measuring data.
First of all the secondary standards
were investigated for precision and a calibration curve was
established and compared with that for aqueous solution
standards.

For the analyses, portions of 1, 2 or 3 mg of the

urea standard were weighed into a small stainless steel spoon
and loaded into tubes.

The urea was removed by ashing in a

muffle furnace in a sequence in which the tubes were subjected
first to a temperature of 25O

C for 5 minutes, then to a

rapid (20 min) temperature rise to 450
they were kept for another 5 minutes.

C, at which temperature
This ashing procedure

was proved to be practically loss-free (< 0.5 % Tl loss after
1 h at 450 °C) by tests with the radioisotope
by the author).
ashing.

2O4

Tl

(undertaken

Analyses were performed on the residues after

Relative standard deviations of the absorbance values

for identical samples were found to be only a few percent in
all cases.

Typical values for sets of 4 to 6 samples con-

sisting of 2 mg quantities of the 5 ppm urea standard (i.e.
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IO ng Tl) were 3.7, 3.3, 3.1 and 2.6 %*.

This is excellent

for flameless atomic absorption analysis considering that a
different tube was used for each sample.

It is proof also

of the uniformity of the urea standards and of the high
precision attainable by their use.

Of interest is also that

absorbance values obtained with identical quantities of Tl
from different quantities of urea standards of different Tl
concentrations are all within the relative standard deviation,
proving that no matrix elfect remains after ashing.

A

calibration curve obtained with these urea standards is
shown in Fig. 27. Throughout the measurements the 5 ppm
urea standard was used to provide a continuous calibration
check and a normalization factor for standardization of all
absorbances measured.

For this purpose oach second or third

analysis was performed on a quantity of the 5 ppm urea
standard.
A calibration curve for aqueous
standards, prepared by dilution from a 1000 ppm stock solution
and portioned out by micro-pipetting, is shown in the same
figure.

The results are not nearly as satisfactory as for the

urea standards.
The calibration curve obtained with
the implantation standards is shown in Fig. 28 (solid curve).
The curve runs through three experimental points and through
•Calculated as
100

n

x

2

,(Xi
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the origin and has been fitted by inspection.

Each of the

experimental points is the average absorbance value for 5
identical implantation standards.

The relative standard

deviation is indicated by a vertical bar in Fig. 28. Agiiin,
the 5 ppm urea standard was used for normalization.

At the

same time, of course, the 5 ppm urea standard was calibrated
against the primary implantation standards.
The accuracy of the implantation
standards was checked by establishing a calibration curve
also for dip standards and comparing the two curves.

As may

be inferred from the description of the preparation of the
dip standards, it is virtually impossible to produce two
identical standards.

Therefore, by aiming at a few different

concentrations within a range, one ends up with a number of
standards covering the whole range with varying density.
Each absorbance value must therefore be entered in the
calibration graph (after being normalized via the average
absorbance of the urea standards accompanying the sample run).
The best-fitting curve to this scatter of points is the
required calibration curve.

Such a calibration curve,

established with a total of 12 dip standards, is shown in
Fig. 28 (dashed curve) .

For reasons of clarity the points

themselves are not shown in the figure, but it must be
mentioned that the point density was somewhat thinner in the
high-concentration region.

It is in this region that the

deviation from the calibration curve for the implantation
standards appears to be largest.

However, calculation of the
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relative standard deviation (indicated by a vertical bar in
Fig. 28) show the two curves to be still unresolved, and at
the medium-to-low concentrations both curves run in such
close proximity to one another that for all practical purposes
they coincide.
The accuracy of the implantation
standards can be considered verified, therefore, at least to
within the accuracy of the analysis method itself.

N.B.

The essence of the work reported
in the present chapter has already
8O)
been reported elsewhere
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C H A P T E R

12

CRITICAL EVALUATION OF THE PRESENT
STATE OF QUANTITATIVE
ION IMPLANTATION

12.1

Summary of results
A theory has been developed for the calculation of

the loss of implanted projectiles which occurs as a result
of target sputtering.

This loss is expressed as a function

of the total implanted dose and of the sputtering yield.
For negligible diffusion and with the input data presently
available this theory provides good order of magnitude
estimates of this loss.
The practical problems associated with the accurate
measurement of the total implanted projectile dose by means
of ion beam current integration have been extensively
investigated and ways have been found to overcome these
problems.
In particular, a special implantation camera has been
developed which, while

guaranteeing accurate ion current

integration, can be used to attain a uniform dose distribution over an area of several-square-centimetre of the
target surface.
An ion source has been developed which, while
operating at a low level of ion beam contamination, can supply
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ion beams of most elements in the periodic table.
A technique has been developed, which, by way of
preferential sublimation, can help to significantly reduce
isobaric contamination of a radioisotope ion beam.
Lastly, a slide-rule has been designed which greatly
eases the task of predicting possible isobaric contaminants
of an ion beam.
The equipment, methods and techniques have been applied
to two specific examples, one of which requires the quantitative implantation of a radioisotope and the other
requiring the quantitative implantation of two stable
isotopes.

In both cases it was possible to check the

quantitativeness of implantation by an independent method
and the theoretical predictions were found to be confirmed
within the error margin peculiar to these methods.

12.2

Discussion of results and conclusions
In neither of the two cases tested was the implantation

taken to significant losses of implanted projectiles.
Implantation doses were in both cases safely within the
theoretically predicted quantitative range (using the maximum
acceptable error to provide the numerical value for the
maximum permissible loss).

Doses were varied within this

range, however, and the fact that the actually retained doses
(as measured by radio-activity in the one case, and by atomic
absorbance in the other) were found to be strictly proportional to the calculated retained doses is confirmation of
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the theoretical predictions. It can be concluded,therefore,
that the underlying assumptions of the theory have been
proved qualitatively correct.
In order to test the predicted relationship between
loss and dose quantitatively it will be necessary to take
implantation to losses which are significantly larger than
the inherent error margin of the method by which the loss
is to be determined.

This requires a careful study of all

available methods cf trace detection (including flameless
atomic absorption and radio-active metrology) and possibly
also the development of new techniques.

This is certainly

the direction in which the subject of quantitative ion
implantation can be further advanced.
At present the important state is reached where quantitative ion implantation is no longer only an object of
study, but can be applied successfully to the solution of
problems in other fields.
The two practical cases treated in this thesis represent two useful examples of such applications.

In fact,

each of the examples represents an entirely new method in its
field of application, the one giving rise to a rapid direct
determination of the half-lives of long-lived

radioisotopes,

and the other making it possible to produce accurate and
robust solid standards for certain instrumental methods of
trace and ultra-trace analysis.

On account of these applica-

tions the method of quantitative ion implantation is bound to
become a most valuable tool for use in these fields.
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III

A P P E N D I C E S

Al

A P P E N D I X

A

THE ENERGY LOSS OF HEAVY IONS IN SOLIDS

When the velocity of an ion (atomic number Z-, mass
number M,) in a solid target (atomic number Z^, mass number
M 9 ) is sufficiently far below that of the orbital electrons
in the target atoms*, then the (neutralized) ion (called
projectile from now on) loses its kinetic energy predominantly
by elastic binary collisions with the target atoms.
collisions are traditionally called 'nuclear'.

These

At higher

velocities the projectile can also transfer enough energy to
atomic electrons to excite and even ionize target atoms.
These inelastic collisions are called 'electronic'.

Although

energy loss takes place in many discrete steps along the
projectile trajectory it is convenient to derive an expression for the average energy loss per unit path length.
energy loss is known as the 'specific energy loss'

* i.e. ion velocities v < z.

'

e2/fi

This

dE/äx.

(Thomas-Fermi model) 1 0 ',

or ion energies E < 25 M,Z 4/3 .
+ Instead of the specific energy loss dE/dx also the term
•stopping power' or 'stopping cross-section' S is sometimes
used.

The relationship is

atomic density.

S = dE/Ndx, where N is the

A2
A.1

Specific energy loss for nuclear
(elastic) stopping

The expression for the specific energy loss in nuclear
11) .
stopping is given
by

~l
dx
Ai

=

T
N f Tda
o

, where N is the atomic den-

sity, T is the energy transfer in an elastic collision from
the projectile with energy E to a target atom at rest, da is the
differential cross-section for energy transfer in the interval T to T+dT, and T

is the maximum energy transfer possible

in such a collision (i.e. E.4M,M2/(M.+M2)
collision).

for head-on

Both T and da depend on the form of the inter-

action potential between the projectile and the target atom.
9 12)
Lindhard et al. '

have shown that the differential cross-

section can be written in the universal form
âa = fU* 5 ) na 2 dt/2t 3 / 2 ,
where the function fit 5 ) depends on the chosen form of the
interaction potential, t2 = e (T/T m P for elastic collisions,
and a and e are known functions given below.. These authors
calculated f (t2) numerically for a Thomas-Fermi type screened
Coulomb potential* and have made it available in tabulated

i.e. a potential of the formV(r) = $(r/a) - Z.Z- e /r,
where r is the interatomic separation, and i(r/a) is known
as the Thomas-Fermi screening function which has been calculated numerically and tabulated by Gombas

.

A3
form

'.

They then proceeded to derive from these data a

universal energy loss curve in terms of the d intension less
units of energy e and

range p .

These units are defined as

follows:
e = E.a
and

p

R. 4TTNa2M1M2/ (f^ +

with

a

0.885 a Q / {Zj2/3

+

Here M, , M„, Z.. and Z- are the mass numbers and atomic numbers of projectile and the target atom respectively, e is
the electronic charge, N is the number of atoms per unit
volume, and a
(0.529 A ) .

is the Bohr radius of the hydrogen atom

E and R are energy and range respectively.

The curve, denoted by (de/dp ) , is shown in Fig. 3 as a
function of eh (i.e. as a linear function of velocity).
Tabulated
ed values of (de/dp)

have been published by

14)
Schi^tf

A.2

Specific energy loss for electronic
(inelastic) stopping
Using the Thomas-Fermi model of the atom, in which the

whole atom is treated as a localized electron gas, Lindhard
and Scharff

developed an expression for the inelastic

energy loss, which in terms of the dimensionless units e
and p has the form

where k = O.0793

+

M 2 ) 3 /2 / ( Z i 2/3

+

^2/3,3/4^3/2^

A4
with %

a dimension less constant of the order Z..

is thus a linear relationship between (77)
tile velocity.

(75^'

1S

1/6

There

and the projec-

also plotted in Fig. 3 for k = 0.15

(which is the approximate upper limit of k for M, > M^, i.e.
for mass ratios of interest in quantitative ion implantation)

A.3

Overall specific energy loss for heavy ions
Because the nuclear and electronic specific energy

losses are assumed to be independent of each other, the
total specific energy loss is expressed as the sum

~

v

dp'n

T

This sum is also plotted in Fig. 3.

v

dp'e

•

This figure shows that

nuclear stopping is dominant at low energies e, and electronic
stopping is dominant at high energies e.

At intermediate

energies both stopping processes are important.

Schijzitt

calls these regions therefore the regions of low, intermediate, and high energy.

(XT)*, t *~so n c e

more

Fig. 4, this time as a function of log^Q e.

plotted in

It is now possible

to see that for k = 0.15 the total specific energy loss is
practically constant for intermediate energies 0. 5 < e < 3. 2,
and that it obeys the function 0.195 log.Qe + O.61 rather
closely in the low energy region O.Ol < e < O.15.
portant to note here that Lindhard

It is im-

9)
et al.
consider the

Thomas-Fermi interaction potential (on which the nuclear
specific energy loss is based) to be a rather crude approximation for energies e < 0.01.

As these specific energy

A5
losses form the basis of the calculated depth distribution
parameters of the Lindhard - Scharff-Schijátt range theory,
the question arises as to how completely the region of
applicability of the theory covers that of quantitative ion
implantation.

For this purpose Table Al has been calculated.

For this table certain projectile/target combinations have
been chosen which are thought to cover the complete region
of quantitative ion implantation.
k

(taking §

= Z,

The table gives values of

) and e for these combinations, as well

as projectile energies E (in keV) which correspond to
e = 0.01, 0.5

and 3.
TABLE Al

e
M

l

12

c

â

M

2

0. 177E

0 .06

O .105

0. 00 3 IE

0 .166

0.0016E

c

0 .113

c
12
c

103

Rh

1O3

Rh

209

Bi

2O9

Bi

1O3

Rh

2O9

Bi

2O9

Bi

Rh

12

E (keV) for which
e=0 .01
e=O. 5
e =3

0 .123

12

103

k

(E in
keV)

3

17

3

16O

97O

6

310

1900

O. 00075E

13

67O

4OOO

0 .136

0. 00051E

20

980

5900

0 .176

0.O0038E

26

1300

8OO0

This table shows that for quantitative ion implantation
only k-values between 0.10 and 0.17 are of interest.

It also

shows that for projectiles of 30-300 keV the high energy
region e > 3 is involved only for the very lightest of both
projectiles and targets, while for the rest the energy of
incidence falls inside the intermediate and low energy

A6
regions.

For the heavy projectiles and targets only the low

energy region is involved, and in fact the projectile can
still have a fairly high kinetic energy when it reaches the
lower limit e = O.Ol.

For these cases, therefore, the theory

will only yield rough estimates of (de/dp) t Q t and of the depth
distribution parameters calculated therefrom.
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A P P E N D I X

B

THE DEPTH DISTRIBUTION OF HEAVY IONS IMPLANTED
INTO AMORPHOUS, CRYSTALLINE
AND POLYCRYSTALLINE TARGETS

The depth distribution is measured as the concentration
profile of implanted ions (projectiles) along the depth
scale (i.e. perpendicular to the target surface).

Provided

diffusion and other post-implantation transport mechanisms
are negligible, the depth distribution is the same as the
distribution of projected ranges , where range is defined as
the distance travelled by a projectile in the target regardless of direction and this range is projected onto the depth
scale.

Depth distributions have been measured for many-

pro jectile/target combinations, but opinions as to the
mathematical representation differ.

Because such a represen-

tation is necessary for a theory on quantitative ion implantation , an attempt is made here to derive a representative
mathematical distribution by theoretical arguments.
Because range is a simpler concept than projected
range, the theoretical distribution of ranges is investigated
first, in the hope that the distribution of projected ranges
can be inferred therefrom.

B2
B.I

The range distribution of heavy ions
in amorphous targets
B.1-1

Expressing range as a function of
the quotient of two variables
A heavy projectile ion of incident energy E

colliding with the atoms of an amorphous target, follows an
irregular zig-zag path, leading from one collision site to
the next, until it comes to rest.
The projectile path is determined by sets of
(i)

'free path lengths between collisions' I,., 1-., 1-, . , .
J-3

1
(ii)

2. j

3j

*, and

'energy losses at collisions' e^., e

2

' e-\

where N. is the number of collisions for a projectile j.
The sum of the l's gives the range of the projectile,
viz.

j
R. = E 1. .
3
^

(B.I)

while the sum of the e's must equal the energy of incidence,
viz.

N.
E «= E e . . .
13

The range is seen therefore to be a function of the two
independent variables 1 and N.
•Actually, there are only N-l free path lengths between N
collisions, but the distance travelled inside the target
before the first collision is counted here as an Nth
free path length.

B3
By using average values of 1 and e, given by
N.

I. - f l i j / N j = Rj /N.
and
N.
2

e^/N.

=

E/N.

it becomes possible to transform N- away in the expression
(B.I) for the range,and one obtains

R

D

(B.2)

=

For constant E the distribution of R (for a large
number of projectiles) must therefore be the same as that of
the ratio of I/e, which in turn is determined by how each of
the two averages I and i is distributed .
From this interpretation of R it follows that,
even if I is Gaussian distributed, the range R cannot be
Gaussian distributed if i is not a constant.

For the purpose

of determining how R is distributed, the distributions of I
and ê are now investigated, starting from the underlying
variables 1 and e.
B.I.2

The distribution of the variables
I and i
The distribution of 1 is investigated first.

If an amorphous target is defined as one in which the spatial
distribution of atoms is random, then the probability of
finding a target atom is the same for every unit volume
searched.

Consequently, the probability for collision is
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the same for every unit length of the free path travelled
by a projectile from a preceding collision (on the assumption
that the projectile velocity - which determines the collision
cross-section - remains constant between successive collisions).
This satisfies the precondition for an exponential probability
density distribution of free path lengths.

Such a distribution

has a finite value at zero path length, and it decreases
asymptotically to zero as path lengths tend to infinity.

An

important proviso is that the average atom density (atoms/cm )
of the target must be preserved, so that on average the
probability for collision is unity when a volume inverse to
the atom density is searched.

Corresponding free path lengths

depend on the effective sizes of projectile and atoms, and
therefore on the kind of atoms and on the kind and velocity
of the projectile.

By using the mean free path formula of

the kinetic gas theory together with values for the atomic
separation (obtained from ref. 105 for Born-Mayer and
Thomas-Fermi type interactions), the following 'mean free
path lengths were calculated for a Cu projectile in a Cu
target:

approximately 0.5 A for a projectile energy of

3O eV (i.e. when the projectile is about to become trapped
in the matrix), about 1 8 for a projectile energy of 1 keV,
and roughly 5 8 for a projectile energy of 6O keV*.
To summarize then:
The free path lengths 1 are assumed to have an
exponential probability density distribution, starting at zero
* The underlying assumption is that collisions involving interaction potentials < 1 % of the projectile energy, can be
ignored.
Thermal vibration has not been considered here, but should
reduce the mean free path lengths even further.
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and having a mean value .spending on projectile energy.

There

are, therefore, as many different exponential distributions
of 1 as there are different projectile energies-

A projectile,

moving through the target and loosing energy in successive
collisions, therefore, samples successive values of 1 from
as many different exponential distributions with successively
smaller means.
Arguments will now be advanced to show that the
Central Limit Theorem of probability theory should be able to
provide an indication of the distribution of the average I.
of a set of N. values l i - sampled by a projectile j from N.
different exponential distributions.
The Liapounoff form of the Central Limit
Theorem is applicable to sampling from different parent
106)
distributions, and it states
that:
The average X = — (X1+X_+...+X ) of independent random
n
n
variables X. sampled from different parent distributions
i is asymptotically Gaussian about the mean

n

n

provided that

lim

*• = O

n •

where a= ^

and

P=

with

a-

and

'+a.
+

p2

n

3 a/3

being the variance of distribution i,
being the third absolute moment about the
mean

For an exponential distribution f. (X) = —

exp(-tr) it is
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that

ia,. = b.

H2- »I
and

p i 3 = 2.4 bj

and it can be shown therefore, that the Liapounoff condition
is satisfied for sampling from different exponential distributions i with any finite parameters b..
Provided then that the 1.. are mutually independent
and sampled at random, and the sample size N. is large enough,
the probability density distribution of I. is assured to tend
to a Gaussian distribution.
Random sampling is guaranteed by the random
arrangement of target atoms.
Concerning the mutual independence of the 1..,
it must ne emphasized that, although consecutive free path
lengths cannot influence one another, any two consecutive
free path lengths 1.. and 1,. .,. can be influenced individually by the instantaneous projectile energies E.. and
E,. ...» which in turn are linked through the intermediary
energy loss e...

The influence is weak, however, because

the projectile energy E.. determines only the magnitude of
the parameter b. ., but not the domain of 1...

Moreover, the

energy loss e.. can exercise the influence it has, only on
the subsequent free path length 1.. ..., but not on the
preceding free path length 1. ..

B7
Assuming then that the 1.. are independent random
samples (a sample being defined as "one drawn'), one requires
to know whether the number N. of samples drawn by a projectile
j makes the distribution of I. a good approximation to a
Gaussian distribution.
For the purpose of the present discussion a
rough estimate must suffice, and this can indeed be obtained
from information gathered from various sources.

Naturally,

most of the information pertains to sampling from identical
distributions.

For Sampling from an exponential distribution

such information is available

in the form of a plot, which

shows the approach to Gaussian to be quite reasonable already
for a sample size of ten.

Sampling from not-too-different

exponential distributions should require only slightly larger
sample sizes for the same approximation.

The distributions i

from which a projectile j draws successive samples 1.. fall
into this category, because the parameters b.. are usually
all of the same order of magnitude (cf. above values of the
mean free path lengths for a 60 keV Cu projectile in a Cu
target), and in fact, half (the second half) of the distributions have parameters b.. differing by less than a factor
of two.
While it is true that a projectile can loose
all its kinetic energy in a single head-on collision with an
atom of equal mass, the cross-section for this event and
others involving a high fractional energy loss can be assumed
to be rather small.

In fact, on average,sample sizes are in

excess of 100/ as can be inferred from the above-mentioned
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free path lengths for a Cu projectile in a Cu target, and
from its most probable depth of penetration (which is about
200 8 for a 60 keV Cu projectile in a Cu target).
if one takes as a guide the general rule

Therefore,

that N ^30 does

provide a good Gaussian approximation for sampling from any
unknown parent distribution, then one must conclude that the
distribution of 1. should for the average projectile j indeed
be quasi-Gaussian.
Now to the distribution of i.
As with the free path lengths 1. ., the individual
energy losses e.. can be thought off as being sampled by a
projectile j in successive collisions with target atoms.
The projectile enters the target with
h energy E , and becomes
bec
trapped at another energy Efo < E .
thus E = E -E. .

ob

The total energy loss is

E is composed of a number N. of individual

energy losses e...

j

Individual energy losses occur in each

collision i, and they can vary between zero and E. . .4m1m_/(m1+m<5) ,
where m, and rru, are the masses of the projectile and the
target atom respectively, and E.. «c E f._, » . < ...< E, . = E
is the energy of approach to the i

collision partner.

Therefore, successive samples of e.. are taken from parent
distributions which are bounded on both sides, and which
differ in the upper bound of the domain.

Because the dis-

tributions are uniformly bounded (viz. by E .to.m,/(toj+m,) )»
the Lindeberg form of the Central Limit Theorem for random
independent sampling from uniformly bounded (unknown) parent
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distributions* should, for large enough N., ensure a quasiGaussian distribution of e..
The applicability of the theorem becomes somewhat uncertain though, by the weak dependence which exists
among the e.., and which originates from the influence exerted
by the draw e.. over the upper bound of the domain of
e,. ,«..

However, reassuringly, Kenney and Keeping

state that 'a form of the Central Limit Theorem will still
hold even if the e.. are dependent, provided that any two are
independent if their subscripts i differ by more than a fixed
number m'.

This would appear to be the case here, in the

sense that a dependence between e.. and e,. + *., v=l#2,...,
N.-i, becomes more difficult to prove as v gets larger.
Although complete clarification of this point is beyond the
scope of the present investigation, it suffices to conclude
that i. possesses a distribution, and that this distribution
is not unlikely to be quasi-Gaussian.

B.1.3

The distribution of R
According to equation (B.2) it is that

R. = E I./i., and R. should therefore be distributed as the
quotient l./i..

The distribution of this quotient in turn

depends on how 1. and i. are distributed, and how independent
the two variables are of each other.
101)
* According to Feller
'the Lindeberg theorem implies
that every uniformly bounded sequence (Xi,X2»..Xn) of
mutually independent random variables obeys the Central
Limit Theorem, provided that s_ -» «• ' , where
2
2
22 H
S
S

+ + a
.,
= (CT.
, +CT
+CT2 +-''+an n '

BIO
According to the Central Limit Theorem as stated
above, for a particular projectile j and for large enough
N. it is that I. is 'one drawn1 from a Gaussian distribution
1
2
1 ^
2
with mean u^ = TT~ E
U^-; and variance tu = —*> £
aiA
.
X
j
J

N.
j

i= i
l-x

J-j

J

NT«-,

• 7
i

3

1=

Likewise, for another projectile k and for large enough N, it
is that 1, is'one drawn' from a Gaussian
with
2 = distribution
1 £K
and variance
For
mean
K
KT
N-,
N
"k i=l 'ik
^
"
1Í 2 i=l
~*
both 1. and L to be samples from the same Gaussian distri2
2
bution it is required that ^-=|j,v and c^
=a7, . This is not
a. =a^
normally the case, because the individual n.. . and p,., ,
1j

1J^

2 and
2 N. and N, differ independently for different
d
projectiles j and k. However, if it were that y, ^Hv and
CT. =a v

(so that I. and L

would be two samples drawn from

the same Gaussian distribution of I ) , would then the corresponding e. and ê

still be two different samples from a

distribution of i, or would perhaps i.=i, =constant ?

The

answer is that although i.=i, =constant is a sufficient
J K
2=a, 2 it can be
condition* for ensuring that P-^M-T, and
a
shown to be by no means also a necessary condition, and it
is concluded therefore, that e. is a variable (having some
distribution) also when 1. is Gaussian distributed.

Then,

however, the distribution of the quotient 1 ./i. , and therefore of R., should not normally be Gaussian.
Given that I. is Gaussian distributed, the
deviation of the distribution of R. from Gaussian depends
entirely on the distribution of i..

If the distribution of

ê. is very narrow compared to the distribution of I. (i.e.
either in direct measure if the means are about equal, or the
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ratio of variance to mean is very much smaller for the distribution

of i . ) , then i. can be considered as quasi-constant,

and the form of the distribution of R. should not differ much
from that of I..

On the other hand, if the distribution of

i. should have a variance of a relative width comparable to
that of the distribution of L , and if the distribution of
ê. should be Gaussian or quasi-Gaussian, then the distribution
of R. can be
(a)

a Cauchy* distribution, if the distributions of i. and 1.
are both standard Gaussian (cf. ref. 102), or

(b)

a Cauchy-like distribution (the variance still being
infinite as in a true Cauchy distribution), if the
distribution of ê• has a different mean and variance
than the distribution of 1. (cf. ref. 102).

As above, the distribution of R. becomes more Gaussianiike as the variance of the distribution of i. becomes
:
narrower (cf. ref. 102).
Therefore, depending on the distribution of ê .,
it is expected that the probability density distribution of
R. will have a form between a Cauchy and a Gaussian distribution.

Because both the Cauchy and the Gaussian distribution

are limiting distributions of the family of Student's tdistributions

(the Cauchy distribution being a t-distri-

bution with one degree of freedom, and the Gaussian distribution being a t-distribution with infinite degrees of freedom),
* The Cauchy distribution is known also as the Breit-Wigner
or Lorentzian distribution.
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it is suspected that this family might provide fair approximations to the actual distribution of R..

Some t-distributions

are shown in figures 5 and 31.
As mentioned earlier, two values I. and I
sampled by two projectiles j and k are not normally taken
from the same (assumed Gaussian) distribution.

Likewise,

the corresponding range values R. and R, are not normally
K
J
taken from the same (assumed 't') distribution.

Therefore,

the overall distribution of all R. sampled oy all projectiles
j is given by the superposition of the individual distributions
j from which the samples R. are taken.

Johnson and Kotz

use the term 'compound distribution' for this overall distribution, describing it as being formed by ascribing a distribution to one, or both, of the location and scale parameters
of the basic form of the component distributions.

According

to the same authors, even if the basic form of the component
distributions is Gaussian, the compound distribution can be
Gaussian only if the distribution of the mean is also
Gaussian, and provided the variance is constant.

If the

variance has some distribution (even though the mean may not),
then the compound distribution is never Gaussian

.

For the

simple case of the compound distribution of two Gaussian
distributions with the same mean and different variances it is
easily shown that the tails of the compound distribution is
longer and flatter than for a Gaussian distribution.

In fact,

if the variances differ, for instance, by a factor of V2 (i.e.
the standard deviation of the one is twice that of the other),
then the compound distribution is seen to approximate a tdistribution with 6 degrees of freedom rather well for all
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|t|< 4 times the half-width-at-half-maximum.

The situation

is similar for the compound distribution of two t-distributions
of identical mean and different variances.
If both, the mean and the variance, have a
distribution, then the situation becomes more complex, of
course.

One would suspect, however, that for a symmetrical,

bell-shaped probability density distribution of the mean,
the compound distribution would still approximate one or
other member of the family of t-distributions.
It is proposed, therefore, that the overall
distribution of all range values R. of all projectiles j
may be t-distributed in first approximation.

B.2

The range distribution of heavy ions in
crystalline and polycrystalline targets
In crystalline targets atoms are arranged in a strict

order, which brings about that the probability

density dis-

tribution for an encounter between projectile and target
atom takes the form of a succession of delta functions spaced
at regular distance intervals of a size which depends on the
direction of travel.
If the atoms were stationary in their lattice positions,
then the projectile trajectory would be predetermined after
the first collision.

This would certainly do away with in-

dependent sampling of successive values of energy loss and
of free path length.

In reality, atoms are not stationary,

however, but thermal energy causes them to vibrate about
their lattice positions (the amplitudes reaching about 12 %
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of the interatomic spacing at the melting point)

.

This

brings about that an oncoming projectile is offered a wide
choice of possible impact parameters and impact points (around
the atom periphery).

Because the impact parameter determines

the energy loss and the angle of deflection, and the impact
point determines the direction of deflection, the randomization of atom positions by thermal energy has the effect of
removing the predetermination of the projectile trajectory,
and of restoring the independence of sampling of successive
values of energy loss and of free path length.

Under this

condition the crystalline target can be considered to be
similar to an amorphous target, and the proposal made on the
possible form of the range distribution in amorphous targets
can be extended to the crystalline target.
A notable exception to this rule arises when the crystalline target is oriented such that the direction of projectile
incidence is aligned with a major crystal axis.

Such alignment

leads to a division of the incident projectiles into two
distinct fractions, viz. one fraction which is deflected into
a misaligned direction in the first collision, and another
fraction which is deflected so little that it proceeds in
quasi-alignment.
Projectiles in the latter fraction are well-known as
channeled projectiles

and tend to remain in this fraction

for as long as the lattice in front of them is regular.
Because channeled projectiles can be shown to be restricted
to sampling of large values 1.. and small values e.., these
projectiles have significantly longer ranges than non-channeled
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projectiles.

Therefore, the range distribution in an 'aligned'

crystalline target is a combination of two distinctly different
range distributions, one (about a longer mean range) for
channeled projectiles, and another (about a shorter mean
range) for the non-channeled projectiles.
This has implications for polycrystalline targets,
because there is always a certain fraction of 'aligned'
crystallites in a polycrystalline target, and the effect of
the channeled projectiles will be evident in the overall range
distribution of such targets.

However, in the shorter ranges

the non-channeled projectiles are dominant and at these ranges
the range distribution in a polycrystalline target resembles
that in an amorphous target.

Therefore, the range distri-

bution in a polycrystalline target can be expected to exhibit
a prominent long tail at long ranges, but it should be
similar to the range distribution in an amorphous target
at short ranges.

B.3

The distribution of projected ranges
The projected range is defined and illustrated in Fig.

29, where for reason of simplicity the projectile trajectory
is assumed to lie in a single plane (the paper plane).
The distribution of projected ranges differs from the
distribution of ranges only in one respect, viz. the parent
distributions of projected free path lengths 1. . are
different from the parent distributions of the corresponding
free path lengths 1•J•

This is a consequence of the fact

that the vector 1.. may take on an orientation in space which
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makes an angle 0 with the previous direction of travel, where
0 can vary between a maximum 0
of deflection 0

and zero.

The maximum angle

depends on the mass ratio m^/m.. of an atom

" (n^/m-i) •
2 to the projectile 1, and is given by sin"

A

light projectile m, < m_ can therefore become back-scattered
already in a single collision, and the subsequent free path
length 1.• can give rise to anyone of a whole set of both
positive and negative projected free path lengths.

For

heavy projectiles m,> m_ it takes more than one collision
for a projectile to be turned in a backward direction, but
h=i
eventually the total angle of deflection 0.= 2 0, is bound
1
h=l n
to cover the full spectrum between O and TT radians also here.
In the ideal case, when all free path length vectors
are isotropically distributed, the statistical situation
is such that in spherically polar measure the probability
density distribution of each 1.. is uniform w.r.t. spherical
angle and exponential w.r.t. radial distance from the site of
the preceding collision.

The projection of this three-

dimensional distribution onto an axis in a rectangular
coordinate system can be shown to be a double exponential
(Laplace) type of distribution, such that, if the exponential distribution is radially of the form exp(-l..), then
the double exponential distribution on the projection axis
is of the form expi-vl^ )/ where v is a variable which
changes monotonically from v=3 at 1.. =0 to vsl.3 in both
tails.
Because the initially monotropic distribution of free
path length vectors tends to become isotropic with increasing
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number of collisions (for light projectiles m. < m- after
fewer collisions than for heavy projectiles m-, > nu) , it
follows, that successive projected free path lengths 1. .
are sampled from different distributions which may range
from simple exponential to double exponential.

Both extremes

satisfy the Liapounoff condition, and in fact, sampling from
a double exponential distribution is expected to lead to a
quasi-Gaussian distribution of sample averages for even fewer
samples than does sampling from a simple exponential distribution.
It is, therefore, not expected that the distribution of
a projected free path lengths average 1.

is less Gaussian

in form than that of the free path lengths average 1..
Because the distribution of i. is not affected in the projection, and because all further arguments remain the same,
it is concluded that the form of the distribution of projected ranges should be closely similar to that of the range
distribution, and it is proposed therefore, that the family
of t-distributions might provide a reasonable representation
also for the distribution of projected ranges.
N.B. The present author realizes that some of the arguments
used here can be strengthened by actual computation.
However, for the present purpose, viz. the purpose
of obtaining an indication of which analytical distribution function might provide a reasonable representation of the actual distribution of projected ranges,
the present result is considered to be sufficiently
definite to allow comparison with experimentally
measured depth distributions.
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B.4

A survey of published measured depth distributions
of heavy ions in amorphous and polycrystalline targets
Measured depth distributions have in the past often

been passed as Gaussian, even if they were resembling a
Gaussian distribution only in general form, the reason being
that it was believed that the true depth distribution should
be Gaussian and that measured deviations were the result of
insufficient accuracy of the measurement.

Although the lack

of accuracy of existing methods of distribution measurement
must make the measured distributions somewhat uncertain it is
striking that many of these distributions have broader-thanGaussian bases.

This is typical of the t-distributions

predicted for the projected ranges, and published measured
depth distributions were investigated for their resemblance
to t-distributions

(particularly the part extending from the

target surface to the distribution peak, subsequently called
the shallow side).

B.4.1

Depth distributions in amorphous targets
The depth distributions measured by Domeij et

al.

for 40 - 160 keV

85

Kr in anodic Al2°3' and by

Jespergird and Davies ' for 40 - 1000 keV
Na,
K, 8 5 Kr
133
and
Xe also in anodic AI-O3 provide the most extensive
data published yet in the category M.

>

M~.

The experimental

technique consisted of measuring the transmission through
oxide layers formed anodically on metal foils.

Unfortunately,

only few of the distributions are published in a form which
is suitable to investigate their shape on the shallow {high
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energy) side of Lhe peak.

These are in particular the dis-

tributions obtained with a high energy of projectile incidence.
Among these, more experimental data are available on the
distribution of 800 keV

Kr than on any of the others, and

it is this distribution in particular which exhibits its
non-Gaussian shape most distinctly.
side

In fact, the shallow

of the distribution closely resembles a t-distri-

bution with 5 degrees of freedom.

Distributions

pc,

obtained with '"Kr of lower energy of incidence are fitted
by t-distributions of higher degrees (600 keV and 400 keV
quasi-Gaussian, and 250 keV with 10 degrees of freedom).
Although other distribution measurements have
been made in amorphous targets in the category M, > M_ (e.g.
ref. 2 2 ) , none are published in a form which is suitable for
investigation of the distribution shape.

Investigations are

extended therefore to the category M, < M~.
In the category M, < M« the work of Wittmaack
23 24 25)
and co-workers ' '
is of particular interest.
Wittmaack et al. have measured depth distributions of 5 - 250
keV

B in SiO 2 and in amorphous Si, for which they used the

technique of sputter

erosion combined with secondary ion

mass spectrometry.

Investigation of the published measured
14
15
2
distributions (of implanted doses of 10
- 10
atoms/cm )
reveals that the shallow side can in all cases be fitted by
t-distributions of low degrees of freedom ( B in SiO150 keV - 5 degrees of freedom

:

(cf. Fig. 31), 70 keV - 6 d.f.;

1:L

Bi in S i 2 3 ' 2 5 ^ : 250 keV - 2 to 3 d. f., 150 keV - 4 d.f.,

100 keV - 6 d.f.

2~i)

and 4 d.f.

, 60 keV - 5 d.f.).

B2O
It appears therefore that the theoretical
prediction, that projectile ions in amorphous targets should
be t-distributed in first approximation, is supported by
experimental evidence.

B.4.2

Depth distributions in polycrystalline targets
Polycrystalline targets comprise the bulk of

targets of interest in the applications of quantitative ion
implantation.
Several measurements of the distribution of
heavy ions (M, > M~) in polycrystalline targets have recently
been reported

'

'

, but the information published is in-

sufficient for investigating the exact shape of the distributions.
Explicit information on some depth distributions
is contained, however, in the publications by Davies and
co-workers

27,28,29)

There, depth distributions are
133
41
27)
published of
(implanted doses < 1O 1O
Xe and
Ar in Al
85,
,28)
12
atoms/cm ) ,
Kr in Al
(implanted doses < 10
atoms/cm )
24
29)
(i.e. M, < M o )
The distributions were
and
Na in Al
determined by an electrochemical peeling technique, in which
anodic oxide layers of known thickness were alternately
produced and removed.

Investigation of the distributions

reveals the following:

The shallow sides of the distribu24
85.
85,
tions of 60 kev
Na, 140 keV
Kr and 296 keV
Kr are
quasi-Gaussian, but the shallow sides of the distributions
133
41
of 33 keV
Xe and 100 keV
Ar can be fitted by t-distributions with 6 and 2 degrees of freedom respectively.
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Also another depth distribution, that of 1OO
keV Sb in Si, measured by Cairns et al.

(by using ion-

bombardment-induced X-ray excitation), can on the shallow
side be fitted by a t-distribution with 5 degrees of freedom
14
2
(for an implanted dose of 3 x 10
atoms/cm ) .
Therefore, although the number of measured
depth distributions that the present author has been able to
investigate is small, there is clear evidence in support
of the theoretical prediction that a t-iistribution should
be reasonably representative of the depth distribution of
heavy ions in polycrystalline targets at least on the
shallow side.
N.B. A plot of some t-distributions is shown in Fig. 31,
together with a measured depth distribution of
150 keV

B in SiO- (chosen for its good resolution

and the many experimental points provided in the
24)
published paper
).
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EXPERIMENTAL FINDINGS ON DEPTH
DISTRIBUTION PARAMETERS

As explained in section 3.2, it is of great importance
that actual depth distributions be measured and that their
parameters 'most probable depth' and "half width' be compared
with the predictions of the LSS theory.

Some recently-

published measurements which aford such a comparison are
surveyed here.

They are especially selected for their

relevance to quantitative ion implantation, i.e. M. > M~.
Special emphasis is also placed on the ratio

of the

two parameters and how the ratio compares with theory.

This

is done because the ratio plays an important simplifying role
in the mathematical model, and because it is independent of
the target density and to a large degree also of energy
(see for instance the table in Appendix H, or ref. 16).

Chu et al.

have published measured distribution

parameters for 150 - 300 keV
and

64

Zn,

69

Ga,

Te in amorphous layers of SiO-,

75

si

As,

N
3

80

Se,

4 an<a

Ai

114

Cd

-2°3*

These

layers were prepared by thermal oxidation (SiO2)» reactive
sputtering (Si.,N.), and r.f. sputtering (Al-O-).

The dis-

tributions were measured by the Rutherford backscattering
technique.

The measured most probable depths ft turned out
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to be 1.2 - 1.4 times deeper than the mean projected range R
predicted by theory (LSS) in the case of SiO 2 and A1 2 O 3 , and
1.1 - 1.5 times deeper in the case of Si^N,.
The widths of the measured distributions were also found
to be underestimated consistently by theory, frequently even more
so than R.

In fact, on assumption of a Gaussian form of the

theoretical distribution the measured values of FWHM (fullwidth-at-half-maximum) are reported to be 1.3 - 1.8 times
as wide as predicted by theory (Chu

et al. using 2.36 AR

to represent the theoretical FWHM).

If the especially wide

distributions of Zn in SiO 2 and of Ga in A1 2 O 3 are omitted
as untypical, then the correlation factors are 1.4 - 1.6 for
SiO-, 1.3 - 1.5 for Si N., and 1.2 - 1.6 for Al o 0_.
Consequently, the ratio R/HWHM (where HWHM denotes the
half-width-at-half-maximum, and is here tacitly taken equal
to 0.5 FWHM) frequently turns out to be smaller than the
theoretically predicted value of the corresponding ratio
R /1.17AR

P

P

for a Gaussian distribution.

In fact, the measured

ratio R/HWHM varies between 0.7 nnd 1.0 of the theoretical
prediction for SiO-, and between 0.8 and 1.0 for Si,N
Al-0^.

and

So far the data of Chu et al.

In a more recent publication Andersen et al.

22

have

reported measurements on the depth distributions of 75 - 100
129
153
197
205
keV
Xe,
Eu,
Au and
Tl in amorphous (anodic)
A 1 2 O 3 and polycrystalline Al (also by the Rutherford backscattering technique).

The data on most probable depth R

in A1 7 O, agree with the findings of Chu et al., viz. that
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the measured peak is about 1.3 times deeper than theoretically
predicted.
Andersen et al., measuring the widths of their distributions at 0.61
HW.61M

for

maximum

(half-width-at-0.61-maximum, or

short) claim the widths to be wider than the

theoretical prediction AR

by the same factor by which R is

larger than R , i.e. 1.3 times.
values of the ratio R/HW.61M
by theory for R /AR .
P
P

are

The implication is that
the same as those predicted

The measured ratios seem to be in-

dependent of Z, (54 - 81) as well as of energy (at least in
the region 0.07 < e ^ O.15).
For Al the results are not as consistent as for Al^O-.
For Al the correlation factor R/R_ increases from 1.0 for
e = 0.13 to 1.5 for e = O.O6 (where e denotes the reduced
LSS energy, and the decrease of e was brought about by
increasing M, for constant E ) . The correlation factor
HW.61M /AR

appears to favour the reverse tendency, decreasing

from 1.4 for e = 0.13 to 0.9 for e = 0.06

Experimental results compiled by Feuerstein et al.
from different sources also show R to exceed R
significant margin.

32)

by a

In fact, the measured values (R) can

in terms of the reduced LSS parameters for range and energy
2/3
be fitted by a function p = 1.6 e ' . In a power potential
P
approximation to the LSS theory, published by Schi^tt

,

the factor of proportionality in this parameter relationship
should, however, be both lower than 1.6 and dependent on the
mass ratio M 2 /M 1 -

For M 2 /M 1 = O.4 for instance, the theoretical
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relationship is p

1.3 e

2/3

For this mass ratio the measured

most probable depth R is therefore 1.2 - 1.3 times larger than
the R

value predicted by theory.

This finding is in keeping

with the results of Chu et al. and of Andersen et al.

Measurements of R in non-amorphous targets have been
published recently by Williams and Grant

.

Using also the

Rutherford backscattering technique, they found for 2O and
80 keV Kr, Xe, Cs, Dy, Au, Pb and Bi implanted in polycrystalline Al and randomly oriented single crystal Si the
depth distribution to peak 1.0 to 1.7 times deeper than
predicted by theory.

In Si the scale-up factor was consistently

lower at the higher of the two energies, in Al not.

In a recent publication by Oetzmann et al
of the form p

= 1.8 e

2/3

34)

a function

is reported to fit the measured

most probable depths R for projectiles of As, Ge, Sb, Au and
Bi in targets of amorphized Si, Ge and Al in the energy range
0.02 < e < 0.25.

For e < 0.02 the function changes to p

=

l.Oe . In an accompanying graph the authors show the scaleup factor for the theoretical R
of e.

value to be a function

This factor changes from about 1.3 at e = 0.2 to

about 2 at e = O.O2.

Data on the distribution width are

widely scattered, but appear on average to follow the LSS
prediction of

R

3y, where y = (M]L +

i*S

The claim by three of the authors in an earlier publication
that the measured ratio R/HW.61M is energy-dependent, is
withdrawn.

32)

C5
A new variable has entered the scene with the publication by Blank and Wittmaack

' of the dose dependence of

both the most probable depth R and the HWHM of the distribution of 20 to 145 keV Xe in silicon.

In the case of the

example published (74 keV Xe) the dose dependence is such
that the HWHM increases by half, and R decreases by a third,
•J c

between a very small dose and the maximum dose of 1.5 x 10
2
projectiles/cm . Both changes are quasi-linear with dose.
The ratio R/HWHM, calculated from Blank and Wittmaack's data
for 74 keV Xe, is shown in Fig. 30.
equals the LSS-predicted value R„/AR

Its numerical value
at very small doses,

but changes to less than half this value at the maximum dose
of 1.5 x 10

projectiles/cm .

In quantitative ion implan-

tation much lower doses are involved, and it is therefore of
interest to point out that the ratio R/HWHM remains within
10 % of the LSS-prediction for doses up to 2 x 10
2
2
projectiles/cm , i.e. up to 0.44 ng/cm for M, = 13O.
From the experimental evidence surveyed so far, it is
concluded that multiplication of the theoretical mean
projected range R by a factor 1.3 provides a reasonable
P
approximation to the most probable (peak) depth R of the
actual projectile distribution in an amorphous target. For
LSS energies e < 0.1 this scale-up factor appears to increase
34)
with decreasing energy
In polycrystalline targets the situation is not clear
at present, and use of the same scale-up factor (1.3) may
lead to considerable overestimation of R in some cases and
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underestimation in others.
theoretical values R

Use of the generally lower

is therefore safest in calculations

P
of quantitative ion implantation in polycrystalline targets.
The ratio R/HW (where HW represents both HWHM and
HW.61M) is

in reasonable agreement with the LSS prediction

in most cases (keeping in mind the differences which arise
from fitting the LSS parameter AR

to different distributions)

More generally, however, it appears
O.I R_/AR < R/HW < K /AR
P
P
P
P

to hold that
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EXISTING MATHEMATICAL TREATMENTS
OF THE IMPLANTATION PROBLEM

One of the earliest theoretical treatments of simultaneous
91)
implantation and sputtering is that of Carter et al.
, in
which the authors establish a general relationship between
an arbitrary differential depth distribution (also referred
to as penetration probability profile), the cumulative
concentration profile, and the collection curve (i.e. a
graph of the retained dose vs. the implanted dose).
In a re-worked version of the same model Smith

go)

gives

this relationship as
d 2 q/dT 2 = -da/dT = -Sp ,
where p is the penetration probability function, a is the
cumulative

concentration function, q is the total retained

dose, T is the total implanted dose, and S is the sputtering
yield.
Carter et al.

93)

have used this type of model in an

attempt to deduce the actual form of the penetration probability
function from the experimentally determined collection curve
(by double differentiation). The reverse process of choosing
a particular penetration probability function has apparently

D2
not been tried,
Krimmel and Pfleiderer

94) did just that and chose a

penetration probability function of the form xm exp[-(x/b) ]
,

!

!

•

where m and n are small integers,and b is a parameter
connected with the mean projected range R .
have published corresponding

These aut íors

cumulative concentration

profiles and a collection curve for a specific example.
Tsai and Morabito

95) were interested in the concentration

of projectiles in the sputtered surface, and have derived an
expression for the concentration on assumption of a Gaussian
penetration probability function.
More recently, Biersack

and Collins and Carter

have published mathematical treatments which include also the
effect of simultaneous diffusion of trapped projectiles.
Bieraack describes the situation by means of a second order
differential equation

in which c = c(x,t) denotes the instantaneous concentration
of implanted projectiles at depth x below the instantaneous
surface at time t after start of implantation, D is the
diffusion constant, v is the velocity of retreat of the
eroding surface, and Q = Q(x) is the differential concentration
profile.

Biersack has formulated solutions of this differen-

tial equation in integral form for conditions of equilibrium
(i.e. for a state of target saturation) for two different
boundary conditions, viz. for volatile and for non-volatile
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implanted projectiles.

Collins and Carter (using Biersack's

ansatz) have formulated solutions (also in integral form)
also for the non-equilibrium state.
While the treatments of Carter et al.

91)

and of

Biersaek (inclusive of that of Collins and Carter) are elegant
general mathematical descriptions of the implantation process,
their application to the specific case of a particular
penetration probability function still presents the problem
of double integration of that function.

In particular,

the process of finding a numerical solution to the problem
of quantitative ion implantation is not speeded up by first
retracing the derivation of the general solution and then
adapting and applying it to the specific case under
consideration.

Consequently, it was decided to develop an

independent mathematical treatment as described in the main
text, which aims directly at the specific solution required
for a numerical result.

El
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E

SPUTTERING

Sputtering is a wide subject which cannot be treated
comprehensively here, and therefore only those details will
be discussed which are considered essential for the purpose
of this work.

For a comprehensive treatment the reader is
37)

referred to reviews by Behrisch
2)
39)
Colligon

and MacDonald

treatment by Sigmund

'

38)
, Kaminsky

, Carter and

, as well as to the theoretical
'

.

The latter in particular is

widely accepted as the most useful of the theoretical
treatments published so far, and is used here for the
calculation of theoretical sputtering yields.
For perpendicular incidence of projectiles of primary
energy E , Sigmund's sputtering yield of an amorphous monoelemental target is calculated by the formula
0.0420 a S (E)

n

S(E) =

[atoms/projectile]

(E.I)

B
where a (dimensionless)

is a function of the mass ratio

M 2 / M , plotted in Sigmund's paper
stopping power

40)

, S n (E) is the nuclear

(in eV.X ) of the LSS theory, and B is the

average surface binding energy (in eV/atom) of the sputtered
atoms.

The nuclear stopping power is given by

E2
2/3
2/3
Sn (E) = 84.7 Z,Z
(Z-.
+ Z,
0
x /
x
*i ) ^ M.
x (M,
x + M„)
z

1

s n (e)
(E.2:

where s (e) is the dimensionless universal nuclear stopping
c.oss-section

s

n(

e

) = (de/dp) n of the LSS theory (cf.
14)
Appendix A) , which has been tabulated by Schijzitt
In Appendix I theoretical values of the product S(E).B
are compiled for the same energies (E), atomic numbers (Z,
and Z 2 ) and mass numbers (M, and M~) as in the table of depth
distribution parameters (Appendix H ) . The sputtering yield
S(E) can be obtained therefrom simply by division by the
appropriate surface binding energy B.

The sublimation

energy of the pure target material is usually used for B.
But how representative is the theoretical sputtering
yield under the actual conditions of ion implantation?
According to Sigmund the sputtering yield of amorphous
materials is a function of the density of the energy deposition near the surface (expressed through or and S (E) ) and is
inversely proportional to the surface binding energy B.
This must qualitatively also be true for the crystallites in
a polycrystalline target.

The surface binding energy is

therefore a very important parameter and it is essential to
know the factors which can influence its magnitude.
The surface binding energy can be influenced by foreign
material on the surface (contamination and adsorption), and the
origin and present environment of the sample must therefore
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be taken into consideration.

If contamination and adsorption

are disregarded for the time being,then there remain as the
most important single influences on the surface binding energy:
1.

The surface composition.

2.

The surface roughness (topography).

3.

The surface stress.

4.

The crystallite orientation in polycrystalline targets.

E.1

Influence of the surface composition
The surface binding energy of a constituent atom depends

on the number and type of its neighbours and is therefore a
function of concentration (of its own as well as that of
other constituents).

This concentration dependency can be

predicted to be significant in all cases where there are
significant differences in surface binding energy and
lattice structure between the pure forms of the constitutents.
The dose dependency of the sputtering yield for 45 keV
+
43)
V bombardment of a copper target reported by Andersen
can be interpreted as a manifestation of this effect.
It is also fair to assume that the surface binding
energy will in these cases not be a linear function of
concentration, because of the stress introduced by the incorporation of large projectiles in the crystal lattice.
On this basis it can also be predicted that a nonuniform distribution of projectiles in the lattice should
cause the average sputtering yield to differ from that for
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the uniform case.

Such non-uniform Distribution can be brought

about by grain boundary enrichment in polycrystalline samples,
and by the formation of projectile and projectile/target
compound precipitates when the projectile concentration
exceeds the solubility limit.
In general it should hold true that the atomic species
with the higher surface binding energy tends to accumulate
in the surface due to preferential sputtering of the more
weakly bound species, until an equilibrium is established
between the rate of atoms leaving the surface through
sputtering and the rate of atoms arriving in the surface
from the bulk.

The net result is that S tends to get closer

to the sputtering yield for the more strongly bound species.
Therefore, if the projectile atoms are the more strongly
bound species in the target surface, then S decreases at a
relatively fast rate, while it increases at a relatively
slow rate if the projectile atoms are the more weakly bound
species.

Therefore, substantial changes of S are more likely

to be found in the form of decreases than of increases.
45)
prediction is supported by a comparison
between the

This

theoretical sputtering yields (representative of the initial
stages of sputtering) for 45 keV projectiles from all parts
of the periodic table on a Cu target, and the corresponding
experimentally determined

sputtering yields for high

implanted doses (beyond theoretical target saturation).

For

details of this comparison the reader is referred to section
E.6.

E5
E.2

Influence of the surface roughness
Surface roughness can be divided into macroscopic,

microscopic and atomic roughness.

For the purpose of this

discussion, macroscopic roughness is defir. ad as visible unevenness (as on rough-machined or fractured surface?).

Micro-

scopic roughness is defined as features ^protrusions, slanting
planes, micropores) revealed only uno^r a microscope, and
ator.iic roughness as discontinuities (holes, steps, corners,
ramps) of atomic dimensions in or on a surface monolayer.
On surfaces exhibiting macroscopic roughness, the ion
beam is incident rarely in a perpendicular direction.

This

leads to a higher average sputtering yield than expected for
perpendicular incidence, because the sputtering yield is
known

'

to increase with obliqueness of incidence. For
40 *
amorphous materials, Sigmund ' predicts S to be proportional

to sec

9, where 0 is the angle made with the normal to the
44)
surface. Most experimental evidence is in agreement
with

this prediction for 6 < 60 .

At larger angles S passes

through a maximum and decreases to zero for glancing
incidence.
The effect of microscopic roughness on the local sputtering yield is much the same as for macroscopic roughness.
The yield can be expected to change, however, because the
original topography is likely to be destroyed rather soon.
Atomic roughness is ever-present and is a 3ource of
considerable local variation of surface binding energy
(Kossel-Stranski theory).

These variations average-out over
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tho> cross-section of even the thinnest ion beam, and this
situation comes therefore closest to the ideal of perpendicular incidence.
It can therefore be concluded that macroscopic surface
roughness and to a lesser degree

also microscopic surface

roughness can cause a significant increase of sputtering
yield.

E.3

Influence of stress
Stress is likely to influence surface binding energy,

but it is difficult to calculate the magnitude of the effect.
Its significance can, however, be judged from the frequent
observation of grain boundary grooving and of surface
striations after prolonged sputtering. Accelerated sputtering
47)
in these regions is believed
to result from stress at the
intersection of grain boundaries and dislocation networks
with the surface.
Regions of stress are likely to be present in all
materials cold-worked and cold-formed without subsequent
annealing, and for these materials theoretical sputtering
yields are bound to be less representative.
Stress developing in the target as a result of the incorporation of large projectiles and through radiation damage
can be expected to be of less consequence in quantitative implantation, because the projectile doses involved are small.

E7
E.4

Influence of crystal orientation

As there is a scarcity of experimental data, results of
48)
calculations performed by Jackson
for the (100), (110)
and (111) surfaces of seven f.c.c. and nine b.c.c. metals
are quoted.

According to these calculations, for the f.c.c.

metals the surface binding energy on a (111) surface is
between 5 to 15 % higher than that on a (110) surface, and
for the b . c c . metals the binding energy on a (111) surface
may either be lower or higher than that on a (110) surface
by differences of up to 20 %.

Binding energy differences
49)
of that order are confirmed for instance by measurements
of the cidsorption energy of tungsten on tungsten single
crystal planes.

The various sputtering yields corresponding

to these binding energies on different crystal surfaces of
the same material can indeed be observed after prolonged
sputtering of polycrystalline samples,when adjacent crystallites can be seen to be eroded away to different depths
(e.g. Fig. 6 in ref. 47).
Crystal orientation, however, influences not only the
surface binding energy but also the density of the energy
deposited by the incident ion near the surface.

in low

index directions the lattice appears more open to the
penetrating ion and the energy is carried deeper into the
crystallite, so that the fraction returned to the surface for
sputtering is smaller.

Perpendicular incidence on low index

crystal planes therefore gives rise to smaller sputtering
yields on this count alone.
reported by Southern et al.

Sputtering yield measurements
indeed show significant
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differences for different crystal faces of monocrystals of
Cu, the largest difference being that between the (110) and
(111) faces

(the (110) face sputtering 3.5 times slower than

the (111) face for 5 keV Ar

bombardment).

It can be concluded therefore,that a polycrystalline
target with a preferred crystallite orientation can sputter
at a significantly different rate from one with random
crystallite orientation.

E. 5

Influence of surface contamination
So far the surface has been assumed to be free of

contamination by adsorbed atoms.

This assumption is un-

realistic of course, and although it is a fair approximation
in some cases, adsorption must be expected to modify the
picture somewhat in all cases where a high residual gas
pressure combines with a high adsorption energy on the
sample surface to keep the adsorbate coverage high during
ion bombardment.

The influence is largest for chemisorbing

gases, which engage atoms from the uppermost and sometimes
also subsequent monolayers into a strongly bound stoichiometric partnership.

While this brings about a change of

surface binding energy of the target atoms, its most important
effect is to reduce the sputtering yield of the target material
by dilution.

This is a very important phenomenon,which can

be used to drastically increase the quantitatively implanted
dose.

E9
Summarizing, it can therefore be said that the theoretical
sputtering yield is not always a good approximation to the
true value.

E.6

Experimental results
Sputtering yields which are measured under conditions

of target saturation are more plentiful than others.

These

sputtering yields are representative, however, of binary
compound targets rather than the monoelemental targets to
which theoretical sputtering yields pertain.

Because of the

significant dose dependence which exists in many cases,most
sputtering yields for the initial stages of sputtering have
so far been obtained only by indirect methods.
B y using such a method Andersen and Bay

'

'

have

measured relative heavy-ion sputtering yields for evaporationdeposited targets of amorphous Si and for polycrystalline Cu
and Ag.

For the Si target these relative yields agree

particularly well with those predicted b y Sigmund's theory.
For Cu and Ag targets the experimental yields diverge from
the theory as the ratio M , / M 2 gets larger, the experimental
yield being larger b y a factor 4/3 for the heaviest p r o j e c tiles (Bi and P b ) .

For Si targets Andersen and Bay.51) have

standardized their relative sputtering yields to that for
Ar

bombardment

(whose dose dependence is small and in good

agreement with theoretical p r e d i c t i o n ) .

The absolute

sputtering yields so obtained for 45 k e V ions of atomic
numbers ranging from 7 to 83 are all in very good agreement

ElO
with theory (viz. within a ± 15 % margin).
Andersen and Bay emphasize that these results hold for
small doses generally, and for large doses only in the case
of noble gas ions (for which the dose dependency of th-i
sputtering yield is reported to be small) and for a number
of other projectiles.

What these projectiles are can at

present be inferred only from a comparison between experimentally determined sputtering yields for high implanted
doses,and those calculated from Sigmund's formula.
The most extensive set of high-dose sputtering yields
46)
has been published by Almén and Bruce
. Their data are
for 45 keV bombardment of targets of Cu, Ag and Ta by most
elements in the periodic table.

The data show an oscillatory

behaviour with Z, which is common for all three targets.
In particular, the experimentally determined high-dose sputtering yields are either approximately equal to or smaller
than the theoretical values, but seldom smaller than about
Jj these values.

The exceptions are projectiles with

Z 1 = 12 to 14, 20 to 23, and 39 to 41, which are significantly
smaller than *j the theoretical value.

If these results are

generalized to other targets, then it can be concluded that
the theoretical sputtering yields are not only good
approximations to the true sputtering yield at low doses,
but are reasonable also at high doses for a large number of
projectile elements.
Of importance to quantitative implantation is also the
fact that dose-dependent sputtering yields decrease from the

Ell
theoretical value, so that use of the latter cannot lead to
overoptimistic predictions on the upper limit of quantitative
implantation.

E.7

Sputtering of oxide layers
Substantial air-grown oxide layers (20 - 50 Ä; exist on

the surface of some metals.

In particular Al o 0

is singled out

here for mention, because in the two experiments described
in the later part of this work« sputtering takes place
exclusively from the naturally grown layer of this oxide on
Al.

Unfortunately,oxide sputtering has so far not been

treated theoretically, but by analogy to Sigmund's theory
for monoelemental targets one should expect a similar
dependence of the sputtering yield on mass ratio (through
the factor a), on nuclear stopping power S (E) , and on
surface binding energy B.
The success of the averaging rule for mean projected
ranges in binary compounds mentioned in Appendix H, suggests
that a similar rule might hold for the factors a and S (E)
in Sigmund's formula, while the surface binding energy B could
be represented by the heat of atomization.
by Kelly and Lam

Investigations

for a total of 12 oxides (including

Al ? 0 ) have shown, however, that out of these 12 oxides
there are only 3 (viz. Al

, MgO and TiO,,) for which the

use of the heat of atomization for B provides a theoretical
prediction for the sputtering yield which is in approximate
agreement with experiment.

This is not surprising though.
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if it is considered that not only a and S (E) require to be
adapted, but that also the heat of atomization usually
provides too high a value, because a substantial part of the
oxide may be sputtered in the form of polyatomic fragments.
All these uncertainties make it necessary to rely
presently mainly on experimentally determined relations
between sputtering yields for an oxide and its pure metal.
Such relations can be deduced from a data compilation in
the article by Kelly and Lam, but must be used with caution
in cases where the use of high doses may have introduced a
dose effect.
From this data collection it appears that the ratio
S
. , /S . . for Al o 0 o and Al is about 0.5 (where S . ,
oxide metal
2 3
oxide
gives the number of atoms of both Al and O sputtered from
Al?0-> for each incident projectile ion).
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DIFFUSION DURING ION IMPLANTATION

F.1

Types of diffusion
Ion implantation introduces two types of point defects

into a metal target matrix, viz. the implanted projectiles
and radiation-produced vacancies.
The implanted projectiles can end up either in substitutional or in interstitial positions.

The projectiles

can diffuse from these positions by successive jumps to
neighbouring positions.

The energy needed to make a jump

is known as the activation energy and is lower for a jump
from an interstitial position than from a substitutional
position.
Jumps to substitutional positions are favoured by large
projectiles which cannot easily be accommodated in the
available

interstices (Hägg's rule)

however, the presence of vacancies.

;

they require,

In quantitative implan-

tation projectiles tend to be large (because of the requirement that M, > M_) , and because radiation-produced vacancies
are plentiful, one can expect jumps to be predominantly to
substitutional positions.
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Because substitutional diffusion is also the major mode
of normal (non-implantation) diffusion it should be possible
to use the available diffusion coefficients for normal
diffusion as a reasonable approximation for the implantation
case (the difference being that more vacancies are available
than in the normal case).

Substitutional diffusion is

usually slow at room temperature and is insignificant for
quantitative implantation in the great majority of cases,
as shown in section F.3.
There are some cases, however, where normal diffusion is
known to proceed predominantly by interstitial jumps, and can
also be expected to be interstitial during implantation.
Interstitial diffusion is usually fast and significant for
quantitative implantation.

In particular it involves small

non-metal impurities such as H, C, N, O in various metals,
but has also been reported for metal impurities such as
Ni, Cu, Au in Si and Ge
, and Cu, Ag, Au in Pb, Sn, Tl and
56)
Interstitial diffusion is also suspected to play a
In'
part in the diffusion of impurities of Co, Ag, Au in Pr, of
Au in Li and Na, of Co in In, and of Zn in Sn

.

Anthony

has j-ostulated three conditions* for interstitial dissolution of
an impurity which may be used to reveal other suspect cases.
*Anthony's conditions for interstitial dissolution are 1. a polyvalent or very electropositive solvent,
2. a sufficiently small solute ion size, and
3. a low solute valence,
where Anthony defines valence as the number of electrons in
excess of the last completed shell.
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Fast diffusion during implantation
diffusion) is also reported

(radiation-enhanced

for implanted projectiles of

Ni, Co and Cu in Zn, but the exact mechanism is not yet
known.

The present author has reason to suspect significant

radiation-enhanced diffusion to take place for implanted
projectiles of Tl in Cd.
Although only some of the cases named satisfy the
condition M, > M_ (for quantitative implantation), those
which do, serve to emphasize the need for further investigations.

In order to be able to select borderline cases

from the immense number of possible projectile/target
combinations, it is necessary to make use of all presently
available information on all types of diffusion.
Diffusion is usually described in terms of two parameters, viz. the (above-named) activation energy U of
diffusion and the so-called pre-exponential factor D
(proportional to the jump frequency), both of which are
taken to be temperature independent (which they usually are).
These parameters yield the diffusion coefficient D(T) at the
absolute temperature T, via the Arrhenius law

D(T) = D Q exp(-U/kT)

(F.I)

where k is the Boltzmann constant.
A formula is now developed which enables one to estimate
the broadening of the depth distribution of previously implanted projectiles in terms of the diffusion coefficient D,
the parameters R and o of the depth distribution of an
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infinitesimal quantity of projectiles, and the time of
diffusion.

F.2

A formula for calculation of the
distribution broadening
From the theory of diffusion it is known

54)

that a small

quantity of solute deposited as a thin film at the joint
cross-section of the two halves of an infinite bar spreads
out along the bar with a Gaussian concentration profile given
by

c(x,t) =

exp(-x /4Dt)

(F.2)

where c(x,t) denotes the concentration of the solute at a
distance x to either side of the origin after a time t has
passed, q is the quantity of solute involved, and D is the
coefficient of diffusion as calculated from the Arrhenius
equation (F.I).

Equation (F.2) is a solution of Fick' s Second

Law in one dimension,and because diffusion of the implanted
projectiles inside the irradiated area is for all practical
purposes also one-dimensional the applicability of the
equation is assured.
Because the diffusion-induced concentration profile is
Gaussian, for further calculations it is easiest to identify
this profile with a Gaussian depth distribution of an infinitesimal quantity of projectiles.

Although this type of depth

distribution can be considered only as a limiting case (as
explained in Chapter 4) its use here is good enough for the
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purpose of estimating orders of magnitude of diffusioninduced profile expansion.
The depth distribution of an infinitesimal quantity of
projectiles can be described therefore by equation (F.2. the
boundary condition being that t ^ t , where t

is a time

constant, the numerical value of which is obtained by
equating the standard deviation of the depth distribution at
the instant of implantation, denoted by a , with the timedependent standard deviation (2Dt)2 of equation (F.2), i.e.

a = (2Dt )2
o
o

(F.3)

At any time T after the instant of implantation the
depth distribution of this particular infinitesimal quantity
of projectiles will have expanded in accordance with (F. 2) from
the original standard deviation a

= (2Dt } 2 to a new

standard deviation

a

= [2D(t
T

+ T}]'
O

= (o o 2 + 2DT)35

(F.4)

If the particular infinitesimal quantity of projectiles is
chosen to be the very first which is

incident during the

implantation, then T denotes the time from the start of
implantation.
-2
~
Squaring equation (F.4) and dividing by R (where R
denotes the mean depth of the distribution) gives

F6

(a T /R) 2 = (o o /R) 2 + 2DT/R2

(F. 5)

in which form it can be used directly in conjunction with
Fig. 11 for the calculation of distribution profile expansion.

F.3

Values of the activation energy below
which diffusion is significant
From equation (F. 5) values of the activation energy U have

been calculated below which diffusion must be considered to
be of significant influence on quantitative implantation at
room temperature.

The boundary conditions for these values

are that
the first infinitesimal quantity of
projectiles is assumed to change from
a distribution of R/^o = 4.5 to one
of R/o

= 1.5, in a time (of implanta-

tion) of T = 1000 sec, and for
R = 1OO 8.
Values of U are calculated for pre-exponential factors D
ranging from 1O
and in eV/atom.

to 1O~

, and are given both in kJ/g-atom
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Pre-exponential

factor

Activation energy of diffusion
IJ

D
o
r 2
-l
Lcm
sec Jn

[eV/atom]

[Tcj/g-atom]

io10

1.53

148

lo9

1.47

142

lo8

1.41

136

1O 7

1.35

13O

• io6

1.29

125

io5

1.23

119

io4

1.17

113

lo3

1.11

107

lo2

1.05

102

lo1

0.99

96

1

0.94

90

Io"1

0.88

85

Io"2

0.82

79

Io"3

0.76

73

IO"4

0.70

67

IO"5

0.64

52

IO"6

0.58

56

IO"7

0.52

50

Io"8

0.46

44

IO" 9

0.40

39

Io" 10

0.34

33
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This table has been compared with the diffusion parameters of a large number of solute/solvent combinations
53)
as tabulated by Samsonov
. Of these there are only very
few combinations in the category M, > M~ (where the subscripts
1 and 2 refer to solute and solvent respectively) for which
diffusion at room temperature is certain to be significant
by the above-mentioned c r i t e r i a (R/CT

T -- 1000 sec,

4.5,

R/a T = 1.5,

R = 100 Ä) . These combinations are Cd/Zn,

In/Zn, In/Ag, Sn/Ag and Au/Ag.

Even among the interstitial

diffusion cases surveyed by Anthony

there is only one

solute in the category M, > M« which is certain to diffuse
significantly at room temperature by the same cri-ceria, viz.
Au in Sn, In and Pr.
The few combinations named are certain to be unsuitable
for quantitative implantation at room temperature.

The list

may grow longer, however, when borderline cases are
experimentally investigated.

In the majority of cases,

however, diffusion is unlikely to interfere with quantitative
implantation to any serious extent.
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REFLECTION

In general projectiles which are incident in a perpendicular direction on a target can be reflected either in a
single large-angle collision or by multiple scattering.
However, if the mass m^

of the projectile exceeds the mass

m 2 of the target atom, then reflection by a single collision
is ruled out by the laws of

dynamics, which restrict the

maximum deflection angle to sin

(m^/m,}.

In this case

multiple scattering is the only possible mechanism for reflection.

This is a low-probability process, however,

becoming less probable the more m, exceeds m .

Just how im-

probable this process is even for m« = m-j is shown by measured
results of Bjáttiger

et ai.

for 30 keV projectiles of

different masses m. < m 2 , which, if extrapolated to m. = m-,
show that the reflection should involve only about 0.6 % of
the incident projectiles.
measurements by B^ttiger
Kr

on Al.

More direct evidence comes from
and Davies

for 60 keV

K

and

There the reflection involves only 0.1 % or less

of the incident ions.

This figure is in good agreement with
137 +
measurements of the present author on 60 keV
Cs on
(Al-O -covered) aluminium, reported in Chapter 10
(section 10.3.2.3).
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TABLE OF PROJECTED RANGES R ,
RELATIVE PROJECTED RANGES R, /AR .
P
Jr1

AND OF REDUCED ENERGIES e

For this table the lay-out and the calculated data of
B.J. Smith on the mean projected range R

and the half-width

AR

of the distribution of R have been used as published in
19)
th3 book by Dearnaley et al.
The data are for projectile energies 10 ^ E ^300 keV,

and for atomic numbers Z, (for projectiles) and Z~ (for
target elements) from 10 to 80 in steps of 1O.
Smith has used the following average mass numbers M 1
and M 2 in his calculations:
Z, and Z 2

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

M, and M 2

21

44

67

92

118

144

171

199

For the present table,data have been selected only for
Z, a Z 2 .

The R

values are all normalized to unit density,

and are given in M,g/cm .

The mean projected range R

in

units of Ä is therefore given by 1OO R /D, where D is the
density of the target material in g/cm .
Of importance to implantation into oxides and binary
compounds is the empirical rule given by Schi/zitt

, which

H2
states that R and AR in a compound A B are the same as
p
p
*
n m
for an element having atomic number

Z =(nZ, + raZ }/(n + m)
A

13

and mass number
M =

mMB)/(n + m) ,

except, of course, for the density.

SchijzStt estimates the

error to be < 15 % for a mass ratio of the component atoms
of less than 1 to 5.
The dimensionless LSS energy e has been calculated by
t.,-

using the definition given in Appendix A.
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TABLE OF THEORETICAL SPUTTERING YIELDS

The data in this table are theoretical sputtering yields
40)
S(E) for projectile energies E calculated from Sigmund's
formula
0.0420 a S n (E)
B

(atoms/projectile)

8

which have been normalized by setting the surface binding
energy B = 1 eV/atom.

In other words, the data consist of

values of S(E) B = 0.0420 a S (E)/5 , where a is a known
dimensionless function of the mass ration lYU/M.,, S (E) is
the LSS nuclear stopping power of dimension eV.A , and
A

is a dimension indicator.
The nuclear stopping power has been calculated from

Sn(E) = 84.7

2/3

z.

where s (e) is the dimensionless universal Thomas-Fermi
stopping cross-section which has been tabulated by
Schi/átt

.

Numerical values of

s

n(e)

for the present

calculation were taken from a graph constructed from the
data of SchijzStt.

The relationship between E and the

dimensionless LSS energy e is as given by the definition
in Appendix A.

s n (e)

12
The present table is modelled on the table of projected
range parameters in Appendix H, and here as there E is the
projectile energy, Z, and Z 2 are the atomic numbers of the
projectile and target respectively, and M, and M_ are average
mass numbers whose numerical values are tabulated in
Appendix H.
The numerical values of a were taken from a graph of
a vs. NU/M-, in Sigmund' s paper

and are given in the

column heads of the present table.
The theoretical sputtering yield S(E) is obtained by
dividing the appropriate value in the table by the surface
binding energy B in eV/atom.

The surface binding energy

is usually represented by the sublimation energy (sublimation
enthalpy).
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TABLE OF RADIOISOTOPES WITH HALF-LIVES
1 TO 1O 4 YEARS

The first of the half-life values of each radioisotope
is taken from a compilation of presently accepted half-lives
by Large and Bullock
Appendix).

(cf. list of references in this

Letters A, B and C are attached to some of these

values, which denote uncertainties as follows:
A

<

1 %

B

=

1 to 5 %

C

>

5 %.

These uncertainties are taken from a compilation of halflives by Goldstein and Reynolds
Half-life values in brackets are individual values
taken from two sources, viz. 1st choice (marked i) from a
c)
compilation by Martin and Blichert-Toft , or 2nd choice
(marked ii) from the tables of Lederer et al.

.

The principal modes of decay are indicated by the selfexplanatory symbols ex, (3 , ß
(electron

and by the abbreviations EC

capture) , SF (spontaneous fission) and IT (isomeric

transition).

J2
References
a)

N.R. Large and R.J. Bullock, Nuclear Data Tables A2
(1970) 477.

b)

G. Goldstein and S.A. Reynolds, Nuclear Data JU. (1966)
435.

c)

M.J. Martin and P.H. Blichert-Toft, Nuclear Data Tables
A8

d)

(1970) 146.

C M . Lederer, J.M. Hollander and I. Perlman,

Table of

Isotopes, 6th ed. (John Wiley and Sons, Inc., New York,
London, Sydney, 1967).

Radioisotope

Principal mode
of decay

Half-lives

(years)

A (1.005, 1 .022 , 1.003, 1.016, 1.008)i
(l.Dii
(1.9, 1.6 . 0.4)ü

Ru-106

B"

1.01

Np-23 5
Hg-194

EC, a
EC

1.1
1.2

Cd-109

EC

1.24

Lu-173

EC

1.37

Ta-179

EC

1.6

(1.24, 1. 29)ii
A (1.37, 1.4, 1 .3, 1.7) i;L
C (1.6)ü

Eu-155

B~

1.811

A (1.811)iiL

Th-228

a

Tm-171

B"

1.910
1.92

A (1.9lO)ü
(1.92, 1. 9 ) ii

Cs-134

0"
EC
B+

2.046

A (2.046, 2 .05, 1.99, 2.07, 2.19, 2.26)ü

Fe-55

2.60
2.62

A (2,58, 2. 62, 2.602, 2.6OO)i

B~

2.62

A (2.66, 2. 64, 2.618, 2.6O, 2.620, 2.6234, 2.62) i

a. SF

2.646

B"

2.71
2.85

Lu-174

a
EC
a, EC
EC
EC

(2.646)ü
B (2.78, 2.71,
(2.85)ii
(2.9)ü
B (2.93)ü

Tl-204

B"

Na-22
Pm-147
Cf-252
Sb-125
Pu-236
Rh-102
Po-208
Rh-101

EC

EC

2.9
2.93

(2.94, 2. 60, 2.79, 2.685)i

*D O I \
4 , Oi, / -I

3.0

(3.0, 5, 10) ii

3.6
3.825

(3.6)ü
(3.78, 3. 91, 3.81, 3.91, 3.80, 3.754, 3.68,
3.825, 3 .85, 3.774, 3.793, 3.773O)i
Continue

Radioisotope
Pm-146
I r - 1 9 2 m2
Hf-172
Ag-108 m
Eu-150
Co-60

P r i n c i p a l mode
of decay
EC,

Half-lives (years)
4.4

9-

IT

>5

EC

5

EC,

>5

IT

EC

5

9"

5.263

(4.4,
( > 5 )

1.9, D U
U

( 5 )

ii
(> 5 )

u

(5)ii

A (5.27,

5 . 2 1 ,5 . 2 8 , 5 . 2 0 , 5 . 2 5 , 5 . 2 4 , 5 . 2 9 ,
5 . 2 6 ,5.263, 5.259,
5.27)i

5.29,

Os-194
Ra-228
Dy-154
Ba-133
Kr-85
H-3

Eu-152
Cf-250
Pu-241
Cd-113 m
Nb-93 m
Eu-154
Pm-145
Cm-244
Ac-227

S~

6.0

(6.0, 5 . 8 ) ü

B-

6.7

(6.7)ü

>1O

Qf

10.66
10.76
12.262

EC

0"
9"

IT

12.7
13.2
13.2
13.6
13.6

9"

16

EC, a

17.7
17.85
21.6

EC,

ß-,

a
B-. a
9",

IT

a
9",

a

9+

(> l O ) i i
(7.2,

lO.7)ü

(10.57,

10.27, 10.76,

A (12.1, 12.46,
12.25)i

12.41,

10.75,
12.262,

lO.7Ol)i
12.58,

(12.7, 1 2 . 2 ) ü
(13.2, 1 3 ) ü
(13.2)ü
( 1 3 . 6 , 14, 5 ) ü
(13.6)ii
C (16)ü
C (17.7)ii
(17.6)ü
A (21.6, 2 2 . 0 , 2 1 . 7 , 2 1 . 2 ) i i
Continue

12.346,

5.33,

Radioisotope

Principal mode
of decay

Half-lives (years)
(20.4, 22.0, 22.8, 21.4, 19.4, 23.3) i;L

0"

22. 2
27. 7

Cm-243
Cs-137

a, EC

30

(32) i ±

0"

30. 0

A (30.0, 30.4, 30.1, 29.68, 29.2, 29.40, 30.9,
29.9, 30.72 29.78, 30.25, 29.76, 30.23,
3O.64)i

Bi-207

EC

30. 2

B (30.2, 28, 3 8 ) x i

Ar-42

0"

33

Ti-44

EC

48

U-232

a

72

Gd-148
Pu-238

a
a

84

(33)ü
C (48, 46)ü
(72)ü
(84)ü
(86.4)ü

Sm-151

0~
0"

87

Pb-21O

0", *

Sr-90

Ni-63
Po-209

86. 4
92

a, EC

103

Tb-157
Am-242 m

EC
IT, a

150
152

Ar-3 9

0-

269

Cf-249

a

Am-241

a

360
458

Si-32

0"
a

Cf-251

650

(27.7, 28.82

28.0, 28.5)i

Ul

(87, 93, 73, 120) ü
C (85, 125, 91 • 6)i
B (103)ü
(150, 300)ü
(152)ü
(269)ü
(36O)ü
(458.1, 457. 7, 432.7, 436.6)i
(650, 710)ü

898
Continue

Radioisotope

Principal mode
of decay

Half-lives (years)

Tb-158

EC, S"

1200

(1200)Ü

Ho-166 m

8~

1200

C (1200)ü

Bk-247

Of

Ra-226

a

1400
1602

Mo-93

EC

3000

Cm-246

Ct

5000

C-14

9~

5730

Pu-240

a

6580

A (4700, 5100, 7200, 6360 , 5589, 5580, 6360,
5513, 5370, 610C, 5900 , 5780, 5680, 5745,
5660, 5736)
(6580)ü

Th-229

7340

B (734O)ii

Am-243

a
a

7400

(7950, 7650)ii

Cm-245

a

8700

(93OO)ü

(1400)Ü
(1622, 1617, 1577, 1602 . 1599)i
(5500)ü
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TABLE OF PUBLISHED HÃLF-LIVES
137,
Cs AND REFERENCES
OF

The half-lives and references are taken from compilations
by M.J. Martin and P.H. Blichert-Toft in Nuclear Data Tables
A8 (1970) and by R.L. Bunting in Nuclear Data Sheets JL5 (1975).
Determinations done by the change-of-activity method are
indicated by listing the time interval (in units of one halflife) over which the decay was followed.
Half-life (years)
30. 0 ±
30. 4 ±
30. 1 ±
29. 68 db
29. 2 ±
29. 40 ±
30. 9 ±
29. 9 ±
30. 72 ±
29. 78 ±
3O. 25 ±
29. 76 db
30. 23 ±
3O. 64 ±
29. 90 ±
30. 18 ±
30. 21 ±
30. 174 ±

Fraction of half-life followed

Reference

0.4

Specific activity method

a

0.4
0.7

0.005
Specific activity method

b
c

0.05
0.3
0.18

0 10
0.09
0.17
Specific activity method
0.10
Specific activity method
Specific activity method
0.19
0.13
0.26
0.33
0.10
0.35
0.22
0.37

d
e
f
g
g
h
h
i
j
k
1
m
n
o
p

Specific activity method

This work

0.7
0.5
0.10
0.14
0.07
0.13
0.16
O.43
0.05
0.10
0.08
0.034

29.86 ± 0.15

K2
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THE FRACTION OF NEUTRAL PROJECTILES
ARRIVING AT THE TARGET

The fraction of

137
Cs projectiles arriving at the target

a'a neutral atoms (neutrals for short) depends on the crosssection for charge-exchange in an inelastic collision between
a .

Cs

ion and a residual gas molecule along the straight-

line portion of the ion trajectory in front of the target.
Of the neutrals created in this region by the charge transfer
reaction Cs

+ X -* Cs

+ X , where X stands for a residual

gas molecule, only those are of interest who undergo verysmall angle scattering, so that they can still enter the
implantation camera through the slit aperture.
An experiment to determine the fraction of neutrals
was conducted with the radioisotope

Kr in 1970. At the
8)
time,the neutrals fraction was reported
to amount to
Q c

Qr

approximately 1 % of the total

Kr in a

a residual gas pressure of 2 x 1O~

torr.

.

Kr

ion beam for

This corresponds

to a cross-section for charge exchange of about 1 x 10

— 16

2
cm .

The wings resulting from not-very-small angle scattering were
included in the figure of 1 %.
The Al targets used in the experiment were investigated
recently for the lateral distribution of the implanted

Kr

L2
(both the

5

Kr° and the

85

+

Kr ).

The results show the
Q
Q

C

peak to be very similar in shape to the

85

Kr

_j_

Kr

peak, except

Qj-

in the wings where the

Kr

is proportionately stronger.

Inside the full-width-at-haIf-maximum region of the

Kr

peak the neutrals fraction amounts to O.5O % of the

Kr ,

increasing to 0.55 % inside the full-width-at-0.1-maximum
85 +
region of the
Kr peak (cf. Fig. 21). These numerical
values are associated with a residual gas pressure of
2.1 ± 0.1 litorr.

For a residual gas pressure of 0.9 ± 0.1

g,torr (i.e. the residual gas pressure prevailing during the
137
Cs implantation) the neutrals fraction, being proportional
to the residual gas pressure, should therefore amount to 0.2 %
of the Kr

ion beam.

Because cross-sections for ion/atom charge transfer
in the severa1-ten-keV region of ion energies are normally
all of the same order of magnitude, this value can be expected
137 +
to be valied also for a
Cs ion beam. Although direct
cross-section values for charge transfer of the type
Cs

+ X -» Cs

+ X

are not available, this contention is well

supported by cross-section data reported for the symmetrical
case C s + + Cs - Cs + C s + (a =** 1.2 x 10
energy)

and the asymmetrical case Xe

(a =< 1.3 x 10

cm

cm 2 at 20 keV ion
+ Cs -» Xe + Cs

at 20 keV ion energy)

, where the

favourable energy situation (ionization energy difference
8.2 eV) for the latter case seems to be of little consequence
at the high ion energies.

Also the atomic number of the ion

seems to have a relatively small effect as shown by comparison

L3
with the cases Rb + f Cs -• Rb + Cs

(a =• 1.0 x 10

cm

at

20 keV ion energy) 8 1 ) and K r + + Cs - Kr + C s + (a =-1.2 x 10~
cm

at 20 keV ion energy)

It is therefore concluded that the
Cs fraction
137 +
arriving with the
Cs ion beam ^t the target is of the
8*5
same magnitude as that for the
Kr case, i.e. 0.2 % at a
residual gas pressure of 0.9 x 1O~

torr.

Ml
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THE POSITIVE SECONDARY ION YIELD
FROM AN A1^0^
2r~ i TARGET

Sputtering of oxides is associated by dissociation.
In the case of thermally dissociated Al^O^, mass-spectro83 5
metric investigations
show the fragments to consist
mainly of the suboxides A ^ O , AlO and of Al.

Bond energy

considerations suggest that fragmentation by sputtering
should result in the same fragments.

-is

Because of its high

electro-negativity the oxygen storn is favoured to carry
the electron with it, thereby leaving the Al-containing
daughter fragment in a positive charge state.

This leads to

a dominance of positively charged Al-containing fragments.
In fact, secondary ion mass spectrometry shows the Al
intensity alone to exceed the intensities of all negative
Al-containing fragments by a factor of more than 1OO.

It

follows therefore,that the positive secondary ion emission
should be made up of practically the entire ionized fraction
of the Al-containing fragments sputtered from a pure Al_0_
target.
Although numerical values of this fraction apparently
have not been measured yet, it can be inferred from measurements by Benninghoven and Müller

(for 3 keV Ar

bom-

bardment of an Al-O., layer in ultra-high vacuum) that under

M2
ultra-high vacuum conditions the ionized fraction should be
near 100 %.

This makes the positive secondary ion yield

from A1 2 O_ in ultra-high vacuum approximately equal to the
sputtering yield.
The positive secondary ion yield is (fortunately) not
so excessively high at higher pressures, such as those prevailing during the implantations described in the present
work.

In fact, measurements of secondary emission in the

implantation camera used in the present work have shown the
total positive secondary ion yield to be about 10(±3)% from
an oxide-covered Al target bombarded with a low intensity
Xe ion beam at a pressure of 1 x 10

torr.

-\

The low yield can be attributed to the presence of an
adsorbed layer of gas on the surface, which at the residual
gas pressure of 10

torr is replenished rapidly enough to

keep the layer intact throughout the implantation. In fact,
85)
sorption energies measured by Moraw
show that chemisorption
states exist for the residual gas components H~0, 0«, CO ana CH.,
which guarantee the formation of a complete monolayer by anyone of these gases at room temperature.
of molecule incidence is 11.5 x 10

At 10~

l.torr. s

torr the rate
.cm

(for a

perfect gas) and a monolayer can be built-up in 1 second.
In unbaked vacuum systems a large fraction of the
residual gas consists of H-O, and for these molecules the
sputtering yield for 60 keV Cs

ions is estimated to be about

30. At the incident ion current in operation during the
137 +
Cs implantation the corresponding rate of sputtering of

M3
chemisorbed H 2 0 could therefore have amounted only to 1/5 of
the rate of replenishment from the gas phase, thus leaving
the sorbed layer intact.
The sorbed layer of H 2 0 has the effects of reducing
the Al„O 3 sputtering yield (because part of the kinetic
energy received by the uppermost Al-O, layer is passed-on to
the sorbed layer) and of lowering the electronic work
86)
function
. Both effects together are apparently sufficient
to ensure a low positive secondary ion yield.

N.B.

The possibility of reducing the sputtering
yield of a target by constant replenishment
of the sorption layer requires further
investigation, because it can lead to the
use of larger ion doses in quantitative
ion implantation.

Ni
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STANDARDIZATION OF BETA EMITTERS BY
LIQUID SCINTILLATION COUNTING
(

Cs IN PARTICULAR)

Scintillation counting makes use of the property of
certain transparent substances, called scintillators, to
emit fluorescence photons (scintillations) from molecules
excited by the passage of an energetic elementary particle
(betas in the case of 137C s ) . The photons yield a light
flash of very short duration, whose intensity depends on the
energy of the beta particle dissipated in the scintillator.
The scintillations are detected by a photomultiplier tube
and ara amplified to a measurable electric pulse (whose
amplitude increases with the scintillation intensity and
therefore with beta energy).
Ideally each beta particle should give rise to a pulse.
However, this is not the case for low energy betas, because
of the rather poor scintillation efficiency of existing
scintillators, as well as the low conversion efficiency of
the photo cathode of the photomultiplier tube.

In fact,

beta particles of energy below a few keV are not. detected at
all.

In addition there are the problems of phctomultiplier

noise (which results from the emission of thermionic

electrons

from the photo cathode) and of the self absorption of low
energy betas by solid radioactive sources.

N2
The latter of these problems can be circumvented by
the use of liquid scintillators (in vhich the radioactive
source is dissolved), while the problem of photomultiplier
noise can be solved by coincidence counting of scintillation
signals by means of two photomultiplier tubes.
With liquid scintillation spectrometers, employing
coincidence counting, the remaining problem is therefore that
of sub-unity detection efficiency for low energy betas,
inherent in the scintillator and the photo cathode.

This

problem can be solved by a method of internal standardization
87)
known as 'efficiency tracing'
. The method uses as
internal standard a beta-gamma-emitting radioisotope which
can be standardized by beta-gamma-coincidence measurement.
A standardized quantity of activity N
is added to the unknown activity N

of the 'tracer'

of the beta emitter
s

(or 'sample'), and counting of the betas, gammas, and betagamma-coincidences is undertaken in a liquid scintillation
counter which has been equipped with a gamma detector.

If

the count rates so determined are denoted by B,,, = B. + B
for the total betas (tracer and sample), Gfc for the tracer
gammas, and C. for the coincidences, then it is possible
to calculate the corresponding beta-counting efficiency of
the tracer as e„. = C /G
B. = N

C./G .

and the tracer-beta count rate as

These relationships are evident from the

N3
formulae given in the footnote"*".

By repeating these counts

for different values of eai_ a relationship is found between
eQ

and B

The different values of eR

are selected by-

adjusting the pulse-amplitude threshold of the counter, below
which no signal is counted.

This is equivalent to excluding

from counting all betas below the threshold-equivalent energy.
The relationship between B„ and eR , though not
necessarily linear, usually is of a simple polynomial form188)
and can be deduced from a plot of these two quantities.
Towards very low beta energies the plot becomes distorted
by impending beta-detection failure, but the earlier established
relationship is assumed to hold right-through to eQ. = 1 and
pt

the plot is completed by extrapolation to this value.

The

corresponding ordinate provides the numerical value for the
total beta emission rate (or beta activity) B. + B (cf.
*
Fig. 24). The beta activity B^ of the tracer isotope is
*
* *
*
known from B. = N.

C

t/G.

,and the beta activity B

latter has therefore been found.

of the

This, in essence, is the

method
efficiency isotope
tracing.
For a of
0-Y-emitting
with disintegration rate N it
is that
0-counting rate B = N e , where efi = ^-counting efficiency;
y-counting rate G = N e , where e
8-y-coincidence rate C = N eR e ,
from which it follows that
N = BG/C
e 0 = C/G
e y = C/B.

= Y~c°ur>ting efficiency?

N4
*
The accuracy of B obviously depends on finding the
correct mathematical form of the relationship between B„, and
e_. in the non-distorted region of the plot.
Bt

For the standardization of

Cs the radioisotope

Co

was used as tracer and measurements in the region 0.7 < eQ. <
0.9 showed the relationship between B„ and efi, to be quasilinear in this particular case.

In fact, least square fits

of both 1st and 2nd order polynomials to the data points gave
*
numerical values for B within a few tenths of one percent
s
of one another.
The final step in the standardization consists of
*
establishing the relationship betvreen B and the disintegration
s
137,
rate N . In the case of
Cs the beta-spectrum includes also
5

electrons formed by internal conversion of some of the gammas
emitted by the daughter

""Ba.

Because 94.7 %

of the

Cs decay-events lead to1 3 7 m B a ,and the total (K-, L-, Mshell) internal conversion of

H3a gammas is 11.2 %

there are 10.6 conversion electrons for every 100
decays.

,

Cs beta

These conversion electrons have energies between

624 (K-shell) to 660 (M-shell) keV and can be assumed to be
*
recorded with 100 % efficiency. In addition. B includes
s
also electrons which are formed by interaction (Compton
interaction and to a very limited extent photo-electric
absorption) of the unconverted gammas with the liquid
scintillator or the inner walls of the glass container. The
probability of electron formation by this interaction is
specific for the counting set-up and must be determined by

N5
experiment.

Its numerical value (also known as the gamma-

efficiency) for

Ba gammas is 0.0748 for the liquid

scintillation counter used in the present work,and was
54
determined with the radioisotope
Mn by Steyn in a manner
described elsewhere

90)

.

The 84.1 unconverted gamma photons

associated with every 100 disintegrations of 137Cs give,
therefore,rise to 6.3 Compton-electrons, bringing the total
number of betas to 116.9 for every 1OO disintegrations. The
137
disintegration rate of the
Cs sample is given, therefore,by
N = O.855 B*.
8
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SLIDE-RULE FOR CONTAMINANT
IDENTIFICATION

Elements, cations az
id
fragments

(TABLES)

1ementa, anions and fragments

VJI

Sng 240
Sng
9
Sn,
8
Sng
7
Sng
6
Sn,, U
5
Sn2 ; V
4
Sng
3
2
Sng Cdg Th
Sng
1
Ing Sng Cdg 230
S ^ Cdg
9
Ing Sn 2Cdg
8
Sng Cdg
7
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Cd2
5
Sag Cdg
4
Cdg
3
2
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1
Cd2 Pd2 220
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9
Ag 2 Cd 2 Pdg
8
Cdg
7
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6
Pdg
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4
Pdg
3
Cd2 Pd2
2
1
210
Pd2 Bi
9
Pdg Riig Pb
8
Pdg Pb
7
Pdg Hhg HugPb
6
5
Rug 11

1 H
2 H Hg
3 He
4 HeS H 2
H

>! 4
6 LI H
3
7 11 H 4
• H5
9 Be H
5
10 B H
5
1 B
2 C
3C
4 N
5 N
6 0
7 0 OH
8 0 OH
9 P OH
20 Ne B 2
1 Ne B 2
2 He B 2
3 Na
4 Hg C 2
5 Hg C 2
6 Hg C 2
7 Al CN
8 Si CO
9 Si CO
30 Si CO
1 P CO
2 3
°2
3 S
°2
4 S
°2
5 Cl
6 Ar s

H

3
3
H
5
H
4
H
5
H

CN
BO
CN
BO
Ng
NO
NO
NO
HS
HS

°2

H

4

H

5

BO
BO
H

2
NO
CHO
CHC
HS
OgH
OP
H3

Ng
CHO
CHO Bj
B,
B

3
CHO

B , OgH

OgH
OP

0-H

02

Elements, c a t i o n s and
3

Elements, a n i o n s and fragments

r ci. HS OF
4
Hg
Ru.> TI
3 £I Ai• HS F2
Rhg Ru,i Hg 2
ç) K
;
1
I A T•z
Ca
4C
Bu i Hg
Rug MOj', H g200
1. K B4
RUg', H g 9 2: Ca
CNO
Ru- Mo 2 Hg Pt
8
CNO
3; ca
RU2 MOg, A u
7 4 Ca. SiO CS
Rug Mo 2 Hg Pt
6
5 Sc SiO CS'
RUg MOg Pt
5 6 Ca Ti SIO
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4 7 Ti SiO CS
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3 8 Ca Ti SiO
ig MOg Zr, Pt Os
2
9 Ti CS SN
MOg Ir
1 50 Ti CT
SN
MOg Zr 2 Os 190
1 V 0C1 SN
Mo2 Os
9 2 Cr 0C1 SO
Mo 2 Zr 2 Os
8
3 Cr 0C1 SO
Mo 2 Zr 2 03 Re
7 4 Cr Fe 0C1
MOg
Zr
03
V
6
5 MEL 0C1 0F2
2
2
Zr2 Re
5 6 Fe OFg
MOg Zr 2 Os V
4 7 Fe Co P3
V
Zr
3 8 Fe Ni CNS
2
2
V
Zr
9 Co CNS B03
2
Zr2 Ta
1 60 Ni SiO 2 CNS
Zr 2 V
Hf 180 1 Ni SiO 2 CNS
Hf
9 2 Ni TiO P 2
T
Hf
8
3 Cu TiO PO2
2
Hf
7 4 Ni Zn TiO
Sr 2 Hf Lu Tb
6
5 Cu TiO S2
Sr2 la
Zn TiO CrO
6
5
Rb 2 Sr 2 Hf Tb
7 Zn TiO CrO
4
Sr2 Tb
3 3 Zn TiO CrO
Rb 2 Sr 2 Tb
2
9 Ga CrO VO
ci2
Sr2 Tb
1 70 Zn Ge
Rbo Sr^ Yb Er 170
1 Ga CrO MnO
Tm
9 2 Ge ci2 CrO
Sr 2 Tb Er
8
3 Ge MnO ClOg
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7 4 Ge Se C!lo
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B

4

B0 2
B0 2

co2
COg
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SO
SO

so

°3
°3
so
B

B

4
4
N
3
B
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PO
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PO
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°3

CNO
CNO
COg

B02

B

4

CHOg
N3 NOg
co2 N02 BOg
SO
Oj
PO
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2
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CNO BOg
CHOg
COg N 0 2
CH0 2
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B

5
B
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B
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SOg PO2 SiO 2
S
2
VO
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2
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S
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2
S
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2
2 NO,
2
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2
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2
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NO,
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CO,
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Elements, cations and
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5
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8
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5
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FLAMELESS ATOMIC ABSORPTION ANALYSIS

The general principle of atomic absorption analysis is
explained first:

The sample is atomized and ultraviolet

light is passed through the atom cloud.

The light is

weakened at all wavelengths which correspond to the
resonance absorption spectrum characteristic of each element
in the cloud.

The absorption follows (ideally) Lambert-

Beer's law and is therefore concentration dependent.
absorption is measured for one of the elements.

The

Because the

sample is destroyed by the atomization, it follows that atomic
absorption analysis is primarily a single-element determination
method.
In modern atomic absorption analyzers high-intensity
hollow-cathode light sources are used which emit only the
resonance wavelengths of the particular element under investigation.
name)-lamp'.

Such a light source is known as '(element
Because the photodetector used for the

absorption measurement is sensitive over a wide spectrum
range (including visible light) a monochromator is used to
isolate one suitably chosen wavelength (or rather a narrow
band containing this wavelength) for admission to the
detector.

The sample is atomized between the lamp and the

P2
monochromator, and absorption takes place.

Atomization

requires that the sample be subjected to a temperature high
enough to break the molecular bonds.

This can be done in

a flame (conventional method) or in a furnace.

In the latter

case the method is called the flameless atomic absorption
method.
The furnace is in the form of a tube, in the present
case looking like the one shown in Fig. 25.

The tubes used

in the present work were made of vitreous graphite.

A

current of up to 400 A can be passed through the tube,
giving it a temperature of well over 2000 °C.

This is

sufficient to evaporate and atomize most chemical compounds
and many metals.

The tube is used in the horizontal position,

with the sample deposited half-way between the open ends.
The light beam is passed along the symmetry axis of the tube
and care must be taken that solid samples are layed flat so
as not to intercept part of the beam.

Fast evaporation (and

therefore a fast temperature rise) is important for the
highest possible concentration of absorbing atoms in the tube,
because 'out'-diffusion sets in practically simultaneously
with the start of evaporation.

The residence time (approx.

1 sec.) in the tube, however, is still so much longer than
in a flame that detection limits are lowered by up to
3 orders of magnitude.

Presently absolute detection limits

are quoted 77 * to vary from 10

° to 1O~ 1 3 g (1.5 x l o " 1 1 g

for Tl). Therefore ppm-traces are easily determined in
milligram size samples.

Depending on the rate of

evaporation the absorption signal may vary from needle- to

P3
hump-shaped.

Accordingly, signals are compared either by peak

value or by area.

With metals the evaporation is on the slow

side, and area comparison is used.
Interferences may affect absorption by any of the
following processes:

ionization (ionization interference),

compound formation (chemical interference), light scattering
on aerosol particles and light absorption by molecules or
radicals (physical interference).

These interferences are

influenced or caused by matrix presence and are responsible
for deviations of the absorption/concentration relationship
from the Lambert-Beer law, and explain why a calibration
standard should match the sample in both chemical and
physical characteristics unless proved unnecessary.

Oxide

formation can be much reduced by the exclusion of air (and
moisture).

An inert gas environment also drastically increases

the life time of a graphite tube.

These considerations,

together with that of the health hazard posed by sample
vapours,make an enclosed inert atmosphere in and around
the graphite tube a practical necessity.

Quartz windows are

then required for free passage of the light beam.

In

practice, a strong flow of inert gas is used to purge the
encasement of air after insertion of a sample, while a small
flow is maintained during analysis to help keep these
windows clean without causing undue dilution of the sample
vapour in the tube.

This is a compromise, of course, and can

easily become a contributing factor to calibration drift.
Other factors likely to contribute to calibration drift are:
drift of lamp intensity, drift in maximum tube temperature

P4
(as a result of circuit resistance changes due to warm-up),
and spectrophotometer drift.

In the instrument used in the

present work total drift has been found to be seldom
significant in short sample runs, but often in long sample
runs.

Drift gives rise to the requirement of frequent

calibration checks.

In fact, for highest precision it may be

necessary to perform a calibration check between every two
samples in a set.

But even more important than calibration

checks in the same sample run,is their comparison for
different sample runs, especially when the analyzer has
been re-adjusted or switched-off.

For this purpose alone

several calibration checks are necessary per sample run, so
that a good statistic is obtained for the average value.
The use of so many calibration standards is quite uneconomical
if the relatively expensive sample-matching standards are
used.

Inexpensive secondary standards can be used instead

for calibration checks.
Concerning the sample size, the only requirement is
that the evaporated volume should not greatly exceed the
volume of the graphite tube.

This holds equally for the

calibration standards,and puts the upper limit of the sample
mass at about 1 mg, except where the matrix can be removed
by ashing before analysis.
As concerns sample geometry,

one would expect

heat transfer to be faster to a foil-shaped sample than to a
sample lump, but for metals no significant differences were
detected.

P5
Before the present work was started, no information was
available about the influence of trace element distribution
in the sample on the absorption signal.

This information is

of importance,because it reflects on the reliability of
calibration standards produced by ion implantation (further
referred to as implantation standards for short) in the
case of samples having different trace element distributions.
Comparison between Tl-in-Al implantation standards (having
all the Tl traces in the bulk) and Tl^SO.-on-Al deposition
standards (having all the Tl on the surface) showed the
effect to be within the analytical error margin.
The last but equally important point to be considered
is that of the effect of isotopic composition.

Its importance

arises from the fact that implantation standards are not
automatically of the same isotopic composition as the element,
whereas several elements (including Tl) exhibit a significant
7ß \
isotopic shift in their resonance lines
. In each of these
elements the wavelength difference of the isotopic components
of the resonance line exceeds the line width of the lamp, so
that a group of more-or-less resolved resonance lines is
emitted.

Each of these lines can only be absorbed by the

corresponding isotope in the atom vapour, so that a raonoisotopic implantation standard would affect only one line.
However, because absorbance is an exponential and not a
linear function of the trace element concentration in the
sample vapour, it is impossible for the atoms of only one of
the isotopes of an element to represent an equal number of

P6
atoms of the correct isotopic composition.

In the case of

isotopically resolved resonance lines it is therefore
absolutely essential to deposit all corresponding isotopes
in the correct proportion in the implantation standard.
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Fig. 2 : Secondary emission from a solid target under
ion bombardment.

Fig. 3 : LSS stopping powers de/dp as a function of
the projectile velocity (expressed as/i"). The subscripts n, e and tot denote the nuclear, electronic
(for k=0.15) and the total (sum of nuclear and
electronic) stopping powers respectively.
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Fig. 4 : The total LSS stopping power (de/dp)tot a s a
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Fig. 5 : The standard Cauchy probability density function,
i.e. (TTXJ-ICI+CX/X.) 2 ]- 1 with \=1, and the standard
Gaussian probability density function, i.e.
(2rr)~2Cr-1 exp[- (X/CT) 2 /2] with a=l, for positive values of x.
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Fig. 6 : The depth distribution (or concentration profile)
of an infinitesimal quantity of implanted ions below the
surface of a solid target, when the surface is at x=0
(solid curve), and when a surface layer of thickness t
has been sputtered (dashed curve).
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7 : Upper part - The set of infinitesimally spaced
depth distributions of infinitesimal quantities of ions
implanted while a surface layer of thickness t is being
sputtered.
Lower part - The cumulative distribution of the total
quantity of ions implanted while a surface layer of
thickness t is being sputtered (solid curve), and while a
surface layer of thickness ^ R is being sputtered
(dashed curve).
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Fig. 8 : Upper part - The Cauchy probability density function (TTX)-1£1+(X/\)2]-1,
For X=l the area a = Prob[x < - R ] .
Lower part - The Cauchy cumulative distribution function % + rr-1 arctan(x/X).
For X=l the ordinate a = Prob[x < - R ] .

Fig. 9 : Upper part - The doubly truncated
Cauchy probability density function 0(x), lxl<R.
Lower part - The cumulative distribution function F(x) of the truncated Cauchy distribution
0(x) shown in the upper part. (In the expressions
for 0(x) and F(x) the numerical value for a has
been normalized to X=l).
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T- 3-0 : Sputtered fraction f of the total implanted ions vs. the sputtered relative thickness t/X of the bombarded target, with the relative most probable depth R/\ as parameter,
for a doubly truncated Cauchy type depth distribution of scale parameter X.
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Fief. 11 : Sputtered fraction f of the total implanted ions vs. the sputtered relative thickness t/a of the bombarded target, with the relai-ive most probable depth R/CT as parameter,
for a doubly truncated Gaussian depth distribution of scale parameter a.
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Fig. 13(a) : Intensity
distribution of mass line
28 across the width (upper
trace) and along the length
(lower trace) 63)_

Fig. 13 (b) : The same as
13(a) after the length of
mass line 28 has been
compressed by 'double
focussing' 63)_
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Fig. 14(a) : Large area implantation by moving the
target under a stationary
ion beam. The target forms
the back part of a
faraday collector.
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Fig. 14 (b) : The lateral distribution of the implanted ion
dose if the target is moved at constant speed. The nonuniform wings of the distribution can be eliminated by use
of a slmtter as shown in Fig. 15.
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fV^' J-5 : The camera for quantitative ion implantation (exploded view) . Some of the
parts are- s - shutter; A - beam defining slit aperture; D - potential barrier
diaphragm; SEC - secondary emission collector; T - target; H - target holder?
M - magnet pole shoes. The target holder and the shutter are rigidly connected
for simultaneous movement.
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to the implantation camera (resp. an intermediate worm gear)
is either reversed or stopped.
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Fig. 26 : Preparation of Tl-in-Al calibration standards by quantitative ion implantation. The dose of implanted ions
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Fig. 28 : Calibration curves obtained with primary standards by flameless atomic absorption.
Solid curve - Tl-in-Al implantation standards,
prepared as shown in Fig. 26
Dashed curve - comparison standards of TI2SO4
deposited on Al (cf. section 11.2.2.3).
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74 keV Xe implanted in amorphous Si (according to ref. 35).
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INTRODUCTION
The first application of the principle involved in magnetic ion
sources can be traced back to Pinkelstein (l940) \

The notable feature

of this principle is that the ionizing electrons perform magnetically
guided oscillatory movements. The principle has since been applied in
a variety of designs (e.g. Heil 1943
3

, Kistemaker and Douwes Dekker

4

1950 -\ Nielsen 1957 "').
A design by Nielsen for solid substances was systematically investigated by Almén and Nielsen (1957)

and forms the basis of the

Pretoria design which is described in this report.

The electrode

configuration in the Pretoria ion source is sufficiently similar to
that of the Nielsen source to permit reference to this investigation
for data on the ion current, resolving power, and efficiency also for
the Pretoria ion source. This report will therefore deal mainly with
the constructional details of the Pretoria design, embracing the
complete system, and what can be done with it.

In addition there

will be data on the temperature profile in the ion source, and on
the mass spectrum under 'clean' conditions of operation.

Illustrative

examples of successful isotope separations in which this ion source
system was used will also be given.

Í2I22HIÍL OP OPERATION
As shown in Pig. 1, the ionization chamber consists of a
cylindrical anode and two end plates serving as cathode.
At a given temperature of the filament, electrons are emitted
at a fixed rate in all directions and with different energies. These

electrons are radially accelerated by the anode-cathode field. Application of an axial magnetic field forces these electrons into circular or
helical trajectories around the magnetic field lines.
Because the filament is positive with respect to the cathode end
plates, the latter act as reflectors to most electrons travellir? in
helical trajectories. As a result a dense axial column is formed of
energetic electrons which spiral back and forth between the cathode
end plates.
When a gas or vapour is admitted into the ionization chamber,
ionization by electron impact takes place. After each ionizing encounter the decelerated electron regains lost energy by moving closer
to the anode into a new helical trajectory.

After several ionizing

collisions the electron reaches the anode and leaves the process. When
the gas pressure is raised to between 10" and 10~ torr the ion density
approaches the electron density and the mixture of atoms, ions and
electrons assumes the characteristics of a plasma (starting at the
dense central electron column).
The plasma, being quasi-neutral, is fieldfree, and has a potential
somewhere between that of the anode and that of the cathode.

Electrons

entering the plasma from the filament are accelerated to this potential.
The energy gained is lost again in a series of ionizing encounters wich
atoms and ions.

In time the slow electrons drift to the plasma boundary,

where they are accelerated and lost to the anode.
While the electrons are collected by the anode, the ions end up
on

the cathode end plates and on the filament.

Therefore, by making

an opening into the one end plate it is possible to withdraw from the
ionization chamber those ions which would otherwise have fallen onto
this spot on the end plate. By the application of an accelerating
electric field outside the opening, these ions are then formed into
an ion beam.

Atoms, of course, also leave the ionization chamber

through this opening, and the ratio of the number of ions to the
total number of ions and atoms passing out can in the case of an
inert gas bo called the efficiency of the source.

Por solids the

source efficiency is often lower than for a gas with the same
ionization cross-section, because of condensation losses inside
the ionization chamber.

DESIGN AIMS
The design of one ion source for the production of ions of as many
as possible chemical elements was aimed at. This is an ion source which
can alao take a wide variety of solid source feeds because of iti ability
to operate at high temperature. A maximum operating temperature of
1000 C was planned for, because at this temperature the vapour pressure
of most chemical elements and of almost all of their compounds (apart
from some oxides, nitrides, and carbides)is sufficient for plasma
formation.
The heat of the ion uource was to be used for evaporation of the
solid feed materials, and the design was to be such as to permit:
(i)

the use of solid feed materials also in combination with
other solid and gaseous feed materials;

(ii)

the application of the

CC1 -method 6].

and

(iii) the production of transient ion beams from smallest
quantities of solids.
Furthermore, the ion source had to be capable of 'clean' operation
for the purpose of uncontaminated implantation of weak ion beams. This
requires easy replacement of those components of the plasma chamber
that are most likely to produce unwanted ions through chemical
interaction with the compounds used as feed materials.
After six years of operation of our ion source system on various
separation tasks it can safely be stated that the above design criteria
have been largely met and the system functions satisfactory.
CHOICE

OF MATERIALS

Because all feed materiais used in an ion source of the type
described hero must be in the vapour state, which in the case of solid
feeda ia brought about by the application of either heat or chemical
reaction or both, the materials of construction for the plasma chamber
must be selected so as to be heat resistant, non-volatile, and chemically
resistant to a large degree.

In addition, all of the materials used must

a3 far as possible be non-magnetic, and in the case of components of the
support structure or other parts in direct contact with heat sinks also
of low thermal conductivity.

The requirements for the plasma chamber

can be rcaaonnbly aniLoflod by muteriala such as tungoten, molybdenum,
graphite, boron nitride, silica, and a few others. Por structural use
outside the plasma chamber stainless steel is well suited, because it
is reasonably heat- and corrosion-resistant, is non-magnetic, and has a
low thermal conductivity. Also for use outside the plasma chamber baked
pyrophylite (a magnesium silicate ceramic, also known as Speckstein) can
be recommended as a structural insulation material. When baked at
lJOO C the machined pyrophylite components recover their original
dimensions.
A comprehensive parts list, naming the materials used, is given
on page 39.
DBSIGN_ DETAILS
Fig. 2 gives a diagramatic presentation of the four main sections
of the ion source system, viz:
(1)

the ion source proper (shown in heavy outline);

(2)

the flange section (shown in medium heavy outline), which carried
the vacuum feed-throughs for the electric power and for the gaseous
and solid feeds;

(3)

the input system for solid feed materials (shown in light outline),
which is coaxial with the cylindrical ion source proper and ita
filament;

(4)

the ion source magnet (shown in thin outline), for creating an
axial magnetic field inside the ion source proper.
The conspicious rows of three circles indicate kerosene-cooled

surfaces.
These subassemblies will now be dealt with in the above order.
Ion Source
Figures 3>
assembled state.
dismantled parts

I.

Proper
4 and 5 show details of the ion source proper, in the
A partial assembly of the real ion source with all
is depicted in the photograph facing the title page.

Figure 3 shows all layers, viz:
radially inside tò outside: anode (part No. 5) of high-quality
graphite held between insulation rings (3) of boron nitride, anode
heating element (l5) of molybdenum for the supplementary heating

in the high temperature region, insulation rings (6 and 18) of
pyrophylite, 1st heat reflector (7) of graphite, 2nd heat reflector (8) of stainless steel, and 3rd heat reflector and
clanging hood (9) of stainless steel;
axiallv front to rear;

a heat reflector (2) of stainless st- el,

frontal cathode plate (l) of high-quality graphite with circular
ion extraction hole, rear cathode plate (20) of high-quality
graphite with two entrance ports for gaseous (22) and solid
feeds, and two filament posts (26 and 30 in Pig. 4 ) f another
heat reflector (34 in Fig. 4) of molybdenum, and a base plate
(35 in Fig. 4) of stainless steel which serves also as an
additional heat reflector.
Figure 4 shown how the filament (29) is attached to its supportand-supply posts (26 and 30) by a quick-connect method.

It also shows

that the long post (26) is at cathode potential, whereas the short post
(30) is insulated by a set of three sleeves (31, 32, 33). Only one (32)
of these three sleeves serves actually as insulator (boron nitride).
Part No. 31 is a loose-fitting skirt of graphite to prevent deposition
of layers of conducting material on the section of No. 32 shadowed by
it.

The same purpose is served by the skirting on both ends of the

anode cylinder (5 in Fig. 3) with respect to its insulation rings
(3 in Fig. 3 ) . The sleeve part Ho. 34 is installed as a precautionary
measure to prevent fusion of No. 32 to the rear cathode plate. Such
fusion was found to take place between the graphite anode and its
insulation rings of boron nitride before the introduction of graphite
insertion rings (4 in Pig. 3 ) . The sleeves are held down on the rear
cathode plate by a light traction on the filament post.

The traction

is exerted by an electrical connector plate of beryllium-copper (not
shown in the figures, but discernable in the photograph facing the title
page)which is mounted under light tension on a feed-through post of
the type indicated by part No. II 16 (Fig. 10). This arrangement
guarantees an effective low stress seal at all temperatures.
The anode heating element (15 in Fig. 3) can best be seen in
Figure 5 and in the photograph facing the title page. This element is
cut from a single sheet of molybdenum into a meandering pattern of
parallel strips, which gives a high rigidity.

Figure 5 shows that the

ends of this element are connected to two current leads (l7 in Figure 3)

by two terminal screws (l6 in Figure 3) on the rear pyrophylite ring
(l8 in Fifirure 3). The graphite heat reflector (7 in Figure 3) has a
window around this area (diacernable in the photograph facing the
title page) and is prevented from rotating by a locking pin (19 in
Figure 3 ) .
Figures 5 and 3 show also details of the anode contact.

The supply

is via a pair of NiCr-Ni thermocouple wires (12 in Figure 3) which can
also be used for temperature measurement of the anode. To make the hot
junction, these wires are threaded into adjacent holes in a molybdenum
contact plate (ll in Figure 3)> both for easy replacement and to overcome the earlier problem of point fusion to the contact screw (lO in
Figure 3 ) . A terminal block (l4 in Figure 3) is used for easier installation of the wires.
Another KiCr-Ni thermocouple (21 in Figure 3) is used to measure
the temperature of the rear cathode plate. On the front and rear heat
reflectors (2 in Figure 3 and 34 in Figure 4) it is of interest to note
that they transmit support with a minimum of thermal contact by means
of a number of knobby protrusions.

These protrusions are created by

punching, and upwards and downwards pointing protrusions are so much
displaced as to make the reflectors flexible in the axial direction.
Most parts of the ion source proper are loose-fitting and are
clamped together only by the moderate pressure exerted by tension in
the hood (9 in Figure 3) and in the front and rear heat reflectors,
which is created by screwing the hood down onto the large base plate
(37 in Figure 4 ) . This arrangement and radial tolerances of a few
tenths of a millimeter are sufficient to compensate for all differences
in thermal expansion, while ensuring that the plasma chamber remains
leak-tight at all temperatures.
The arrangement in which the two feed conveying pipes part Nos.
24 and 25 (Figure 3) from the gas leak (Figures 7 and 8) and the
sublimation oven (Figures 7 and 9) are joined to a single inlet pipe
(22 in Figure 3) by a junction block (23 in Figure 3 ) , has been found
to work satisfactory so far. All joints are made to have a light push
fit, which provides an effective seal under the prevailing pressure
conditions.
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The whole assembly of the ion source proper is carried by the large
base plate (37 in Figure 4) and is mounted onto the flange (il 1 in
Figure 7) by means of three legs (38 in Figure 4 ) . The small base plate
(35 in Figure 4) is in turn mounted onto the large base plate by means
of another three legs (36 in Figure 4) and carries the plasma chamber
assembly.
Note:

In cases where the large areas of graphite in the plasma chamber

are not acceptable, replacement parts of molybdenum or tantalum (both are
reasonably workable) can be used.

In one design used by us, shown in

Figure 6, the anode and front cathode plate are replaced, while the rear
cathode plate is covered by components made from metal sheet.

In this

design the anode insulation rings of boron nitride are replaced by
insulation rings of quartz (4l). The anode is of a double shell design,
with the outer shell (44) providing the seal on the quartz rings, while
the inner shell (43) is used for skirting of the quartz rings. The
inner shell is held in position by two loose-fitting spacer rings (42).
The longitudinal folding joint (not shown) in the outer shell is
sufficiently leak-tight under the prevailing pressure conditions.
II.

Flange_Section
Figure 7 shows the flange on which the ion source proper is mounted,

and some feed-throughs.

These feed-throughs are shown magnified in

Figures 8, 9 and 10. In Figure 8 is depicted the gas feed-through which
incorporates a needle valve (l8) for regulating the gas flow.

On the

vacuum side is shown a joint coupling for the easy installation of the
gas conveying pipe (i 24) to the junction block (23 in Figure 3 ) . Also
here, as for the junction block, all joints are made to have a light
push fit, which suffices as seal.
In Figure 9 is shown the full assembly of the sublimation oven. The
solid feed material is shown wedged between flocks of quartz wool at the
tip of a retractable stainless steel tube (14). The small hole in the
side of the tube shown behind the feed material is necessary for
pressure equalisation, when the tube is evacuated or de-evacuated when
in the retracted position.
with sliding seal
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The heavy glass cock (l2) in conjunction

serves as vacuum sluice. The feed material

inside its charging tube is shown situated well inside the vapour
conveying pipe (i 25). This p:pe is connected to a modified standard
tube fitting (5), which in turn screws onto the actual feed-through (ll).

Thi3 3et-up ic electrically insulated from the flange proper and a
current can therefore be passed from the atmospheric sldt of the feedthrough to the vapour conveying pipe for heating of the latter for the
purpose of vapourizing the feed material and conduction of the vapour.
Figure 10 shows feed-throughs for electric ^ • «nt with (^5) and
without (15) air-cooled heat dissipation fins.

^ie former, when made

of copper, is capable of carrying up to 100A and still remain cold.
Wo. 17 in Figure 7 represents a vacuum valve of the gate type
for admission of the feed-carrying head of the input system for
solid feed materials.
III.

Input System for Solid Feed Materials
Figure 11 shows all the more important details of the system for

the introduction of oolid feed materials. The system as shown consists
essentially of five different heads (denoted by encircled numerals 1 to
5) for different specific purposes. Of these, heads 1 to 4 are used in
conjunction with the telescopic feed-through shown on top. Head ETo. 5
requires a different feed-through as shown.

The telescopic feed-through

consists of parts Nos. 5 to 13, which include two sliding seals. The
flange of the feed-through holder (6) fits onto the gate valve (il 17
in Figure 7 ) . The other end of the holder carries the sliding seal for
the outer sliding tube (5). This tube in turn carries the sliding seal
for the inner sliding tube (9) at the atmospheric end, and the chuck (4)
for the head at the other.

The outer sliding tube is used to insert the

tip of the head into the entrance port of the rear cathode plate. The
entrance port is chamfered for easier insertion. A graphite sleeve (l),
made to have a sliding fit on the quartz link-up tube (?), is used to
close the annular gap in iho entrance port.

Contact pressure between

the sleeve and the rear cathode plate is maintained by means of a
tungsten spring (2) for all depths of insertion of the link-up tube.
A clamp (8) is used to secure the position.

The inner sliding tube is

used for moving the solid charge material inside the link-up tube in and
out of the plasma chamber.

The movement is shown to be transmitted via

a rigid wire (14). The spring action of the wavy end of this wire provides a

friction-coupling

to the fe.->d-carrying tube (l5 or 16 or 2l).

When desired an electric connection ccn be effected via an insulated
rod (ll).
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The feed-through used for head Ho. 5 differs from the other one
only in that the second sliding seal and tube is replaced by a needle
valve (24).
For the: purpose of explaining; the function of each head the relevant
Doctions of Figure 11 have boon enlarged into three more figures
Figures 12, 13 and 14.

viz.

Figure 12 shows the most commonly used head

(No. l ) . Here, the solid feed material is wedged between flocks of
quart:; wool at the tip of a quartz tube (15) called the feed carrier.
The feed carrier can bo moved inside the link-up tube to any desired
positions.
When only small quantities are available of a solid feed material
(as is usual with radioisotopes), which in addition may have to undergo
chemical treatment before being acceptable as charge material, a head of
type Wo. 2 (Figure 13) is used.

Here the solid feed material is commonly

contained in a platinum boat (l7). The boat is either wedged into the
tip of the carrier tube (l(i) or hooked-up to end of the link-wire, as
indicated.

In the latter caso it is possible to apply a negative

potential to the boat, and subject it to ion bombardment.

This head

is also used whenever flash evaporation of smallest quantities of solid
feed materials is required for the creation of a beam pulse.

For this

purpose the introduction of the sample boat into the plasma chamber is
made fast by means of a spring-loaded mechanism acting on the atmospheric
end of the inner sliding tube.
Head No. 3 (Figure 13), where the place of the feed .material is
taken by the hot junction of a thermocouple, is used for measurement
of the temperature profile inside the plasma chamber and the link-up
tube.

Such temperature profiles are shown in Figure 15.
Head No. A (Figuro l'í) Lu nn example of an arrangement for the

introduction of two nifforonl oolid feed materials, one situated at a
more or less predetermined position in the space between a link-up tube
(l9) and an insert tube (20), and the other contained in a carrier tube
(2l) which can be moved inside the insert tube.
shown slit open over half its length.

The carrier tube is

A wick of quartz wool can be

inserted int > the resulting half-tube and solid material can be
deposited in the wick by repeated absorption and drying from a preconcentrated solution of the material.
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Head No. 5 (Figure 14) is used for the in situ volatilization by-chlorination of oxides of low vapour pressure (such as the rare
earth oxides) by the chemical action of hot carbon tetrachloride
vapours •*. Here, a long link-up tube (22) carries the solid material
at its hot tip.

The cold end of the tube protrudes into the sliding

tube, to which it is sealed by means of a silicone rubber ring (ij).
When the exit of the link-up tube is sufficiently restricted, it is
then possible to subject the solid material to an elevated pressure of
CC1 -vapour.
IV.

Ion Source Magnet
This section of the ion source system will not be dealt with in

detail, because its construction is straightforward and of little importance to the operation of the ion source. Suffice it to say that
with the copper wire wound magnet presently used, fields of up to 700
Gauss on the axis can be reached from currents of up to 10A.
OPERATIONAL

DATA

A 0,85 mm tungsten filament is usually operated with a current of
between 25 and 40A and a maximum power not exceeding 250W.

Also the

anode heating element is not normally operated at a power higher than
25OW (at about 25A), so that a total power level of 500W can be regarded
as the normal maximum for our ion source. The temperatures along the ion
source axis for different power levels in the useful range up to this
maximum are displayed in a set of curves in Figure 15. In the figure
the measuring position can be deduced from the accompanying scalematcbing drawing of the plasma chamber and link-up tube. At the
maximum power level the maximum temperature along the axis is seen to
be 1200 C inside the filament coil.

The temperature decreases towards

the front cathode plate where it is about 1000 C at maximum power level.
The temperature of the anode is nearly the same (anode slightly higher)
as that of the front cathode plate at all power levels(as can be
expected, because heat exchange to and from these parts is predominantly by radiation).

The relatively poor thermal insulation of the

rear cathode plate (because :f feed-ins and feed-throughs) causes the
temperature there to be lower than that of the anode by between 150 to
200 C.

Inside the link-up tube the temperature drops further with an

average temperature gradient of between 5 and 10 C per mm.

This
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temperature gradient is sufficiently small for fine control of the
evaporation rate of solid feeds in the link-up tube.
In a trial test the power input was increased until the anode
temperature was 1150°C.

Except for surface oxidation of some stainless

steel components, no adverse effect of this temperature on any part of
the ion source was noticed even after several hours of operation.
The anode voltage is commonly set between 50 and 200V, which
corresponds to several times the ionization potential of most atoms
and molecules and covers the range within which the ionization cross-

7 8 91
J

section reaches a maximum. '
between 0,1 and maximal 1A.

The accompanying current varies

The extra power causes an increase of

temperature.
For stable plasma conditions the pressure in the plasma chamber
must not be less than 4 x 10" torr for nitrogen.
An ion source efficiency for nitrogen of jf° (defined here as the
total transport of singly-ionized nitrogen in a focussed beam over the
total feed of nitrogen gas) was measured for a 40 kV acceleration
potential applied over a 100 mm acceleration gap»
efficiency of T/o was measured.

For argon an

The ratio of these efficiency values

agrees well with the ratio of the published ionization cross-sections
for the two gases.
Focussed total currents of up to 350 \ik have been extracted from
the ion source.

The corresponding current densities at the ion

extraction hole (2,4 nun diameter) are almost 8 mA/cm .
The lifetime of the tungsten filament depends very much on the
feed material used (e.g. it is easily oxidized to a volatile form),
but lifetimes of 100 hours and more are not uncommon.
•CLEAN' MASS

SPECTRUM

A mass spectrum is called 'clean' here when consisting of wanted
mass lines only.

This is normally impossible tc obtain for the full

mass range, because all materials present in the plasma chamber are
participating in the plasma to some extent.
(i)

the materials of construction;

These materials are:
and
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(ii)

materials which enter from outside, viz. feed material,
residual gas (air), desorbates (mainly water), and pump
oil vapour (hydrocarbons).

The residual gas in particular is not easily eliminated and gives
rise to a number of persistent mass lines.

A'clean'spectrum window

around the wanted mass line can however in many cases be obtained by a
careful choice of the feed material alone.
To help obtain a 'clean' mass spectrum window the plasma chamber
is chemically pre-cleaned by exposure to CC1 -vapour for several hours
at maximum temperature, and then purged with a noble gas for a few more
hours at the same temperature.
treatment is reported below.

A mass spectrum resulting from such

This spectrum was obtained with the

purge gas, krypton, as plasma gas.

The krypton gas was of spectro-

scopic quality with the following impurities:

5 ppm
4 ppm
N

25 ppm

2

Hydrocarbons

(as C H )

10 ppm

Ar

4 ppm

Xe

< 25 ppm

The graphite used in the plasma chamber was of a high quality
(high density, low porosity, high purity) with an ash content of < 0,1$
(Si, Kg, V, traces of Ca and F e ) .
During the measurements the anode temperature was maintained at
800°C„
The mass lines in the spectrum are grouped according to origin and
beam intensity and are represented by their mass numbers:
(i)

Identified as Kr-beams:

IO"4

IO"6

- 10~ 5 A

84

- 10" 6 A

42, 82, 83, 84

- 10- 7 A

41, 41Í, 43, 80
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IO" 7

- 10"bA

40 (partly), 78

IO" 8

- 1O~9A

21, 26

, 27 V v
j

27 2 / 3 , 28 2 / 3
•*

-1,

39, 164, 166, 167, 168, 170, 172
10~9A - 1O"1OA

21*

From Ar and Xe
IO" 7

- 10~8A

40 (partly)

IO" 8

- 1O~9A

20

IO" 9

- 10- 1 0 A

129, 131, 132, 134, 136

IO" 1 0 - 10" n A

130

t t r i b u t e d to
(iii) A
Attributed
to inon-hydrocarbon residual gas (H 0, N , O ]
IO" 5

- 10"6A

28 (partly)

IO" 6

- 10"7A

14, 16

IO" 8

- 1O~9A

I, 2, 18

IO" 9

- 1O- 1 O A

15, 17, 32

(iv) Originating from construction materials (boron nitride,
graphite, molybdenum, tungsten):

(v)

IO" 6

- 10 7A
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IO" 8

- 10"9A

II, 13, 92, 98

10- 9

- 10- 10 A

10, 94, 95, 96, 97, 100,
182, 183, 184, 186

Residual memory (Cl and ECl):
IO"''

- 10"8A

36, 38

IO" 8

- 10"9A

17i, 35, 37

10- 9

- 10"10A

18*

(vi) Others (hydrocarbons and cracking products, CO, C0„,
and others):
10" 5

- 10"6A

28 (partly)

IP" 7

- 10~8A

27, 29

15

io" tí
10

- Qy

- 1O'"9A

6, 7, 23, 24, 26, 30, 44,
52, 62-66, 68, 75

- 10- 10 A

25, 34, 45-49, 53, 58, 60, 61, 67, 99,
101, 112, 114, 133, 137-139, 141, 160

io- 1 0 - lO-^A

116, 212, 215, w 260.

Beams with mass number other than those listed above were of lower
intensity and could not be resolved from the background.
level was 3(± 2) x 10~ A/cm

The background

for most of the spectrum below mass number

200 (except near intense beams), falling to 1 x 10

A/cm

above mass

number 200.
The beam of mass number 28 deserves special mentioning because of
its persistent occurence in each and every mass spectrum.

This beam is

composed mainly of N , CO and C H. in varying proportions, is difficult
to suppress and impossible to eliminate.

Other beams which cannot be

easily eliminated are those listed in groups (iii), (iv) and(vi).
Note: l)

Beams of multiply-charged krypton ions were observed to occur
in the intensity ratios of
Kr'2+

Kr n

Kr' 5 + : K r 4 + » 1 : 0,1 : 0,001 : 0,0001 (for an

anode potential of lOOV).

These ratios are in good agreement

with the ratios o±" published cross-sections

7l
J
for

single

process ionization.
Kr

2)

was found to be less than 0,001 times as abundant as Kr .

The chemical cleaning power of the CCl.-vapour in the hot ion
source was demonstrated by the fact that the mass spectrum of
the total beam obtained from a CCl.-plasma contained lines of
every mass number and of such intensity that the great majority
was visible on a fluorescent screen (KJ), i.e. of intensity
-9
> 10 A. The background level is from 2-20 times higher than
for the 'clean' operation.
PAST

APPLICATIONS

As examples of relatively simple applications can be mentioned the
production of beams of Ne , Ar , Kr
CCl.-vapour, of Br
+

+

+

and J

and Xe

from the gasses, of Cl

from the elements, of Mg

Na , Ni and Hg from their chlorides, (Hg Cl

from

from the element, of-

in the case of Hg + ), of
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Bi

from its oxychloride, of Ge

sodium arsenate.

from its disulfide, and of As

Low intensity beams of B

from

(of a few pA of both

isotopes together) were also produced from BC1 -vapour. The CC1 method for in situ volatilization-by-chlorination of oxides by the
chemical action of hot CC1 -vapour (in input head Ho. 5, Figures 11
and 14) has also been used extensively for the production of beams of
Co + ,

Cd

Cu

and Dy

from their oxides in such cases where a

'clean' spectrum was not required.
The choice of feed material is influenced by a number of factors,
such as vapour pressure, dissociation cross-section and ionization
cross-section, type and number of dissociation products, and chemical
interaction.

In general, the simpler the compound the fewer the frag-

ments, and therefore the higher the percentage of mono-atomic ions in
the total beam.

Usually, the halides are the best compromise on these

requirements.
Below are presented some details of the specific cases of Ge

and

Dy , which bring out some typical considerations and problems:
+

74

Ge : The isotope

Ge was required.

The vapour pressure of the

element is insufficient. Purity requirements precluded the use
of the chloride or any chorinating agent (such as CC1.) because
of the possibility of beam
(

Cl)

contamination by the mass-74 ion

. The bromide and iodide were not available.

In situ

halogenation attempts with the highly corrosive agents bromine
and iodine (analogue to the CC1 -method) were only partially
successful because of a fast surface passivation of the element
(attributed to oxidation).

The use of bromoform and iodoform as

halogenation agents was ruled out because possible hydride formation could have led to beam contamination by the mass-74 ion
73
+
GeH . Germanium disulfide was then chosen as feed material
for the following reasons:
sublimates easily.

It has a high vapour pressure and

Thermal dissociation to the elements is low

(because the Ge-S bond is strong), so that loss of Ge by
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condensation in the elemental form is minimal.

It is relatively

easy to prepare in the laboratory (see footnote).

The dissocia-

tion and ionization cross-sections for electron impact are high,
ao shown by the composition of the total beam obtained with a
GeS2 vapour plasma:
S2

+

+

(&S02 ),3$ Ge

++

28$ Ge + , 28$ GeS+, 20$ S + (&0*),
+

and 5$ C0 &S*.

1J & 13) wa3 used for feeding the GeS

10$

Input head No. 1 (Figures
to the ion source.

Dy : The vapour pressure of the element is insufficient.

The use

of the chloride and of the CCl.-method on the oxide produced only
a small fraction of Dy

in the total beam.

In the case of the

chloride this was attributed to oxidation to the less volatile
oxychloride, and in the case of the CC1 -method a low efficiency
of chlorination was held responsible (because the Dy-0 bond is
strong).

Therefore an intimate mixture of the oxide with activated

charcoal powder was subjected to the CCl.-method on the assumption
that the adsorbing and reducing properties of the charcoal would
lower the partial pressure of oxygen in the reaction zone
sufficiently for chlorination to take place. The measure produced excellent results, viz. a mixture of C and Dy

0

in the

proportion of 1 to 2 loosely embedded in quartz wool in input
head No. 5 (Figures 11 & 14), when subjected to CCl.-vapour
behind a restriction of 0,15 mm diameter an<? to a temperature
of about 900 C in the plasma chamber, resulted in a Dy

partici-

pation in the total beam of 35$. The rest was jnade up of 15$
C 0 + + N 2 + , 20$ Cl + , 8$ DyCl+, 8$ DyCl 2 + . and 14$ weaker ion
species.
Other applications of the ion source are to the production of ion
beams from radioisotopes.
85

Kr

+

+

"Na ,

73

i

and

74

In this field experience was gathered with
A s + , and, 207^.+
Bi .

Preparation scheme for GeS
Ge + H O
GeO

from elemental Ge:

-• GeO 1

+ (NH.LS - (NH.)jGeS,]

IB
Because radioisotopea are available usually only in the smallest
of quantities it is not possible to obtain steady beams of high intensity.

The alternatives are either a steady beam from a carrier material

which contains the radioisotope at a low percentage (Method l), or a
transient beam (beam pulse) with a high peak intensity (Method 2).
In method 2 the plasma is created and maintained from some support
material.

The radioisotope sample is kept at a cold waiting position

until the plasma conditions are optimized.

The sample is then moved

into the hotter zones of the link-up tube until the evaporation rate
is high enough to produce highest transient participation of the
radioisotope in the steady beam without 'extinguishing' the plasma.
In the case of 'carrier-free' radioisotope samples the material
is pushed directly into the plasma chamber for rapid evaporation. The
steady total beam then contains only a very short but high-peaked pulse
of ions of the radioisotope.

Por this work input heads Nos. 1, 2 and 4

(Figures 11, 12 & 13) are used.
In further exposition method 1 will also be called the 'with
carrier' method, and method 2 the 'with support1 method with the
variations 'long pulse1 mode and 'short pulse' mode. The terms
'long pulse' mode and 'short pulse1 mode refer to slow and to fast
introduction respectively of the radioisotope sample, in the manner
explained above.
It should be noted that in the case of the 'with carrier' method
the term carrier is implied to mean a compound of the stable element
identical I O that of the radioisotope.
vapour pressure match.

This is necessary for a good

It requires that the chemical form of the

radioiaotope be known so that any carrier added can be made to agree
with the sample.

The usual carrier addition i? up to milligram level

so that a plasma can be maintained for the time required for plasma
optimization and for the beam collection.
For the 'with support1 method the chemical form of the support
feed need not agree with that of the radioisotope, but can differ
widely.

This method is therefore more flexible than the 'with

carrier' method.

Furthermore it has the important advantage that the

spectrum window around the radioisotope line can be kept free of other
lines if the background in the window must be kept low.
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or

For the implantation of

DC

Kr the commercial gas (5$

Kr in

mixture with stable Kr-isotopes) was used straight to produce
in a steady beam.

Kr

This case is straightforward and will not be dis-

cussed here.

It will be instructive, however, to look at some details
73
and 7 4 As + , and 2 0 7 B i + :
of the casos of
An
73.
As + and, 74.
A3+: Because the background level was not critical
the 'with carrier' method was acceptable and was used in one
experiment, while the 'with support' method was used in another.
The radioisotopes were supplied in mixture with some stable
carrier as sodium arsenates in an aqueous solution. A calculated quantity of stable disodium hydrogen arsenate was added
to bring the carrier to a level suitable for steady beam operation,
and the solution was boiled down to a few drops. These were taken
up in a flock of quartz wool and dryed.

The quartz wool was then

loaded into input head No. 1 (Figures 11 & 12) and subjected to a
temperature of 300 C in the preheated plasma chamber for removal
of the water of crystallization.

Thereafter a steady ion beam

was produced from the material in the normal way.
For the 'with support' method disodium hydrogen arsenate was
loaded in the support feed position in input head No. 4 and used
to produce a steady ion beam.

The radioactive sample, deposited

in a quartz wool wick and heat-treated in the manner described
above for the 'with carrier1 method, was kept in a retracted
position until the support plasma was optimized.

The sample,

not being 'carrier-free', was then carefully moved into the
hotter zones of the link-up tube until evaporation ensued.
207

Bi+:

The

Bi -beam was to be measured quantitatively and

was therefore required to be of highest purity, i.e. as far as
possible free of any isobaric contamination and of background.
The isobar of

Bi is

Pb which occurs with a 23$ abundance

in natural Pb. It was therefore necessary to remove all lead
207
from the
Bi-sample, the sample holder and the plasma chamber.
The decontamination of the sample was effected by a method in
which vacuum evaporation was used, while the sample holder, a
platinum boat, was decontaminated by heating the boat in a
nitrogen atmosphere to 1550 C for two hours. The plasma chamber
wa3 decontaminated by the CC1.-treatment described on page 13.
This treatment also helped to lower the general background level.
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To lower the background contribution sufficiently the 'with
support1 method had to be used. Krypton was used as the plasma
support, so that the intense support spectrum could not contri207 +
bute to the background of the
Bi -beam. A weak steady beam
of

Bi , obtained from BiOCl in the sublimation oven (Fig- -ea

7 & 9) wa3 used as marker and as focussing guide. Bi was preferred for this function because a higher percentage of total
207
Bi in the plasma chamber helps reduce losses of
walls.

Bi to the

These losses occur to chemisorption centres on the

wall surface, which are numerous enough to require a sizable
portion of the nearly carrier-free

Bi-sample (of a few micro-

gram) for saturation. With these centres once saturated,
respectively presaturated by the use of the stable Bi, the high
207
vapour pressure of elemental Bi precludes further loss of
Bi
by condensation. Also, the formation of any non-volatile com207
pound of
Bi will be strongly competed for by the stable Bi present.
?07
Input head No. 2 (Figures 11 & 13) was used to introduce the
1

sample (as BiOCl) in the 'long pulse

Bi-

mode at a speed of 1 cm/min.

For order-of-magnitude data on the residence time of feed materials
in the plasma chamber, measurements were made with Ne and Na (as NaCl) in
the 'short pulse' mode of the 'with support1 method.

In the case of Ne Kr

was used as support feed, while the We was admitted in subsecond bursts
through a special needle valve. The curve labelled 'ion beam at the
target' in Figure 16 shows the quasi-exponential decrease of the Ne
concentration in the plasma chamber, with a residence half-time of less
than 1 sec.

The effect of the Ne injection on the intensity and focus

of two strong components of the total ion beam is shown in Figure 17.
The Na -pulse resulting from the fast introduction of 0,3 \ig of NaCl
into the 700 C hot plasma chamber is shown in Figure 18, and is seen
to have the same shape a3 the Ne -pulse, although the residence halftime in now much longer (at least 25 seconds).

The ion oaurce

efficiency calculated from the area under the curve is approximately
y/>. Thin value agrees well with the value of 1% for Ar, when the
published ratio of Na

to (NaCl

+ Na Cl ) for electron impact •" is

used under the assumption that the ionization cross-sections for Ar
and NaCl are no+ very different.
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PARTS

No.

Name

LIST

F u n c t i o n

M a t e r i a l

I 1

Cathode plate, front

Refer to text

Graphite (LE 01 'JOKE
P2239)

I2

Heat reflector, front

Heat reflection, and
elastic spacer

Stainless steel

I3

Insulation ring
(anode)

Electrical insulation of I 5 & I 15

Boron nitride
(CARBORUHDUM)

I4

Spacer ring (anode)

Anti-fuaion protection for I 3
(refer to Lext)

Graphite (as I l)

I5
I6

Anode

Refer to text

Graphite (aa I l)

Pyrophylite ring,
front

Electrical insulation of I 15, and
structural component

Pyrophylite

I7

Inner heat reflector

Heat reflection only

Graphite (LE CAEBONE
AP80)

I8
I 9

2nd Heat reflector

Heat reflection only

Stainless steel

Hood

Assembly clamp for
plasma chamber, and
heat reflection

I 10 Anode terminal screw

Electrical connection Molybdenum
of I 11 to I 5

I 11 Anode terminal plate

Anti-fusion protection for I 12 (refer
to text)

Molybdenum

I 12 Thermocouple wire

Electrical contact
to anode, and
temperature
measurement of anode

NiCr-Ni

pair

I 13 Terminal bridge
(2 off)

I 14 Terminal block
I 15 Anode heating
element

I 16 Heater terminal
screw (2 cff)

I 17 Current lead
(2 off)

I 18 Pyrophylite ring,
rear

Electrical connection Copper
of I 12 to extension
wires
To carry I 13 (2 off) Pyrophylite
Auxilliary heat
source

Molybdenum

Electrical connection Molybdenum
of I 15 to I 17
Current supply to
I 15

Molybdenum

Electrical insulation of I 15, and
structural component

Pyrophylite

40

No.

Name

F u n c t i o n

M a t e r i a l

I 19 Locking pin

To prevent rotation
of I 7

Molybdenum

I 20 Cathode plate,

Refer to text

Graphite (as I l)

I 21 Thermocouple

Temperature measurement of I 20

NiCr-Ni

I 22 Gas inlet pipe

Gas and vapour leadin from I 24 & I 25

Molybdenum

I 23 Junction block

To join I 24 and I 25
to I 22

Graphite (as I l)

rear

I 24 Gas conveying pipe Gas transport from

Stainless steel

II 4

I 25 Vapour conveying

Vapour transport from
sublimation oven

Stainless steel

Current lead and
support for I 29

Molybdenum

I 27 Terminal nut

To fix I 29 to I 26

Graphite (as I l)

I 28 Washer

Mechanical protection
for I 27

Molybdenum

I 29 Filament

Electron and main heat Tungsten
source

I 30 Filament post,

Current lead and
support for I 29

Molybdenum

Skirting of I 32

Graphite (as I l)

Electrical insulation
of I 30

Boron nitride

I 33 Spacer sleeve

Anti-fusion protection for I 32 (refer
to text)

Graphite (as I l)

I 34 Heat reflector,

Heat reflection, and
elastic spacer

Molybdenum

I 35 Base plate, small

Support 'or plasma
chamber sub-assembly,
and heat reflection

Stainless steel

I 36 Leg, short

To support I 35 on

Stainless steel

pipe

I 26 Filament poat,
long

short

I 31 Skirting sleeve
I 32 Insulation sleeve

rear

(3 off)

I 37 Base plate, large

Support for the whole
ion source assembly,
and heat reflection

Stainless steel

I 38 Leg, long

To support I 37 on
II 1

Stainless steel

Metal substitute for
I 1 (refer to text)

Molybdenum

(3 off)

I 39 Cathode plate,
front

s:

I 37

No.

Name

I 40 Pyrophylite ring,

F u n c t i o n

M a t e r i a l

Substitute for I 6
(refer to text)

Pyrophylite

Substitute for I *
(refer to text)

Quartz

I 42 Spacer ring

Spacer and support for
I 43 (refer to'text)

Molybdenum

I 43 Anode (inner

Skirting of I 41
(refer to text)

Molybdenum

Gas-tight enclosure of
plasma chamber (refer
to text)

Molybdenum

Electrical connection
of I 11 to I 44

Molybdenum

Refer to text

Molybdenum

front

I 41 Insulation ring
(anode)

cylinder)

I 44 Anode (outer
cylinder)

I 45 Anode terminal
screw

I 46 Cathode coverplate (rear)

II 1 Flange

Basic suppo_ c for ion
Brass
source and feed-throughs

II 2 Joint coupling,

Gas feed-through, and
coupling component

Stainless steel

To connect II 4 to II 2

Stainless steel

Easier installation
of I 24

Stainless steel

loose section
Connector

To connect I 25 to II 11 Brass

Split washer

Easier vacuum-pumping of Braas
hidden spaces of feedthroughs

rigid section

II 3 Coupling link
II 4 Joint coupling,
II 5
II 6

II 7 Bakelite washer

Electrical insulation of Bakelite
II 5 from II 1

II 8 Teflon sleeve

"*1ectrical insulation of Tetrafluoroethylene
II 11, II 15 and II 16
from II 1

II 9 0-ring

Vacuum seal

Preferably siliconerubber

II 10 Spacer

Compression stop for
II 9, and electrical
insulation of II 11,
II 15 and II 16 from
II 1

Perspex

II 11 Feed-through
(vacuum side)

Vacuum seal on II 1 and
II 12

Brass

II 12 Cock valve

Sluice and close-off
valve

Glass
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No.

Name

II 13 Peed-through
(pressure side)

F u n c t i o n
Vacuum seal on II 12 and

M a t e r i a l
Brass

II 14

II 14 Feed charger

To introduce feed material
into I 25

Stainless rteel

II 15 Current feed-

Low current transmission

Brass

Current transmission of up
to 100A

Copper

II 17 Gate valve

Sluice and close-off valve,
taking flange of III 6

Brass

II 18 Needle valve

To control gas admission

Perspex (body)

III 1 Link-up sleeve
III 2 Link-up spring

Seal between III 3 and I 20

Graphite (as I l)

To press III 1 against I 20
when III 3 is inserted

Tungsten

III 3 Link-up tube

To guide III 15 and III 16,
and to convey feed vapour
to the plasma chamber

Quartz

III 4

To hold III 3

Stainless steel

Insertion of III 3 into
I 20

Stainless steel

To carry the full feedthrough assembly, and
flange-on to II 17

Brass

Vacuum seal for III 5

Brass

To clamp III 5

Brass

To move III 15, III 16 and
III 21 inside III 3

Stainless steel

III 10 Tension nut

To compress III 12, and
to support and insulate
III 11

Perspex

III 11 Rod
III 12 0-ring

Electrical lead-in

Brass

Vacuum seal on III 9 and
III 11

Preferably
silicone-rubber

To compress III 12

Brass

Mechanical and electrical
connection between III 9
and/or III 11 and III 15,
III 16, III 17, III 18
and III 21

Molybdenum

through (low
current)

II 16 Current feedthrough (high
current

Chuck

III 5 Sliding tube
(outer)

III 6 Peed-through
holder

III 7 Sliding seal
III 8 Sliding tube
clamp

III 9 Sliding tube
(inner)

III 13 Collar
III 14 Link-wire
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No.

Name

Ill 15 Peed carrier

III 16 Boat carrier
III 17 Sample boat

F u n c t i o n
To hold large quantities
of solid feed material

M a t e r i a l
Quartz

To support III 17

Quartz

To hold small quantities of
solid feed material

Platinum

III 18 Thermocouple

Temperature measurement inoide the plasma chamber
and III 3

Pt-PtRh (13$)

III 19 Link-up tube

To hold solid charge
material and convey its
vapour to the plasma
chamber, and to carry
III 20

Quartz

III 20 Insert tube

To guide III 21, and to
convey feed vapour from
III 21 to the plasma
chamber

Quartz

III 21 Peed carrier

To hold small quantities
of solid feed material

Quartz or alumina

III 22 Link-up tube

To hold solid charge
material for chlorination
by CC1 -vapour

Quartz

III 25 0-ring

To direct CC1.-vapour into
III 22

Preferably
silicone-rubber

III 24 Needle valve

To control admission of
CC1,-vapour

Perspex (body)

N.B.:

For all parts made from metal sheet either 0,3 mm molybdenum
or 0,2 mm stainless steel was used.

